
I-311-001

The SDEIS provided a comprehensive analysis of effects based on the

project design and construction information available at that time.

Analyses presented in the SDEIS used accepted methodology based on

WSDOT and FHWA guidance, as well as other guidance where

applicable. The discipline reports describe the methodologies as well as

policies and regulations applicable to the specific resource. As described

throughout the SDEIS, Option K was found to have far greater effects to

natural resources than Option A. Specific topics regarding the

characterization of the SDEIS documentation and analysis are

addressed in the responses to subsequent comments.

The identification and analysis of alternatives are crucial to the NEPA

process and the goal of objective decision making.  The identification of

alternatives for evaluation in the EIS has lasted over 10 years and has

incorporated extensive participation from stakeholder groups,

neighboring communities, and the general public. As described in

Chapter 1 of the SDEIS and in the Range of Alternatives and Options

Report (Attachment 8 to the SDEIS), an extensive range of alternatives

has been evaluated for this project. Alternative corridors, technologies

(e.g. tubes and tunnels), and travel modes, as well as many design

variations within the existing corridor, were evaluated as part of the

Trans-Lake Washington Study and again through consultation and

public/agency scoping after the initiation of NEPA review in 2000.

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS provides additional information on how

alternatives were developed and evaluated, and why some solutions

were determined not to be reasonable alternatives. During the scoping

process and other planning processes preceding it, certain alternatives

were eliminated from further environmental study because they WSDOT

determined they were not reasonable or would not meet the project

purpose and need. The scoping process resulted in a reasonable range

of alternatives to be analyzed in an EIS. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS

provides additional information on how alternatives were developed and
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evaluated, and why some solutions were determined not to be

reasonable alternatives.

In spring 2007, the Washington State Legislature passed Engrossed

Substitute Senate Bill (ESSB) 6099. The bill directed the Office of

Financial Management to hire a mediator and appropriate planning staff

to develop a 6-lane corridor design for the Seattle portion of the project

area. Pages 1-17 through 1-19 of the SDEIS explain the mediation

process and the three mediation design options that were ultimately

agreed upon by the group and evaluated in the SDEIS. Since the SDEIS

was published, FHWA and WSDOT have identified a Preferred

Alternative that is similar to Option A, but refines the design to improve

future traffic operations in the corridor and minimize potential effects.

Through the analyses conducted for the SDEIS, WSDOT determined

that Option K would result in more adverse effects on natural resources

than Option A; see Chapter 2 for further discussion of how the Preferred

Alternative was identified and Table 2-3 regarding design refinements

that respond to public comments. If Options K or L were identified as the

Preferred Alternative in the future, WSDOT would provide additional

information as part of final design and permitting and ensure that

negative effects associated with these options are mitigated to the extent

practicable. The analysis of these alternatives and design options

through the NEPA process, together with the analysis presented in this

Final EIS, provides sufficient analysis for decision makers.

The responses to later comments in this letter provide further

explanation about how the EIS, which includes the Draft EIS, SDEIS,

and this Final EIS, complies with applicable regulations and policies

regarding the range of alternatives.

 

I-311-002

The use of the word “design” is consistent with generally accepted usage

for transportation and roadway projects. Design development is an
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ongoing process, and the design options presented in the SDEIS are at

a sufficient level of detail to compare their environmental effects.

Environmental impact assessments are begun early in the design

process so that the design may be improved by input from stakeholders.

The design is developed in parallel with mitigation planning, community

comments, and permitting requirements.  If the public had to wait for the

final design before commenting, there would be no opportunity for their

comments to influence the design.

While a single individual could put their stamp on a vision or concept for

the SR 520 project, no single profession or designer could, or would be

allowed to, design the entire project. The SR 520 is being designed by a

team of licensed designers, including civil, structural, hydraulics,

stormwater, noise, traffic, and geotechnical engineers; landscape

architects; and architects—representing WSDOT and its consultants.

The mitigation process also involves qualified biologists, including

wetland specialists, and fisheries, water quality, and endangered species

experts. There have been and will be many designers involved the

project, and who will be given credit for their role.

The project is a replacement of an existing highway. It is a transportation

project, with the purpose and need of improving safety and mobility for

people and goods, as stated on page 1-3 of the SDEIS. Aesthetics and

visual quality are addressed through urban design and context-sensitive

solutions (CSS), and through NEPA analysis of these resources. Social

elements, recreation, and nonmotorized transportation are other

examples of the issues relating to urban design that are analyzed in the

NEPA documents. Urban design considerations were developed prior to

the scoping of alternatives, have continued to be developed during the

NEPA process, and will continue to influence the project as design

development progresses. Information regarding the visual quality

analysis can be found in the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). Related issues were addressed in
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other discipline reports, such as Cultural Resources, Social Elements,

Recreation, etc. (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). These reports were

updated for the Final EIS (see Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

WSDOT has a strong commitment to developing projects in accordance

with the context-sensitive solutions philosophy. The SR 520 Program’s

Context-Sensitive Solutions process is both collaborative and

interdisciplinary, and places great emphasis on understanding the

relationship between land use form and function and transportation

design, as well as engaging and involving community stakeholders in the

design process.

One of the first steps in the SR 520 Program was the formation of the

Design Advisory Group, whose purpose was to explore and articulate an

aesthetic vision for the new SR 520 facilities. The Design Advisory

Group was an important step in the ongoing community information and

outreach process that began with the Trans-Lake Washington Study and

will continue through design and construction. The result of the Design

Advisory Group’s work, between January and June 2006, was the

Corridor Aesthetics Handbook. See the following website for more

information regarding the SR 520 Design Advisory Group Handbook:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/library-

technical.htmhttp://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/library-

technical.htm.

The Corridor Aesthetics Handbook is a statement of the communities’

preferences for the aesthetic character of SR 520. The preferences are

expressed as thematic visions and aesthetic goals and principles, and

were an important first step in the process to establish urban design

guidelines. The handbook will be used by WSDOT as the primary

reference for community aesthetic preferences as WSDOT further

develops and defines the aesthetic guidelines for the facility and its

corridor. Development of the aesthetic guidelines will include the work of
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bridge designers, architects, landscape architects, lighting designers,

and other specialists who will be preparing the final design packages for

the project. It is important that WSDOT and the Design Advisory Group

provide the overall aesthetic direction for these specialists as project

design development progresses. This work provides the foundation for

what will ultimately become the urban design guidelines for a Preferred

Alternative. The guidelines will integrate community values, urban design

principles, and WSDOT standards and will address such elements as:

corridor walls•

lid edges and portal entries•

bridge pier walls and abutments•

community lid landscape and architecture elements•

color•

pedestrian barriers•

structures•

illumination•

wayfinding and signage•

planting•

transit facilities•

viewing platforms•

The designs presented in the Draft EIS, SDEIS, and Final EIS represent

an ongoing process, not a finalized design, at a level of detail consistent

with NEPA guidelines to compare and analyze the effects of different

options.

 

I-311-003

Safety is one of the reasons for the project; the other is mobility, as

articulated in the project purpose and need. The potential for retrofitting

the existing bridges was evaluated during the Trans-Lake study (see the

text box on page 1-19 of the SDEIS). The No Build Alternative evaluated

in the Draft EIS did assume that minor retrofits associated with

maintenance and safety would continue. However, retrofitting the
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Evergreen Point Bridge and bridge approach structures to current

standards was determined not to be a viable option under the No Build

Alternative or separately because the bridge has had a number of safety

and maintenance retrofits to date, and further retrofits are not feasible

due to structural and pontoon floatation limitations. The potential for

retrofitting the existing bridges was discussed again during the mediation

process and was again dismissed from further consideration (see pages

1-17 through 1-19 of the SDEIS). Although it might be feasible to

seismically retrofit the hollow columns supporting the west approach to

the Evergreen Point Bridge, the Portage Bay Bridge, and on- and off-

ramps in Montlake and the Arboretum, such a retrofit is likely to have

similar costs to new construction, similar or greater impacts, and a

shorter design life. Thus, it would not be cost-effective compared to

building new structures.

Seismic restrainers were added to the bridge joints in the late 1990 to

help keep the bridge spans on the piers during an earthquake. The

columns are essentially impossible to fix since they are half full of mud

and the tips of the columns are not embedded into the solid ground

where they need to be for adequate restraint. A retrofit scheme was

looked at that would place new columns outside of the existing ones,

encapsulating the existing crossbeam with a new one. This retrofit

scheme essentially replaces the old foundation with a new one alongside

it and would cost in excess of 60% of the price of a new bridge. This

approach is questionable when you factor in that the bridge would still

have many other structural/functional deficiencies and is already in

excess of 50% of its original design life.

 

I-311-004

Part of the purpose of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project is to “improve

mobility for people and goods.” To this end, all traffic analyses for the

project have measured not only vehicle trips in the corridor, but person

trips, which represent users of transit and carpools as well as single-
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occupant vehicles. The addition of high-occupancy-vehicle (HOV) lanes

to the corridor, with no increase in the existing number of general-

purpose lanes, is intended to improve the speed and reliability of transit

service, thus providing an incentive to use transit. As noted in the

discussion of project need on page 1-6 of the SDEIS, the prospect of

substantially increased travel times in 2030 "…makes it imperative that

commuters be provided with travel choices that allow them to avoid

driving alone, and that the proposed project be built to support increased

use of transit and HOVs." As shown in SDEIS Exhibit 5.1.8, HOV and

transit commuters would experience substantial travel-time benefits in

2030 with the addition of the HOV lane.

In 2006, citizens from the Madison Park and Roanoke neighborhoods

suggested constructing the segment of SR 520 that extends from I-5 to

the western end of the floating bridge as a tunnel. WSDOT reviewed the

tunnel concept, investigated engineering, evaluated key environmental

considerations, and identified preliminary cost ranges. This work is

documented in the Assessment of Tunnel Concept I-5 to Lake

Washington report of April 17, 2006 (available at

http://www.wsdot.wa.govNRrdonlyresB81AC988-E033-4255-AFCE-

0D38DF05E52D0AssessmentofTunnelConceptI5toLakeWashington4170

6.pdf). The assessment found that major engineering challenges are

associated with construction of a tunnel through this area. The tunnel

concept would provide fewer opportunities for local traffic to access SR

520. Maintaining correct roadway geometrics would require significant

excavation on Marsh Island and Foster Island for the tunnel to transition

above ground and connect to the Evergreen Point Bridge, and would

likely require substantial open water fill that would be regulated under the

Corps of Engineers Section 404 permitting process. Effects to the

ecosystems of the Arboretum and Marsh and Foster Islands would be

substantial; restoration of the natural environment would take decades.

There is a strong likelihood that resource agencies with jurisdiction would

be unwilling to issue required permits for tunnel construction, and the
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tunnel concept would add billions of dollars to the SR 520 project costs.

Designing the project to coordinate with the Sound Transit tunnel, the

Portage Bay Bridge, the interchange connection to I-5, and on- and off-

ramps to the local street network also present unique design challenges

and would be expensive to engineer and construct. The reduction in

access could result in increases in street congestion in some locations.

Based on these issues related to feasibility, design, environmental

effects, and cost, WSDOT eliminated the I-5 to Lake Washington tunnel

from further consideration as an alternative and did not evaluate it in the

Draft EIS.

 

I-311-005

The Preferred Alternative would reduce effects on the environment,

compared to Option A, while meeting the purpose and need for the

project. In agreement with FHWA, WSDOT continues forward to

complete NEPA documentation by analyzing the Preferred Alternative in

the Final EIS.

The Preferred Alternative responds to concerns from neighborhoods

through a number of design enhancements. These enhancements

include a considerably larger Montlake lid, which is a full rather than

partial lid and runs from the Montlake interchange to the Lake

Washington shoreline; and a number of noise reduction strategies such

as 4-foot concrete traffic barriers with noise-absorptive coating (see

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS). Updated noise modeling for the Preferred

Alternative indicates that these measures would reduce noise levels

along the corridor to the point that noise walls are not recommended in

the Seattle portion of the project, except potentially along I-5 in the North

Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall

is still be evaluated. This noise reduction approach would also avoid the

aesthetic impacts of noise walls in this area. Information on noise

modeling results for the Preferred Alternative can be found in the Noise

Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) and in
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Section 5.7 of the Final EIS.

Operation of the Preferred Alternative would result in benefits to

recreation, including a bicycle/pedestrian lane across the floating bridge,

a pedestrian crossing beneath the Montlake lid that would link the

Arboretum to East Montlake Park, and improved connections between

the Arboretum and other regional trails such as the Burke-Gilman Trail

(see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS and the Recreation Discipline Report

Addendum in Attachment 7 to the Final EIS). Changes in visual quality

would vary by location; however, many areas would experience

improvements to visual quality compared to existing conditions due to

design enhancements such as lids, column spacing, and pedestrian and

bicycle amenities. In the near term, overall visual quality ratings for the

Preferred Alternative would be slightly lower than existing vividness,

intactness, and unity ratings and comparable to those of Option A. In 10

to 20 years, when trees and shrubs will have grown and filled in, overall

vividness, intactness, and unity for all views would be similar to or higher

than their current ratings. Section 5.5 of the Final EIS and the Visual

Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the

Final EIS) describe the character and degree of visual effects.

 

I-311-006

See the response to Comment I-311-004 regarding benefits to HOVs

that would result from the project. The removal of the Montlake Freeway

Transit Station remains a component of the Preferred Alternative. Please

see the Range of Alternatives and Options Evaluated

Report (Attachment 8 to the SDEIS) for a detailed discussion about why

removal of the Montlake Freeway Transit Station is being considered.

The Preferred Alternative would add new bus stops on the Montlake lid,

and a number of refinements that address transit connections. The bus

stops on the lid would accommodate both eastbound and westbound

buses, replacing the current Montlake Freeway Transit Station stops for
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buses traveling between the University District and the Eastside. The

Montlake lid has been enhanced and expanded compared to Option A.

The Montlake lid stop would also function as a flyer stop during the off-

peak periods so that passengers could access the SR 520 buses

traveling between the eastside and downtown Seattle. University Link

light-rail service, expected to be operational in 2016, will accommodate

some of the trips that now use the bus stops.

WSDOT has collaborated with the University of Washington, City of

Seattle, King County Metro, and Sound Transit as part of the design

refinements and transit connections workgroup required by Engrossed

State Senate Bill (ESSB) 6392 to determine transit connections can be

improved. The workgroup evaluated the transit connections at the

Montlake interchange, and identified preferred bus stop locations and

made specific design recommendations to ensure an adequate level of

midday service between the University/Montlake and the Eastside after

the closure of the Montlake Freeway Transit Station.  These

recommendations are included in the ESSB: Design Refinements and

Transit Connections Workgroup Recommendations Report (Attachment

16 to the Final EIS). Chapter 2 of the Final EIS describes the Preferred

Alternative, and Chapter 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) describes the effects of the Preferred

Alternative on transit service, facilities, ridership, transit travel times, and

rider connections.

 

I-311-007

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS, SDEIS, and Final EIS (see the

response to Comment I-311-001). Reasonable alternatives include those

that are practical or feasible from the technical and economic standpoint,

rather than simply desirable from the standpoint of the applica. What

constitutes a reasonable range of alternatives depends on the nature of

the proposal and the facts in each case.  FHWA guidance provides
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additional discussion of the relationship between purpose and need and

alternatives consideration, analysis and selection, and states that

“alternatives which meet the purpose and need for the project at an

acceptable cost and level of environmental impact relative to the benefits

which will be derived from the project” should be considered.

(http://www.environment.fhwa.dot.gov/projdev/tdmneed.asp)

The Range of Alternatives and Options Evaluated Report (Attachment 8

to the SDEIS) describes the history of alternatives development for the

SR 520 corridor and provides the framework, context, and supporting

details for understanding how the project has evolved. It also explains

the screening that has occurred to narrow and define the scope of the

alternatives and the legislative actions that have influenced the project.

The information contained in this report was summarized in pages 1-9

through 1-22 of the SDEIS. Additional information about alternatives is

included in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS.

As explained in Chapter 1 of both the Draft EIS and the SDEIS and

documented more fully in the Range of Alternatives and Options

Examined report (Attachment 8 to the SDEIS), the SDEIS design options

were the product of an alternatives analysis that had already considered

multimodal solutions and a Draft EIS that evaluated No Build, 4-lane,

and 6-lane alternatives. This process identified the 6-Lane

Alternative—four general-purpose lanes plus two HOV lanes to serve

transit and carpools—as best meeting the project purpose of improving

mobility for people and goods. See also the response to Comment I-311-

004 regarding the benefits of adding continuous HOV lanes to the

corridor.

Attachment 8 to the SDEIS explained the considerations that led to

inclusion of a new bascule bridge over the Montlake Cut in Option A.

Attachment 8 also explained the considerations that led to the inclusion

of an auxiliary lane on the Portage Bay Bridge in Option A. However,
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based on comments received on the SDEIS and in order to reduce the

footprint of the Portage Bay Bridge, the Preferred Alternative includes a

managed shoulder instead of a seventh, auxiliary lane.

Light rail on SR 520 is viable as a future undertaking, although it is not

being studied for implementation as part of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project. Section 2.4 in the Final EIS explains why initial implementation

of light rail transit on SR 520 is not planned. The decision to locate

Sound Transit’s initial east-west light rail transit corridor on I-90 rather

than SR 520 has been made through extensive regional

deliberation.Table 2-2 of the Final EIS illustrates the history of regional

decision making on east-west mass transit routes, which began in 1967

when the Comprehensive Public Transportation Plan for the Seattle

Metropolitan Area identified a rail corridor from Seattle to Bellevue and

Redmond on I-90. Subsequent studies and agreements over the next 40

years have all continued to identify I-90 as the preferred rail transit

corridor, with predicted ridership similar to or more than SR 520 and

substantially lower costs and environmental effects. However, while

WSDOT believed that the design of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project

already accommodated potential future light rail, through coordination

with Sound Transit, WSDOT has designed the Preferred Alternative to

have enhanced compatibility with potential future light rail compared to

the SDEIS design options. Light rail could be accommodated either by

converting the HOV lanes for rail use or by adding new light-rail-only

lanes. Since rail transit in the SR 520 corridor is not programmed in

current regional transit plans, any future project to add rail in the corridor

would need to undergo an extensive planning and environmental review

process by the responsible transit agency prior to implementation. See

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS and the response to Comment C-021-001 for

further information.

Throughout the course of SR 520 planning, several stakeholders have

suggested that placing the highway in a tunnel might be preferable to
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rebuilding it at ground level and/or on bridges. The Trans-Lake Study

Committee reviewed options for tunnels and submerged tubes under

Lake Washington early in its development of options for SR 520 (1997-

1999). Tunnel options evaluated included bored tunnels below the lake

bottom, sunken tunnels placed on the lake bottom, and floating tunnels

suspended below the lake surface. The feasibility of using a tunnel

depends on many design considerations, including tunnel technology,

the feasibility of constructing interchanges, soils stability, safety, and

ventilation. Tunnels would be extremely difficult and costly to engineer in

the SR 520 corridor (see pages 3-5 and 3-6 of the Draft EIS). Lake

Washington is approximately 200 feet deep, with a thick layer of peat

deposits that make the bottom unstable. A bored tunnel across the lake

would have to be engineered at more than 300 feet deep. To satisfy

geometrics requirements, the east and west tunnel entrances could need

to extend as far as I-5 and I-405 with no access in between. Sunken and

floating tunnels would create extensive surface disturbance at the

transitions from tunnel to highway and could interfere with fish passage.

A cross-lake tunnel would also eliminate the proposed regional

bicycle/pedestrian path between Seattle and the Eastside unless a

separate structure was built.

Please see the response to comment I-311-004 regarding a tunnel from

I-5 to the western end of the floating bridge. WSDOT eliminated cross-

lake tunnels and the I-5 to Lake Washington tunnel from further

consideration as alternatives for in the Draft EIS based on the issues

described above and in the response to comment I-311-004 regarding

feasibility, design, environmental effects, and cost.

See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in development of the project.

 

I-311-008

See the response to comment I-311-006.
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I-311-009

As mentioned on page 2-1 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline

Report “SR 520 often becomes congested when there are backups on I-

5 through downtown Seattle and on I-405 at the ramps to and from SR

520.  Congestion points include 'weave' areas where entering and exiting

traffic is changing lanes at the same time, places where a lane ends (for

example, the end of the westbound HOV lane before the SR 520 bridge),

and locations where a high volume of exiting vehicles causes traffic to

back up onto the freeway mainline.” Additionally, the report discusses

how conditions will worsen by the year 2030. For updated information

regarding freeway operations and how they would improve under the

Preferred Alternative, please see Chapter 5 of the Final Transportation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-010

The visual quality analysis was conducted in accordance with FHWA’s

visual quality and aesthetics impacts assessment methodology and

WSDOT’s Environmental Procedures Manual, using the checklist

provided in Exhibit 459-1 of the manual. The purpose of adhering to an

approved and established methodology is to conduct an objective,

unbiased evaluation. The WSDOT Evaluation Matrix was used to

conduct the quantitative assessment, the results of which were

summarized in text form in Exhibit 1-1 of the SDEIS Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report.

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions will change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. Disclosing effects helps to identify what

needs to or can be mitigated through the design process. The aesthetics

of a finished design will be an important part of the design development

process that follows the NEPA Record of Decision.

Views from East Shelby Street in Roanoke were evaluated and it was
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determined that the second bascule bridge under Option A would not

change the vividness, intactness, or unity ratings of the view and that the

Option L bascule bridge would change the view slightly. The view from

the Roanoke ridge is panoramic and expansive, and the new bridges

would be very small parts of this vista because they are below the

horizon, small when seen from the distance of Roanoke, and surrounded

by tall, mature trees. 

The visual quality effects of the Preferred Alternative would be similar to

those of Option A; for updated information see the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

Additionally, a new viewpoint was added to the addendum (see Exhibit

2-25), which shows the view from East Shelby Street Looking north

toward the Montlake Bridge.

 

I-311-011

Please see Chapters 6 and 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for detailed information regarding

the effects of the Preferred Alternative on local street traffic operations in

the Montlake interchange area, including analysis of the effect of bridge

openings during the off-peak.

 

I-311-012

As described throughout the SDEIS, Option K would cross Foster Island

with a land bridge. The width of Option K through the west approach and

over Foster Island ranges from 192 to 250 feet.  The bridge span through

the west approach and over Foster Island from Option A includes a

raised bridge, and width ranging from 147 – 205 feet.  As evidenced

throughout the SDEIS and Final EIS, Option A would have a narrower

footprint over Foster Island than Option K, and the bridge span would be

raised with Option A.  The height and clearance over Foster Island with

Option A would benefit adjacent wetlands and open space--benefits that

would not be realized through Option K. Option K would require
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significant alteration of the natural landform of Foster Island due to the

substantial grading and fill, as well as vegetation removal.  The land

bridge would significantly alter the user experience, as it would be very

different from existing conditions and would be a less natural landscape

than what is there currently.

Additionally, Foster Island is recognized as a Traditional Cultural

Property and a culturally significant place to area Native tribes. WSDOT

has engaged in negotiation with the affected tribes to minimize the

impact to Foster Island from the new structure.  During these

discussions, the tribes indicated a preference for the raised bridge

design over the island.  For these reasons, WSDOT has determined

Option A to have a lesser impact to Foster Island than Option K.

Revisions to this conclusion are not included as part of the Final EIS.

 

I-311-013

Tolling in the SR 520 corridor is proposed to finance the replacement of

the SR 520 floating bridge, and to make safety and capacity

improvements in the SR 520 corridor. The intent of the traffic modeling

was not to isolate the effect of tolling, but rather to capture the relative

effects of tolling in concert with other design elements of the project to

determine the overall transportation performance for the no build and

design alternatives. Tolling costs to the public were included in the

quantitative input of the travel demand model. However, the effects of a

toll were not isolated from the effects of including an HOV lane, versus

not including an HOV lane, making it difficult to conclude or provide

support for the assertion that more people would carpool if a toll were

implemented, but an HOV lane were not.

Additional analysis and information regarding the effects of tolling are

included in the Final EIS. Section 1.11 discusses how tolling will be used

on SR 520 with the Preferred Alternative and how and why the

assumptions and scenarios for tolling have been updated since the
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SDEIS. Section 2.4 provides information on consideration of a tolled 4-

lane alternative.

 

I-311-014

WSDOT has enlisted design professionals throughout the development

of project alternatives and will continue to do so as design development

progresses. Please see the response to Comment I-311-002 regarding

the use of the word “design” in environmental documentation of

transportation projects.

 

I-311-015

Options K and L would result in level of service (LOS) F conditions at the

Montlake Boulevard NE/NE Pacific Street intersection as compared with

LOS E conditions with Option A and it suboption, because the additional

traffic being serve by four new lanes of capacity across the Montlake cut

(with Options K and L) would still converge at the Montlake Boulevard

NE/NE Pacific Street intersection. As shown in Exhibit 6-2 in the SDEIS

Transportation Discipline Report, PM peak hour traffic volumes across

the Montlake Cut and using the Montlake Boulevard NE/NE Pacific

Street intersection would increase by approximately 2,000 vehicles per

hour (vph) with Option K and 3,000 vph with Option L compared to the

No Build Alternative in the year 2030. Traffic volumes across the cut

would be higher with Option L than with Option K because no access to

the SR 520/SPUI from Lake Washington Boulevard southbound would

be provided due to the left-turn restriction. Drivers would continue north

on Montlake Boulevard to the Montlake Boulevard/NE Pacific Street

intersection and turn right onto the new bridge that connects to the SR

520/SPUI. Even with this additional volume, PM peak hour delays at the

Montlake Boulevard NE/NE Pacific intersection would be slightly better

with Option L than with Option K because a northbound right-turn lane

would be added to serve the additional northbound traffic crossing the

Montlake Bridge to access the freeway.
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I-311-016

Two analyses (one for visual quality and one for cultural resources) were

done regarding the new bascule bridge parallel to the existing Montlake

Bridge. The visual quality analysis determined that the new bascule

bridge under Option A would not change the visual quality of the area

because the new bascule bridge of Option A would not be visible from

most locations in Montlake.

However, with the cultural resources analysis, WSDOT has

acknowledged that the new bascule bridge parallel to the Montlake

Bridge would significantly diminish the integrity of the setting and feeling

of the existing historic bridge’s integrity of setting and feeling if not

mitigated. Therefore, stipulations are provided in the Section 106

Programmatic Agreement (Attachment 9 to the Final Cultural Resources

Assessment and Discipline Report) to ensure that the design and

proximity of the new bascule bridge does not diminish the integrity of the

existing Montlake Bridge.

The design of the new bascule bridge would be context sensitive to

minimize its effect on the setting and view of the historic Carl F. Gould

Montlake Bridge. The design would complement the historic bridge and

would not detract from the views through the Montlake Cut. The

Programmatic Agreement is being used as the formal, legally binding

document between FHWA, the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

(ACHP), the State Historic Preservation Officer (SHPO), WSDOT and

the other Section 106 consulting parties for mitigation of the project’s

adverse effect on historic resources.

 

I-311-017

Both the SDEIS and Final EIS local traffic operations analysis focused

on areas near SR 520 interchanges that could be affected by changes in

travel patterns and traffic volumes associated with the project

alternatives. Therefore, the SDEIS traffic analysis was conducted for
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local streets and intersections near the SR 520/Montlake Boulevard

interchange, I-5/East Roanoke Street interchange, and the I-5/NE 45th

Street interchange.  In the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report, the

local traffic effects near the SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke Street interchange

area were described in Chapter 6, and included an evaluation of traffic

volume forecasts and travel patterns, and the effects of the project’s on

intersection performance at the 12 intersections, shown in Exhibit 6-7.

The Fuhrman/Boyer Avenue E and Delmar Drive/East Lynn Street

intersections were not included in the analysis because the project would

result in little to no change in traffic volumes (less than 5 percent) and

operations at these locations. The response to Comment I-311-324

provides further information on how the local study area was determined.

The Final EIS evaluation reviewed the local study area with the Preferred

Alternative. As described in Chapters 4 and 6 of the Final EIS

Transportation Discipline Report, traffic operations analysis was

conducted at intersections where the total approaching traffic is

forecasted to increase by 5 percent or more with the Preferred

Alternative. Traffic volume changes in the I-5/East Roanoke Street

interchange were too low to meet the criteria. Therefore, the

intersections evaluated in this area for the SDEIS were not included in

the Final EIS evaluation.

 

I-311-018

Please see the responses to your specific comments below.

 

I-311-019

Please see the response to comment I-311-010 regarding the Visual

Quality assessment included in the SDEIS.  Visual quality assessments

are conducted by landscape architecture professionals who are trained

in using the industry-accepted FHWA and WSDOT assessment

methodology.  Also see the response to comment I-311-004 regarding

the construction of a tunnel for the SR 520 project.
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Further, according to the evaluation matrix for the SDEIS, Options K and

L had the greatest local negative effects on visual quality. This was due

to the substantial and negative effects at MOHAI (tunnel for K and bridge

for L) and the demolition of north Foster Island for the land bridge.

Option A had its own effects at Montlake but they were small relative to

the MOHAI effects of K and L.

 

I-311-020

See the response to comment I-311-002. The use of the word “design” is

consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and roadway

projects.

 

I-311-021

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS. Removing and not replacing

the bridge would not meet the purpose and need of the project. The

Trans-Lake study discussed in the response to Comment I-311-001

considered and dismissed a wide range of concepts, such as tunnels

and other ways of meeting mobility needs such as ferries. Please also

see the response to comment I-311-007 regarding the range of

alternatives evaluated for the SR 520 project.

The transportation analysis conducted for the Final EIS accounts for

many improvements in public transportation that will be in place in 2030

(the analysis year), including East Link light rail across I-90. Additional

analysis conducted since the SDEIS was published still finds that an SR

520 corridor of four lanes would not meet the project purpose and need

(see Section 2.4 of the Final EIS); thus, removing the bridge entirely also

would not meet the purpose and need.

WSDOT currently has comprehensive regional plans to account for an

emergency event such as a catastrophic bridge failure. The SR 520

Catastrophic Failure Plan (Summer 2008) is available for download at
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http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/vulnerability.htm. As

part of its emergency planning, WSDOT is preparing for potential

emergency replacement of pontoons to restore the floating section of the

SR 520 floating bridge in case of a catastrophic failure. WSDOT recently

awarded a design-build contract to Kiewit-General Joint Venture to build

a casting facility and pontoons, and to store these pontoons until

needed. More information on the Pontoon Construction project is

available on http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/projects/sr520bridge/.

 

I-311-022

The SR 520, I-5 to Medina project has been considered through

mandated state and regional transportation planning processes. As

stated on page1-2 of the SDEIS, it “is designated as a strategic project

by the Puget Sound Regional Council and is included in WSDOT’s 2009-

2012 Statewide Transportation Improvement Program.” Development of

project alternatives and design has included extensive coordination with

state and local agencies (see the Agency Coordination and Public

Involvement Discipline Report and Addendum in Attachment 7 to the

Final EIS).

While WSDOT has coordinated closely with regional and local agencies,

the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project is a state transportation project, and

must meet the project purpose to improve safety and mobility. Reflecting

the “image of the city” is not part of the project purpose and need.

Environmentally friendly design, urban design, and technologically

innovative design are all important aspects of the project and are

addressed through various analyses conducted through the NEPA

process. Chapter 5 of the SDEIS and Final EIS describe the project’s

effects on the environment.

The addition of a dedicated lane for transit and HOV, along with the

reduction in general-purpose demand achieved by tolling, would provide

similar GHG benefits to those with light rail transit. As discussed in
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Section 5.9 of the Final EIS, the Preferred Alternative would result in a 4

percent reduction in vehicle miles in the project area traveled compared

to the No Build Alternative, with a corresponding 4 percent reduction in

annual fuel consumption. This results in a reduction of approximately 10

percent in GHG emissions compared to the No Build Alternative, which

is consistent with state legislation calling for such reductions and would

contribute to other regional and national reduction efforts. It should be

noted that this estimate does not take into account the estimated 60

percent increase in transit ridership that would be achieved if bus rapid

transit is implemented in the corridor as part of the SR 520 High

Capacity Transit Plan (see Section 2.4 of the Final EIS for discussion of

that plan and how high capacity transit would be implemented on SR 520

in the near-term future).

 

I-311-023

Analysis of the effects on neighborhoods is included in Section 5.3 of the

SDEIS and in the Social Elements Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the

SDEIS). Effects on parks are discussed in Section 5.4 of the SDEIS and

in the Recreation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

Updated information regarding effects of the Preferred Alternative can be

found in Chapter 5 of the Final EIS.

Further, the Preferred Alternative responds to concerns from residential

neighborhoods and stakeholders representing sensitive park land

through a number of design enhancements that occurred since the

SDEIS was published. See the response to comment I-311-005 for more

information on design enhancements included with the Preferred

Alternative.

Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation Act of 1966 (23

USC 138 and 49 USC 303) addresses highway projects that effect parks

and other sensitive resources. Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of

Transportation Act of 1966 (23 U.S.C. 138 and 49 U.S.C. 303) specifies
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that FHWA may only approve a transportation project or program

requiring the use of parks, recreation areas, wildlife and waterfowl

refuges, or historic sites for transportation purposes if (1) there is no

feasible or prudent alternative to use of the land, and (2) the project

includes all possible planning to minimize harm to the property. As

described in responses to comments further below, and as demonstrated

in Attachment 6 of the SDEIS and Chapter 9 of the Final EIS, WSDOT

has conducted the necessary and appropriate planning to comply with

Section 4(f), including a Section 4(f) alternatives analysis.

 

I-311-024

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. Further, NEPA does not require

analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of environmental review of

direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of the existing SR 520

corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect and Cumulative

Effects Discipline Report.

 

I-311-025

See the response to comment I-311-002. The use of the word “design” is

consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and roadway

projects.

 

I-311-026

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. The use of the word “design” is

consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and roadway

projects.

 

I-311-027

The removal of the unused R.H. Thomson Expressway ramps is

discussed throughout the SDEIS and the attached discipline reports. The
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Preferred Alternative also includes the removal of these ramps and the

revegetation of the areas previously occupied by them to improve the

visual and environmental quality of the area.

 

I-311-028

Please see the response to comment I-311-007 regarding transit options

and compatibility with potential future light rail.

 

I-311-029

As discussed on page 60 of the Geology and Soils Discipline Report

Addendum (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS), “Seismic design was not a

consideration in bridges designed prior to about 1972. Over the last

several years, WSDOT studies have demonstrated that these aging

spans are highly vulnerable to windstorms and earthquakes.”

Additionally, technology and construction methods have improved since

the original construction of SR 520 to create safer and more stable

structures. Although the current structure is at risk of being damaged in a

major earthquake, the new bridges would be designed to handle an

earthquake without substantial damage, as required by current WSDOT

standards.

 

I-311-030

WSDOT is committed to minimizing negative effects from project

construction and operation as much as feasible, while still meeting the

project purpose and need and not compromising safety. Each discipline

report attached to the Final EIS (Attachment 7) contains a section titled

“Mitigation” which discussed the ways in which the project will avoid,

minimize, or mitigate potential effects. Additionally, several workgroups

have been created to coordinate with WSDOT and FHWA in creating

these mitigation measures and various design refinements included with

the Preferred Alternative (see the Agency Coordination and Public

Involvement Discipline Report and Addendum in Attachment 7 to the
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Final EIS).

The SR 520 Parks Technical Working Group has evaluated the functions

and values of project area parks and recreational areas and coordinated

with WSDOT in developing appropriate mitigation for unavoidable

impacts. Additionally, through the ESSB 6392 process, WSDOT has

worked with various agencies and advisory boards to develop

recommendations for transit improvements, as well as bicycle and

pedestrian connections and amenities as part of the Design Refinements

and Transit Connection Workgroup. The recommendations from this

group can be found in the ESSB 6392: Design Refinements and Transit

Connections Workgroup Recommendations Report (Attachment 16 to

the Final EIS).

In May 2010, WSDOT began working with the Arboretum and Botanical

Garden Committee—composed of representatives from City of Seattle,

the University of Washington, and the Arboretum Foundation—to

develop the Arboretum Mitigation Plan. This plan is included in

Attachment 9 to the Final EIS.

 

I-311-031

Although these are all important aspects of the project, they are not

specifically included as part of the project purpose and need.

Through the ESSB process, WSDOT has collaborated with the

University of Washington, City of Seattle, King County Metro Transit, and

Sound Transit, to determine how to improve transit speed and reliability

between the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project and the Montlake Multimodal

Center to allow for convenient transfers between SR 520 transit and

University Link light rail. Improvements to the Montlake Multimodal

Center (currently known as the Montlake Triangle) will be undertaken

separate from the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project. The Montlake

Multimodal Center is a concept established in the High Capacity Transit
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Plan in coordination with King County Metro, Sound Transit, and the

University of Washington.

WSDOT and FHWA have explored the various technologies available to

effectively and safely minimize negative effects of the project. The

Preferred Alternative will improve mobility, and will reduce negative

effects compared to the SDEIS design options, based on a number of

design enhancements. See the response to comment I-311-005 and

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for discussion of these enhancements.

 

I-311-032

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS. Please see the response to

comment I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives evaluated for the

SR 520 project. Also see the response to comment I-311-007  regarding

compatibility with potential future light rail.

 

I-311-033

Please see the response to comment I-311-003 regarding why a retrofit

of the existing bridge is not a reasonable alternative.

 

I-311-034

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-035

Please see the response to comment I-311-007 regarding potential

future light rail.

WSDOT has worked with transit agencies to identify appropriate transit
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options for the project.

The vision for bus rapid transit in the SR 520 corridor has been identified

in the SR 520 High-Capacity Transit Plan, which was endorsed in 2008

by the state, King County Metro Transit, and Sound Transit. This plan

finds that-future demand for transit in the 520 corridor until at least 2030

would be met with bus-rapid transit that runs in HOV/transit lanes,

complementing Sound Transit’s East Link. The HOV lanes would allow

for the near-term implementation of bus rapid transit, as called for in the

SR 520 High-Capacity Transit Plan.

At the same time, the High-Capacity Transit Plan acknowledges that

after 2030 significant increases in cross-lake travel may warrant

dedicated HCT facilities in both I-90 and SR 520. Therefore, the new SR

520 bridge and associated interchanges will be built in a way that allows

the structure to accommodate a two-way light rail line or busway at a

future date.  Chapter 2 of the Final EIS provides further discussion.

Under the SR 520 High Capacity Transit Plan, Sound Transit would

study the demand and necessity of light rail later in this decade. For

more information, please see the SR 520 High Capacity Transit Plan at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/Library/technical.htm.

 

I-311-036

Please see the response to comments I-311-007 and I-311-037

regarding how the project can accommodate bus rapid transit in the near

time and potential future light rail. Completion of the project would result

in improvements in air quality, as described in Section 5.8 of the Final

EIS, even without implementation of high capacity transit in the corridor.

 

I-311-037

The heading “What would the project accomplish?” is based on standard

English usage of the word “accomplish.” The current design standard is

for winds of 92 mph. The requested change was not made because the
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suggested level of detail is more than typically used in introductory

information. An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview

of the document and is purposefully brief. Chapters 1 and 2 of the SDEIS

discussed wind and seismic safety in greater detail.

 

I-311-038

The fixed structures in the SR 520 corridor would be designed to avoid

collapse during the design seismic event. The design seismic event is a

1,000-year event where the magnitude of the earthquake would range

from 8 to 9 on the Richter scale.  This means that an earthquake of this

magnitude has a 0.1 (one-tenth of one percent) probability of occurring in

any given year. For a discussion of seismic hazards, see the Geology

and Soils Discipline Report. The requested change was not made

because the suggested level of detail is more than typically used in

introductory information. Chapters 1 and 2 of the SDEIS discussed wind

and seismic safety in greater detail.

 

I-311-039

Effects regarding person and vehicle throughput vary by alternative and

design option, and are part of the results of the transportation analysis.

Section 5.1 of the SDEIS provided this information. More detailed

transportation information can be found in Chapter 6 of the

Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-040

See the response to comment I-311-039.

 

I-311-041

Effects regarding parkland vary by alternative and design option, and are

part of the results of the recreation analysis. Section 5.4 of the SDEIS

and Final EIS provided this information. Proposed lids are not

considered park land because they would be considered transportation
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facilities under WSDOT ownership, even if they provide some open

space in which passive or active recreation could be enjoyed. The sizes

of the proposed lids were included in the Description of Alternatives

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-042

The requested change was not made because it would not change the

analysis or findings, and the suggested level of detail is more than

typically used in introductory information. Information on bicycle and

pedestrian trail connectivity can be found in the Sections 5.1 and 5.4 of

the SDEIS, and in the Recreation Discipline Report and  Chapter 7 of the

Transportation Discipline Report (both in Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-043

The requested change was not made because the suggested level of

detail is more than typically used in introductory information. Further, it is

a project effect. Detailed information on water quality effects can be

found in Section 5.10 of the SDEIS and the Water Resources Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-044

The requested change was not made because the suggested level of

detail is more than typically used in introductory information. Further, it is

a project effect. Detailed noise analysis can be found in Section 5.7 of

the SDEIS the Noise Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-045

The requested change was not made because it would not change the

analysis or findings. NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of

prior projects as part of environmental review of direct effects for a

proposal; however, effects of the existing SR 520 corridor are considered

and discussed in the Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report.
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I-311-046

Project effects were described in Chapters 5 and 6 of the SDEIS. The

comment’s characterization of effects is inaccurate. Please see the

findings in Chapters 5 and 6.

 

I-311-047

Please see the response to comment I-311-003 regarding why the No

Build Alternative and a retrofit of the existing bridge do not meet the

project’s purpose and need.

 

I-311-048

After the Draft EIS was published, the public had the opportunity to

comment from August 18, 2006 to October 31, 2006. WSDOT accepted

comments on the project’s SDEIS from January 22 through April 15,

2010. Additionally, WSDOT has involved the public using accessible and

available methods and venues; hosting public meetings and providing

briefings to existing community groups; and staffing information booths

where potentially interested members of the public are gathering.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel or a tunnel for the westside

portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project is not a reasonable

alternative. Based on issues related to feasibility, design, environmental

effects, and cost, WSDOT eliminated cross lake tunnels and the I-5 to

Lake Washington tunnel from further consideration or evaluation in the

Draft EIS.

 

I-311-049

See the response to comment I-311-013. Tolling is not assumed to be

used primarily as a traffic management tool, as indicated by the

comment. Tolling as authorized by the legislature in ESHB 2211 is

primarily considered a finance tool, and effects on demand are expected

as a result of tolling implementation. However, in 2010, based on SDEIS
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comments regarding a transit-optimized 4-lane alternative or a 4-lane

alternative with tolling for congestion management, WSDOT evaluated

these potential alternatives using an updated traffic model. The results

showed that these alternatives would provide substantially lower mobility

benefits than the 6-Lane Alternative for both general-purpose traffic and

transit, and therefore would also not meet the project purpose and need.

Section 2.4 of the Final EIS provides more information on the analysis of

these alternatives.

 

I-311-050

Congestion on SR 520 with the Preferred Alternative is expected to

decrease compared to the No Build Alternative based on the

implementation of several project components in addition to increasing

the bridge to 6 lanes, including tolling and HOV lanes, as well as other

transportation demand management strategies. Transportation Demand

Management (TDM) includes a variety of strategies that provide

alternatives to driving in single-occupant vehicles. TDM consists of

ongoing programs rather than constructed project elements. WSDOT

supports the planning and implementation of TDM through its Public

Transportation Division, which coordinates extensively with corridor

projects and provides a variety of assistance to other organizations that

implement TDM programs throughout the state. The SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project will provide new infrastructure that will allow corridor-

operation programs such as TDM to be more effective.

Please see the response to comment I-311-005 and Chapter 2 of the

Final EIS for discussion of design enhancements and noise reduction

strategies included with the Preferred Alternative. Also see the response

to comment I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives evaluated for

the SR 520 project.

 

I-311-051

As discussed in Chapter 1 of the SDEIS, Engrossed State Senate Bill
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(ESSB) 2211 created the SR 520 Legislative Workgroup; a group of

legislators and transportation officials that presented recommendations

on financing and a westside design for the SR 520 corridor to the

Governor and Legislature. On November 17, 2009, the workgroup made

a draft recommendation to forward Option A+ to the legislature and the

Governor as its preferred design option for the 6-Lane Alternative. The

workgroup’s recommendations were presented to the Seattle City

Council on November 24, 2009, and to the public in a town hall meeting

that same evening. Both meetings provided opportunities to comment on

the options and the workgroup’s decision process. On December 8,

2009, the workgroup voted 9-3 to present its draft recommendations

report to the full legislature. The full report reiterated the

recommendation of Option A+ for the 6-Lane Alternative, and included a

minority report by the three workgroup members who opposed the

recommendation. The workgroup’s final report was presented to the

legislature in early January 2010. Final Recommendations Report for the

SR 520 Legislative Workgroup at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/partners/sr520legislativeworkgroup/recommen

dations.htm.

Option A+ consists of Option A with specific suboptions, all of which

were addressed in the SDEIS.

 

I-311-052

See the response to comment I-311-002. The use of the word “design” is

consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and roadway

projects.

 

I-311-053

FHWA and WSDOT do indeed have safety standards for highways.

Highway lanes and shoulders are designed to safety standards regulated

by FHWA and the Association of American State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO) (see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS). The
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project must either meet established safety standards or, when

circumstances warrant a change from these standards, WSDOT must

receive FHWA’s approval of a “design deviation.” WSDOT has already

obtained approvals for design deviations for both lane and shoulder

widths in response to community requests for a narrower roadway

footprint. A complete analysis of how the project design meets

established safety standards is beyond the level of detail required for

NEPA analysis. More information on FHWA design standards can be

found at: http://www.fhwa.dot.gov/programadmin/standards.cfm.

Issues such as community cohesion and aesthetics are addressed

through the NEPA process. Analyses presented in the SDEIS used

accepted methodology based on WSDOT and FHWA guidance, as well

as other guidance where applicable. The discipline reports describe the

methodologies as well as policies and regulations applicable to the

specific resource. For example, see the Social Elements Discipline

Report for a discussion on the effects of each of the options on

neighborhoods and the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

for information on aesthetics and views (both in Attachment 7 to the

SDEIS).

 

I-311-054

You are correct that Exhibits 1.4 and 1.5 are not at the same scale. They

do, however, contain accurate information regarding the measurements

of the bridge. Additionally, the same exhibits are located in Chapter 1 of

the SDEIS and in this location, they are at the same scale.

 

I-311-055

Please see the responses to Comments I-311-002 regarding the

meaning of “design,” and I-311-222 regarding the purpose of conducting

environmental assessments early in the design process. In early 2010,

the Washington State Legislature passed and Governor Gregoire signed

ESSB 6392, which directs WSDOT to work collaboratively with the City

of Seattle, University of Washington, regional agencies such as King
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County Metro Transit and Sound Transit, the Seattle Department of

Transportation, the City of Seattle Pedestrian Advisory Board, and the

Seattle Bicycle Advisory Board, and other stakeholders to consider

design refinements and transit connections within the Preferred

Alternative. Design and treatment for the Montlake lid were developed

through the ESSB 6392 workgroup process, and further coordination

with the City of Seattle and surrounding communities. See the ESSB

6392: Design Refinements and Transit Connections Workgroup

Recommendations Report in Attachment 16 to the Final EIS.

 

I-311-056

Each alternative and design option that is considered in the NEPA

environmental review documents has been analyzed for potential

adverse effects. WSDOT reviewed the alternatives and options to

determine how effects could be avoided, reduced, or mitigated, and has

proposed mitigation where appropriate. Proposed mitigation is only

presented for those alternatives that have been deemed to be

reasonable alternatives and to meet the purpose and need of the project.

Please see the response to comment I-311-007 regarding the range of

alternatives evaluated for the SR 520 project and the responses to

comments I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why a cross-lake

tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington portion of the SR

520, I-5 to Medina project are not reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-057

This line of the SDEIS discussed the recommendations from the

mediation group, formed under ESSB 6099. As discussed in on page 2-4

of the SDEIS and the Noise Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the

SDEIS), Option A, like all of the design options, was analyzed both with

and without noise walls. The Mitigation section of the Noise Discipline

Report discussed the locations of the recommended noise walls under

each of the options.
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Quieter concrete pavement was not evaluated as a mitigation measure

because this technology is still evolving and is not recognized by FHWA

as meeting regulatory requirements of noise reduction. Forecasting

pavement surface condition is difficult because the pavement surface

changes from regular use and climate conditions. WSDOT is currently

analyzing types of quiet pavement to determine which pavement

materials and tires contribute least to traffic noise on other highways.

Quieter concrete pavement is included as a design feature for Option A,

Option K, and the Preferred Alternative; however, because it is not an

FHWA-approved mitigation measure and because future pavement

surface conditions cannot be determined with certainty, it is not included

in the noise model for the project.

As mentioned in the response to comment I-311-005, the Preferred

Alternative includes a number of noise reduction strategies throughout

the corridor. These include 4-foot concrete traffic barriers with noise-

absorptive coating, encapsulating expansion joints, noise-absorptive

materials around the lid portals, a revised profile in some areas, and a

reduced speed limit on the Portage Bay Bridge. The Noise Discipline

Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) explains how these

strategies were considered in the noise analysis.

These noise reduction strategies would benefit the Montlake

neighborhood by reducing the number of residences where noise levels

would exceed FHWA noise abatement criteria, compared to the No Build

Alternative.

 

I-311-058

Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding the SDEIS

options and noise reduction strategies included in the Preferred

Alternative.
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I-311-059

As discussed in the Noise Discipline Report and Addendum, WSDOT

has explored alternative methods for reducing noise throughout the

corridor. Please see the response to comment I-311-057 regarding noise

reduction strategies included in the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-060

The effect of noise walls on visual quality was evaluated under Option L.

Visual effects are noted at the top of page 63: “If sound walls [on Portage

Bay Bridge] were desired by the community, the walls would block lateral

views and diminish the sense of panorama.” Please see the response to

comment I-311-057 regarding noise reduction strategies in the Preferred

Alternative. Based on noise modeling that accounts for these noise

reduction strategies, noise walls are not recommended in Seattle with

the Preferred Alternative, except potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol

Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still

be evaluated (see Section 5.7 of the Final EIS).

 

I-311-061

Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding noise

reduction strategies. As discussed on page 169 of the Noise Discipline

Report, WSDOT has been studying the effectiveness of quieter

pavement. For more information about quieter pavement types, please

see the Noise Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final

EIS).

 

I-311-062

Each alternative that is considered in the environmental review

document has been analyzed for potential adverse effects. WSDOT

reviewed the project to determine how effects could be avoided,

reduced, or mitigated, and proposed mitigation where appropriate.

Proposed mitigation is only presented for those alternatives that have
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been deemed reasonable alternatives and meet the purpose and need of

the project. Please see the responses to comments I-311-007 regarding

the range of alternatives evaluated for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project,

and I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and

a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project are not reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-063

See the response to comment I-311-002. The use of the word “design” is

consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and roadway

projects. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS discusses the alternative considered

in the Draft EIS and the SDEIS and the process for evaluating them, as

well as the development of the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-064

Please see the responses to comments I-311-007 regarding

compatibility with potential future light rail, I-311-035 regarding high

capacity transit on SR 520, and I-311-053 regarding the need for

shoulders. The addition of HOV lanes to the corridor, with no increase in

the existing number of general-purpose lanes, is intended to improve the

speed and reliability of transit service, thus providing an incentive to use

transit. It would also allow for near-term implementation of bus rapid

transit. The project would not add general purpose lanes to the corridor.

 

I-311-065

See the response to comment I-311-002. The use of the word “design” is

consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and roadway

projects.

 

I-311-066

The University of Washington light rail station at the Montlake Triangle

and its relation to the project is discussed in Section 5.1 of the SDEIS
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and in the Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

See the response to comment I-311-031 regarding the coordination

between WSDOT, FHWA, and Sound Transit.

Coordination under ESSB 6392 ensures that the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project will not adversely affect transit, pedestrian, and nonmotorized

facilities and operations at the future Montlake Multimodal Center

(currently known as the Montlake Triangle), nor will it preclude future

transit facility and service improvements. The Preferred Alternative

would improve transit reliability in this area by providing HOV lanes on

Montlake Boulevard between SR 520 and the Montlake Multimodal

Center and direct access HOV ramps to and from the east; the

eastbound HOV access would be via the lid rather than the via the loop

ramp. Chapter 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) provides updated information regarding

the Montlake Multimodal Center and the effects of the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project on transit connections in the Montlake area. Section 2.4

of the Final EIS describes how potential future light rail could connect to

the University of Washington light rail station.

 

I-311-067

Option A included an auxiliary lane on the Portage Bay Bridge to

improve traffic conditions in this area. Standard engineering terminology

includes only through lanes, not ramps or shoulders, in describing the

number of lanes in a facility. The 6-Lane Alternative, as its name

suggests, includes 6 lanes: 4 general-purpose lanes plus 2 HOV lanes.

For full disclosure of facility width at various locations, the SDEIS

provided a number of cross-sections and dimensions, including ranges

where appropriate (see, for example, SDEIS Tables 2-2 and 2-3).

The Preferred Alternative has replaced the auxiliary lane with a managed

shoulder, which would operate during the peak periods. This design

reduces the overall width in this area, and  would still help to

accommodate the volume of vehicles entering from the Montlake
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interchange as well as those vehicles exiting to I-5. It would also improve

operations on both the SR 520 westbound mainline and on Montlake

Boulevard compared to the No Build option.

 

I-311-068

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project. Based on issues related to

feasibility, design, environmental effects, and cost, WSDOT eliminated

cross lake tunnels and the I-5 to Lake Washington tunnel from further

consideration as alternatives to be evaluated in the Draft EIS.

 

I-311-069

See the response to comment I-311-067 regarding the auxiliary lane

included in Option A.

 

I-311-070

The executive summary text on pages 18 and 19 did not explicitly

identify any of the options as being affordable or within the legislatively

set program budget of $4.65 billion dollars. Page 18 of the executive

summary, and page 1-32 of the SDEIS explicitly stated that “If a

preferred alternative is selected for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project that

exceeds this limit, it is assumed that legislative action would be taken to

revise the limit and/or that additional revenue sources would be identified

to fill in the gap.” The text goes on to outline that current program funding

is approximately $2.65 billion short of the $4.65 billion program cap set

by the legislature. While costs are extremely important to consider, other

factors that weighed heavily on WSDOT and FHWA’s decision to identify

a Preferred Alternative included minimizing environmental effects such

as impacts to wetlands, parks, and cultural resources. Chapter 1 of the

Final EIS provides additional discussion about project costs and budget
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shortfalls, and discusses briefly how WSDOT is exploring how to make

up the budget shortfall.

In 2008, a very detailed cost evaluation was performed for Options A, K,

and L through the Cost Estimation Validation Process (CEVP®). The

methodologies used to generate costs were the same for all options

evaluated, thus allowing for comparison across the options. During the

CEVP process, analysts use systematic project review and risk

assessment methods to identify and describe cost and schedule risks,

and evaluate the quality of the information available. An important part of

the process is that analysts examine how risks can be lowered and cost

vulnerabilities can be managed or reduced. Costs estimated during the

process account for a host of project components and risks, including

design, construction, mitigation efforts, potential delays at each step of

project delivery, costs for legal challenges and litigation, and inflation.

The process provides opportunities for WSDOT to improve final cost and

schedule results. The output of the CEVP® process is a probabilistic

range of costs. The range accounts for uncertainties defined in the

workshop for cost and schedules. By WSDOT policy (IL 4071.01) the

60th percentile estimate number is used for the budgeting process.

This process conforms to industry standards for cost estimating and is

suitable for comparing design options during project planning. The cost

estimating process does not account for financing of the project (the cost

of bonds, as mentioned in the comment). The $4.65 billion program cap

is a capital cost limitation for WSDOT and is consistent with the

exclusion of financing costs from the cost estimating process.

 

I-311-071

This text has been revised in the Final EIS Executive Summary.

 

I-311-072
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Cost and funding information is included in the EIS to provide the public

with a more complete understanding of the project.

 

I-311-073

Please see the response to Comment I-311-070 regarding project

funding.

 

I-311-074

The SDEIS discussed the possibility of constructing the project in

separate phases over time, with the vulnerable structures (the Evergreen

Point floating bridge, west approach bridge, and Portage Bay bridge)

built first. This “Phased Implementation scenario” was analyzed for each

environmental resource. As discussed in Section 2.8 of this Final EIS,

due to the funding shortfall, FHWA and WSDOT still believe it is prudent

to evaluate the possibility of phased construction of the corridor should

full project funding not be available by 2012. Currently committed funding

is sufficient to construct the Evergreen Point floating bridge and landings;

a Request for Proposals has been issued for this portion of the project,

with proposals due in June 2011. Accordingly, this Final EIS discusses

the potential for the floating bridge and landings to be built as the first

phase of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project. This differs from the SDEIS

Phased Implementation scenario, which included the west approach and

the Portage Bay Bridge in the first construction phase. Sections 5.15 and

6.16 of the Final EIS describe effects associated with potential phasing.

The lids are integral to the project design and would be constructed at

the same time as the section of the SR 520 corridor in which they are

located (e.g., the Montlake lid would be completed at the same time as

the Montlake interchange improvements). WSDOT has never proposed

to defer the lids until after completion of the SR 520 roadway

improvements.

The Preferred Alternative does not include a lid over I-5 (see Chapter 2
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of the Final EIS). Instead, the proposed I-5 lid has been replaced by an

enhanced bicycle and pedestrian crossing. However, the lid over 10th

Avenue East and Delmar Drive East, and the Montlake area lid, are part

of the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-075

See the response to comment I-311-002. The use of the word “design” is

consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and roadway

projects.

 

I-311-076

See the responses to comments I-311-001 and I-311-007 regarding the

range of alternatives considered for the project. Attachment 8 to the

SDEIS provides more information on the range of alternative and how

they were developed. Chapter 2 of the Final EIS provides additional

information on how alternatives were developed and evaluated, and why

some solutions were determined not to be reasonable alternatives. The

4-Lane Alternative was analyzed in the Draft EIS and it was not

determined to meet the project purpose and need. In 2010, responding

to public comment regarding a transit-optimized 4-lane alternative or a 4-

lane alternative with congestion management, WSDOT performed

additional traffic analyses and confirmed that these concepts also would

not satisfy the project purpose and need. The results of these analyses

are documented in Section 2.4 of the Final EIS.

See the response to comment I-311-001 regarding the extensive

planning process for the project.

 

I-311-077

See the responses to comments I-311-001 regarding the extensive

planning process for the project, and I-311-002 regarding the urban

design considerations in thedevelopment of the SDEIS options. WSDOT

received a number of comments in support of and in opposition to all
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three options presented in the SDEIS (Options A, K, and L). The

Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement Summary of

Comments is available at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

 

I-311-078

See the responses to comments I-311-001 regarding the extensive

planning process for the project, and I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues. Please see

the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why a

cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington

portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not reasonable

alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-079

See the responses to comments I-311-001 regarding the extensive

planning process for the project, and I-311-002 regarding the

development of the SDEIS options development continues.

 

I-311-080

See the responses to comments I-311-001 regarding the extensive

planning process for the project, and I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues.

 

I-311-081

See the responses to comments I-311-001 regarding the extensive

planning process for the project, and I-311-002 regarding the

development of the SDEIS options.
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I-311-082

See the responses to comments I-311-001 regarding the extensive

planning process for the project, and I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues.  WSDOT

received a number of comments in support of and in opposition to all

three options presented in the SDEIS (Options A, K, and L). The

Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement Summary of

Comments is available at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS discusses the reasons that Option M,

proposed during the legislative workgroup, was not considered a

reasonable alternative. The primary reasons for its dismissal were

environmental impact and cost. As stated in the findings of the legislative

workgroup, “Because the Montlake Cut is an environmentally sensitive

area, we believe the permitting of Option M’s wetlands impacts will be

very risky and very costly to mitigate and we believe there would be a

high likelihood of a much longer delay (12 to 24 months) in order to

negotiate the permitting issue with the US Army Corps of Engineers.”

Additionally, the Cost Review Panel was concerned that given the range

of probable costs for Option M, it was unlikely to fit within the legislatively

established budget for the project.

 

I-311-083

See the response to Comment I-311-082 regarding why Option M was

not recommended by the legislative workgroup and the response to

comment C-311-001 regarding Option K and the identification of the

Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-084

 Please see the response to comment I-311-082 regarding Option M.

Option M was not found to be a reasonable alternative. Therefore, it was
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not analyzed in the NEPA EIS documents for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project. See also Chapter 2 of the Final EIS.

 

I-311-085

Please see the response to comment I-311-007 and I-311-035 regarding

compatibility with potential future light rail and high capacity transit on SR

520. Section 2.4 in the Final EIS explains why initial implementation of

light rail transit on SR 520 is not planned. The SR 520, I-5 to Medina

project will provide new infrastructure that will bus rapid transit to operate

in the corridor in the near-term, and high capacity transit in dedicated

lanes to be added in the long-term.

 

I-311-086

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document, and the Introduction to the Executive Summary is

purposefully brief. Information regarding the effect of project operation on

neighborhoods can be found in Chapter 5 of the SDEIS. This information

has been updated for the Preferred Alternative in Chapter 5 of the Final

EIS.

 

I-311-087

Overall travel demand is expected to increase for SR 520 with or without

the project. Although tolling with any of the 6-lane alternatives may

reduce demand in 2030 compared to the No Build Alternative, tolling

would not be expected to result in a decrease in demand compared to

existing conditions. Tolling could reduce demand compared to the No

Build Alternative. Demand for transit is expected to increase with all of

the 6-lane alternatives.

 

I-311-088

 The referenced statement refers to traffic volumes, not to traffic

operations. Where operational improvements are planned or are
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proposed as part of the project, or where sufficient capacity exists to

handle increased volumes, increased volumes do not necessarily

degrade operations. The transportation analysis was conducted using

accepted methodology. It identified future traffic volumes and resulting

operations with each alternative and design option, based on the design

and operational capacity of the specific option. Pollution is addressed in

the air quality analysis, not in the transportation analysis. However, the

air quality analysis used the results of the transportation analysis as

inputs.

Section 5.1 of the SDEIS discussed traffic volumes and operations on

local streets in the Montlake area for each of the alternatives, and the

Transportation Discipline Report provided more detailed information. As

stated on page 5-14 of the SDEIS, “Because Option A would remove the

Lake Washington Boulevard ramps, traffic volumes would decrease

through the Arboretum and increase at the Montlake Boulevard

interchange compared to the No Build Alternative.  Option A adds

capacity across the Montlake Cut with the new bascule bridge, and on

the SR 520 eastbound on-ramp with the addition of a second general-

purpose lane. As a result, local and SR 520 vehicles and buses would

benefit over the No Build Alternative by reduced congestion and delay on

both directions of Montlake Boulevard between East Roanoke Street and

NE Pacific Street.

Also see the responses to comments I-311-015 regarding the predicted

level of service at area intersections under the SDEIS design options.

Local traffic operations along Montlake Boulevard NE and NE Pacific

Street would improve with Option A compared to the No Build

Alternative.

The new bascule bridge that is part of the Preferred Alternative and

Option A would create lane continuity between the Montlake Cut and the

SR 520 Montlake interchange, which would improve traffic operations in
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the Montlake area compared to the No Build Alternative. Most notably,

overall delay related to bridge openings would decrease for all vehicles

because the additional capacity would help clear congestion more

quickly. Additionally, the two parallel bridges would open simultaneously

for boats to pass underneath. While traffic volumes in the SR

520/Montlake interchange area would be about the same as with the No

Build Alternative, operations in this area would improve with the

Preferred Alternative. Please see Chapters 6 of the Final Transportation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for more information

regarding operational effects of the Preferred Alternative, including local

traffic volumes and intersection operations in the Montlake interchange

area.

 

I-311-089

See the response to Comment I-311-089 regarding the transportation

analysis.

 

I-311-090

The Transit row does not say “transit is improved” as characterized by

the comment. Rather, it notes that transit speed and reliability would be

improved compared to No Build. Although there may be changes in

transit routes, bus stop locations and route access, and rider

connections, the speed and reliability of transit operations would be

improved. This improvement is documented in the Transportation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) on pages 2-14 through 2-

16 and updated for the Preferred Alternative in Section 5.1 of the Final

EIS and Chapter 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

The project has indeed planned for replacement of the some of the

functions of the Montlake Freeway Transit Station, and for connection to

the light rail station at Husky Stadium. See the responses to comments I-

311-006 regarding the removal of the Montlake Freeway Transit Station
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and how some of its functions would be replaced, and I-311-066

regarding the station and the Montlake Multimodal Center.

 

I-311-091

The information is presented in the same format for all of the SDEIS

options. Additionally, detailed analysis of the property acquisitions with

each option are discussed in the Land Use, Economics, and Relocations

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).The Preferred Alternative

is similar to Option A, however does not require the acquisition of the

Montlake 76 Station nor the removal of any of the NOAA buildings.

 Updated information can be found in Section 5.2 of the Final EIS and

the Land Use, Economics, and Relocations Discipline Report Addendum

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-092

See the response to I-311-090. The information presented here is

accurate and compares the options using accepted quantitative

measures that are consistent with FHWA and WSDOT policy, and a

standardized format to allow for straightforward comparison.

 

I-311-093

Direct property tax effects are the result of conversion of property to

right-of-way, and therefore can be validly analyzed. Research indicates

that the effects of a transportation project on property values cannot be

calculated with certainty. Property values fluctuate constantly based on a

variety of factors, including the general condition of the economy at the

national, state, and local level. Proximity to a newly constructed roadway

is another factor that may have an effect on the value of the property, but

it is not possible to quantify this effect with any certainty. Some

properties could be negatively affected by a new roadway, while others

could benefit from reduced congestion. Further, once completed, the SR

520, I-5 to Medina project will improve mobility, access, neighborhood
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connectivity, air quality, noise conditions, and water quality in the project

area. Therefore, it would be speculative to draw conclusions about

changes in property value. The NEPA process avoids such speculation.

For more detail on project economic effects under each option, see the

Land Use, Economics, and Relocations Discipline Report (Attachment 7

to the SDEIS). Updated information can be found in Section 5.2 of the

Final EIS and the Land Use, Economics, and Relocations Discipline

Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-094

See the response to I-311-093 regarding economic effects and long-term

improvements that would result from the project. The project would

improve mobility, thereby contributing to the regional economy. Analysis

of social effects is included in the Social Elements Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) and updated information for the Preferred

Alternative can be found in Section 5.3 of the Final EIS and the Social

Elements Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-095

Please see the response to comment I-311-007 and I-311-035 regarding

compatibility with potential future light rail and high capacity transit on SR

520. Also see the updated analysis of environmental justice effects in

Section 5.3 of the Final EIS and the Environmental Justice Discipline

Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-096

See the response to I-311-093 regarding economic effects. The effect of

the project on property values cannot be calculated with certainty.

See the response to Comment I-311-023 regarding Section 4(f) of the

U.S. Department of Transportation Act of 1966. Please note that the

definition of Section 4(f) protected properties does not cover all
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properties that may be perceived as parks, such as plantings in rights-of-

way or informal open spaces not designated for park purposes. In

addition, a history of informal recreational use does not necessarily

qualify a property for protection under Section 4(f), particularly if the

property was acquired and designated for transportation use.

As required under Section 4(f), WSDOT evaluated whether there were

feasible and prudent alternatives that would avoid the use of Section 4(f)

properties. This evaluation was done both for the corridor as a whole and

on a resource-by-resource basis, and was described on pages 121-133

of the Draft Section 4(f)/Section 6(f) Evaluation in Attachment 6 to the

SDEIS. The analysis concluded that there were no feasible and prudent

alternatives that avoid the use of Section 4(f) resources. The Preferred

Alternative has been designed to result in the least harm to Section 4(f)

resources, and the least overall harm, compared to the other alternatives

considered in the Section 4(f) evaluation. See the responses to

comments I-311-001 and I-311-007 regarding reasonable alternatives.

Acquisition of parkland is discussed in Section 5.4 of the SDEIS and

updated in Section 5.4 of the Final EIS. Additionally, more detailed

information about effects and methodology is included in the Recreation

Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS). 

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report. Section 4(f) does not require

such an analysis either.

 

I-311-097

With Option A and the Preferred Alternative, the East Roanoke/10th

Avenue East/Delmar Drive East intersection would be realigned. The

turning radius would be increased so that movement along East

Roanoke Street/10th Avenue East movement would become the through
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movement, rather than East Roanoke Street/Delmar Drive, as it is today.

The lid would incorporate additional pedestrian connections between

10th Avenue East and Delmar Drive, redevelopment of the path from

Bagley Viewpoint to Boyer Way, redevelopment of the Bagley Viewpoint

Park, and vista points to overlook Lake Union, Portage Bay, and the

panoramas east- and westward. This information is included in the

Description of Alternative Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

Recommendations for improvements to this area are also included in the

ESSB 6392: Design Refinements and Transit Connections Workgroup

Recommendations Report (Attachment 16 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-098

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project under NEPA, and I-311-001 for

additional information on the range of alternatives. Section 4(f)

alternatives can only be feasible and prudent if they are considered

reasonable under NEPA.

 

I-311-099

Please see the response to comment I-311-012 regarding effects on

Foster Island.

 

I-311-100

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. Construction effects on recreation

areas are discussed in Section 6.4 of the SDEIS and updated

information can be found in Section 6.4 of the Final EIS. Temporary

occupation means that the area would be unavailable for public use

during certain periods of construction, but would be returned to public

use once construction is complete.
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With the Preferred Alternative, portions of Montlake Playfield and the Bill

Dawson Trail would be temporarily occupied during construction. The

Preferred Alternative would also require a portion of Montlake Playfield

to be permanently converted to right-of-way. The Bill Dawson Trail would

be reconstructed and relocated once construction is complete. Interlaken

Park would not experience any temporary construction easements or

permanent acquisition with the Preferred Alternative. Permanent effects

on parkland with the Preferred Alternative are discussed in Section 5.4 of

the Final EIS.

 

I-311-101

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief.

Section 6(f) of the Land and Water Conservation Fund Act prohibits the

conversion of property acquired or developed with these grants to a non-

recreational purpose without the approval of the Department of Interior’s

National Park Service (NPS). Section 6(f) directs the NPS to assure that

replacement lands of equal value, location and usefulness are provided

as conditions to approval of land conversions. Therefore, where a

Section 6(f) land conversion is proposed for a highway project,

replacement land will be necessary, and the NPS’s position on the land

transfer must be documented.

Effects on Section 6(f) properties and replacement sites are discussed in

the Draft Section 4(f)/6(f) Evaluation (Attachment 6 to the SDEIS) and

updated information is included in the Environmental Evaluation of

Section 6(f) Replacement Sites in Chapter 10 of the Final EIS.

Regarding analysis of alternatives related to their effects on parkland,

see the responses to comments I-311-023 and I-311-096. That sort of

analysis occurs under Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of

Transportation Act of 1966. WSDOT has conducted the necessary and
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appropriate planning to comply with Section 4(f), including a Section 4(f)

alternatives analysis.

 

I-311-102

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. See the response to comment I-311-002

regarding design considerations in the development of the SDEIS

options and Preferred Alternative, and as project design development

continues. Visual quality effects are discussed in Section 5.5 of the

SDEIS and the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). Updated information is in Section 5.5 of the

Final EIS and in the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-103

Option K would change visual quality for the University of Washington,

the Arboretum, and in the Montlake residential area due to the tunnel

entrances, retaining walls, lids, and required ventilation towers and

stormwater pump stations. Visual quality effects are discussed in Section

5.5 of the SDEIS and the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). Updated information is in Section 5.5 of the

Final EIS and in the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS). If Option K were identified as

the Preferred Alternative in the future, WSDOT would provide additional

information as part of final design and permitting and ensure that

negative effects associated with these options are mitigated to the extent

practicable.

 

I-311-104

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. Further, NEPA does not require

analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of environmental review of
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direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of the existing SR 520

corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect and Cumulative

Effects Discipline Report. Analyses presented in the SDEIS used

accepted methodology based on WSDOT and FHWA guidance, as well

as other guidance where applicable. Please see the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report for an explanation about how visual quality

is analyzed. See Section 5.5 of the Final EIS and the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS)

for a description of the effects of the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-105

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document, is purposefully brief, and does not describe all project

components. A discussion of the visual quality effects of the new bascule

bridge is included in Section 5.5 of the SDEIS the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-106

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. A discussion of the visual quality effects

with Option K is included in Section 5.5 of the SDEIS the Visual Quality

and Aesthetics Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).  The

effect is not “massive” as characterized by the comment, but it would

affect cultural resources. See the response to comment I-311-016

regarding the effect of the new bascule bridge on visual quality and

cultural resources, and how the cultural resources effect would be

mitigated.

 

I-311-107

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. Please see the responses to comments I-
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311-104 regarding the characterization of visual quality effects, and I-

311-012 regarding effects of the SDEIS design options on Foster Island.

 

I-311-108

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. The effects shown in the table were

similar across all options. For detailed comparisons of cultural resources

effects, see Section 5.6 of the SDEIS and the Cultural Resources

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). See the Final EIS for

updated effects with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-109

Please see the response to comment I-311-012 regarding effects on

Foster Island. WSDOT determined that Option A would have fewer

negative effects on Foster Island than Option K.

 

I-311-110

As discussed in Section 5.7 of the SDEIS, the 6-Lane Alternative would

have a lower number of residences where noise levels exceed the Noise

abatement Criteria (NAC) than the No Build Alternative. Please see the

response to comment I-311-057 regarding noise reduction strategies

included with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-111

The noise analysis used accepted methodology based on WSDOT and

FHWA guidance. A description of the methodology and more detail on

the results can be found in the Noise Discipline Report (Attachment 7 o

the SDEIS). Table 5.7-1 in the SDEIS provides the number of residences

that would approach or exceed FHWA's noise abatement criteria without

mitigation. Options A and K are very similar in their potential noise

effects.  For example, in 7 of the 9 neighborhoods, Options A and K

would have nearly the same noise effect.  Option A would cause more
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noise effects in the Montlake South of SR 520 neighborhood, while

Option K results in greater noise effects near the Arboretum.  Thus, there

is only a slight advantage in Option A over Option K when evaluating

noise effects without mitigation.

The Noise Discipline Report discusses in detail each option, the results

of the noise analysis, and the recommended mitigation. The noise

analysis has been updated for the Preferred Alternative. See Section 5.7

of the Final EIS and the Noise Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment

7 to the Final EIS).

See the response to comment I-311-067 regarding the number of lanes

in the SDEIS options.

 

I-311-112

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-113

Exhibits 15 and 16 on page 31 of the Air Quality Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) show the effects at this intersection under

Options A, K, and L. The suboption to Option A would result in a slight

increase in CO concentration compared to Option A at this intersection,

but the concentration would still be lower than with Options K or L, and

lower than existing conditions, although it would be slightly higher than

under the No Build alternative in 2030. 

 

I-311-114

The air quality analysis used accepted methodology based on WSDOT

and FHWA guidance. A description of the methodology and more detail
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on the results can be found in the Air Quality Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 of the SDEIS). Exhibits 15 and 16 on page 31 of the Air

Quality Discipline Report showed modeled CO concentrations at

intersections in the Montlake area under Options A, K, and L. Emissions

at these intersections with Options K and L would be generally the same

or somewhat higher than with Option A in 2030.

 

I-311-115

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief.

Options A, K, and L were generally similar in their permanent effects on

greenhouse gas emissions, when compared to the No Build Alternative.

For this reason, the Executive Summary did not show their relative

ranking. However, exhibits 23 and 24 in the Energy Discipline Report

show that Option A would have lower greenhouse gas emissions than

Options K and L in the project area. See the response to comment I-311-

088 regarding the transportation effects of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-116

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project. Please see Section 5.9 of the

Final EIS for a discussion of how the project relates to regional goals to

reduce greenhouse gas emissions. Please see the response to

comments I-311-007 and I-311-037 regarding how the project can

accommodate bus rapid transit in the near time and potential future light

rail.

 

I-311-117

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. Please see the response to comment I-
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311-007 and I-311-035 regarding compatibility with potential future light

rail and high capacity transit on SR 520.  

 

I-311-118

Increases in pollutant generating impervious surface (PGIS) typically are

viewed in a negative manner due to the increase in the quantity of runoff

and the increase in the amount of associated pollutants. However, all

PGIS that is part of the project would be served by water quality

treatment that is also part of the project. The existing structure has no

water quality treatment.  Thus, the net result of the project would be an

overall reduction in pollutant loads.

Although Option K adds parkland to a portion of Foster Island, the effects

to wetlands and habitat are still high. The added parkland to the Foster

Island area would be primarily for recreational use and would not be

restoring the wetlands that previously occupied this space. Although

visually this may be more appealing to people using the park, it would

still be a negative effect on fish and wildlife. 

 

I-311-119

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. Specific differences in the effects of the

SDEIS design options are included in the summary for wetlands, fish

resources, and wildlife habitat, and show that Option K has the greatest

wetland fill effects of the three options. See the response to I-311-119

regarding the effects of Option K on ecosystems.

 

I-311-120

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. For detailed information regarding the

loss of habitat with the design options, see the Ecosystems Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).
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Options A and L have the roadway elevated through the Washington

Park Arboretum, where the piers occupy both the water column and

substrate area. Option K includes a portion of the roadway occupying the

water column and the substrate. Table 5-11.4 on page 5-134 of the

SDEIS shows the estimated number of concrete columns and the area of

substrate occupied for each of the options, with Option K occupying the

largest amount of aquatic substrate area.

Also, Option K has the lowest elevation structure over the aquatic

habitat, compared to the other action alternatives, and in a number of

places lower than the existing structures (see Table 5.11-3 in the

SDEIS). The height of the structures over the water affects the entire

aquatic food chain, from primary production (algae) to fish. The potential

for fewer effects from higher elevation structures is based on the

observed reaction of fish tending to hesitate passing through the edge of

sharp shadow lines on the water, and the effects of shade on the growth

of upland and aquatic vegetation. Higher structures produce less distinct

shadow lines and result in lighter overall conditions under the structure,

thereby reducing the potential for effects on aquatic resources.

 

I-311-121

Please see the response to comment I-311-012 regarding effects on

Foster Island and the response to comment I-311-120 regarding fish

habitat. See Table 5.11-5 on page 5-141 of the SDEIS which shows the

amount of vegetation removed with each of the options by habitat type,

with Option K resulting in the greatest loss of habitat. Also see the

response to comment I-311-118 regarding replacing wetlands with

parkland at Foster Island.

 

I-311-122

The table is broken down by option when the effects differ. Please see

the response to comment I-311-012 regarding effects on Foster Island
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and the response to comment I-311-120 regarding fish habitat. The

design options fill requirements are discussed in Section 5.11 of the

SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-311-118 regarding

replacing wetlands with parkland at Foster Island.

 

I-311-123

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. A more detailed explanation of the effects

of shading and filling of habitat is included in Section 5.11 of the SDEIS

and the Ecosystems Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

Generally, shading and filling of habitat is considered negative effects on

fish and wildlife.

Regarding visual quality, he WSDOT Evaluation Matrix was used for the

quantitative visual quality assessment, the results of which were

summarized in text form in Exhibit 1-1 of the SDEIS Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report.  The ratings analyze vividness, intactness,

and unity, and assign values of low, medium, or high. Each rating

represents the integration of visual quality assessment information

gathered from site visits, viewpoint evaluations, and study visualizations.

These composite ratings reflect a viewer’s likely experience in that the

ratings consider the entire scene, viewer speed of movement, seasonal

variation, and multiple viewpoints. Please see the response to comment

I-311-104 regarding the characterization of visual quality effects.

 

I-311-124

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. Through the analyses conducted for the

SDEIS, WSDOT determined that Options K and L would result in higher

impacts to natural resources than Option A. See the responses to

comments I-311-120 through I-311-123 regarding Option K’s effects.

Also see the response to comment I-311-118 regarding replacing

wetlands with parkland at Foster Island.
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I-311-125

As discussed in Section 5.12 of the SDEIS and the Geology and Soils

Discipline Report, the structures required for Option K would be different

from those of Option A or L, and would be more susceptible to damage.

Please see the response to comment I-311-029 regarding the seismic

standards for the original bridge. Although the current structure is at risk

of being damaged in a major earthquake, the new bridges would be

designed to meet current seismic design standards. Also see the

response to Comment I-311-038.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-126

As previously mentioned, the table is intended to call out differences

between the three options presented in the SDEIS. The safety risk to

ecosystems for spills in the West Approach area would be low with all

options through the use of best management practices, such as spill

containment lagoons. Therefore, the main difference between the

options, regarding spills, is the risk of hazardous material being released

in a confined space. The risk of fire and/or explosion with an accidental

release of hazardous material during transport would be greater under

with a tunnel compared with non-tunnel options. See the Hazardous

Materials Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) for more

information on the risks associated with the different options. 

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.
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I-311-127

With a second bascule bridge, as under Options A and L, bridge height

would be similar to the existing Montlake bridge, and operational effects

on navigation would be minimal due to the similarity of design

parameters and ability to synchronize openings of the existing and

proposed bridges. The Preferred Alternative includes a second bascule

bridge parallel to the existing Montlake bridge, similar to SDEIS Option

A. See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for a description of the Preferred

Alternative, and page 46 of the Navigable Waterways Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SDEIS), as well as the Navigable Waterways

Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for a

discussion of operational effects.

 

I-311-128

The table represents the amount of permanent parkland acquisition (in

acres) required for each option. See the response to Comment I-311-041

regarding why proposed lids are not considered park land.

 

I-311-129

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project. Please see the response to

comment I-311-010 and I-311-123 regarding the Visual Quality

assessment included in the SDEIS, and I-311-016 regarding the effect of

the new bascule bridge on visual quality and cultural resources, and how

the cultural resources effect would be mitigated.

 

I-311-130

See the response to Comment I-311-111 regarding the noise analysis

and noise effects. The noise analysis used accepted methodology based

on WSDOT and FHWA guidance.
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I-311-131

See the response to Comment I-311-115. Exhibits 23 and 24 in the

Energy Discipline Report show that Option A would have lower

greenhouse gas emissions than Options K and L in the project area. The

greenhouse gases emissions analysis used accepted methodology

based on WSDOT and FHWA guidance. Also see the response to

comment I-311-088 regarding the transportation effects of the new

bascule bridge. While, consistent with applicable policies and standards,

an intersection-level study of greenhouse gas emissions was not

conducted, the local air quality analysis shows that CO emissions at

intersections near the Montlake Bridge would not be expected to be

higher under Option A than under Option K. See the response to

Comment I-311-114 regarding CO emissions at intersections near the

Montlake Bridge.

 

I-311-132

The effects on water resources are different from the effects on park

land. The information provided here simply lists the amount of

impervious surface added with each option. An Executive Summary is

intended to provide an overview of the document is purposefully brief.

Section 5.10 of the SDEIS and the Water Resources Discipline Report

provided a more detailed explanation of the effects of adding impervious

surface with all options.

As shown in the Executive Summary, Option A would result in the least

acquisition of park land compared to Options K and L. Option A does not

do the “least to mitigate” as characterized by the comment. Mitigation for

park effects would occur under all options.

 

I-311-133

Analyses presented in the SDEIS used accepted methodology based on

WSDOT and FHWA guidance, as well as other guidance where

applicable. Please see Chapters 5 and 6 of the SDEIS and the discipline
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reports in Attachment 7 to the SDEIS for information on how the effects

analyses were conducted, and their findings.

The section referenced in the comment discusses the potential effects of

the options on natural resources, and is not intended to evaluate

potential effects on the human environment. For further information on

natural resources effects, please see the responses to comments I-311-

012 regarding effects on Foster Island and I-311-120 regarding fish

habitat.

 

I-311-134

Since Options K and L require the construction of a new intersection at

NE Pacific Street and Montlake Boulevard NE, they would require the

temporary closure of Pacific Street. Option A would construct a new

bascule bridge parallel to the existing bridge and connect it with the

existing NE Pacific Street and Montlake Boulevard NE intersection and

would therefore not require this closure. The Preferred Alternative, like

Option A, would not require the temporary closure of NE Pacific Street.

 

I-311-135

East Shelby Street and East Hamlin Street were identified as potential

haul routes for Options K and L primarily for the construction of the

single-point urban interchange (SPUI). Since Option A would have a

Montlake interchange at its existing location, it would not require the use

of these streets to create a new interchange. Further, local jurisdictions

can limit the use of nonarterial streets for truck traffic; therefore, efforts

were made to identify designated arterial streets for potential use as haul

routes. The potential haul routes for the Preferred Alternative and do not

include East Shelby Street and East Hamlin Street. Local jurisdictions

will determine final haul routes for those actions and activities that

require a street use or other jurisdictional permit. The permit process

typically takes place during the final design phase and prior to

construction.
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I-311-136

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document is purposefully brief. For more information regarding

construction activities and construction-related effects, please see

Chapters 3 and 6 of the SDEIS.

The commenter’s opinion that Option K "is designed to best improve the

experience in the local area" seems to relate to the operational effects of

the project rather than construction effects. As shown in Tables 6.16-1

and 6.16-2 in the SDEIS regarding construction effects, compared to

Option A, Option K would result in more parking spaces lost, more street

closures, larger onsite construction energy consumption, greater effects

on wetlands and parkland, a longer construction duration, and more

intense construction activities due to the construction of the tunnel and

the SPUI. If Options K or L were identified as the Preferred Alternative in

the future, WSDOT would provide additional information as part of final

design and permitting and ensure that negative effects associated with

these options are mitigated to the extent practicable.

 

I-311-137

As previously mentioned, the table is intended to call out differences

between the three options presented in the SDEIS. This statement does

not indicate that Option A has no social effects, but that other effects are

generally similar across all options. The Social Elements Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) discusses these effects in greater

detail.

Since Options K and L require the construction of a new intersection at

NE Pacific Street and Montlake Boulevard NE, they would have a

greater effect on the University District. Because of the intensity of

construction to build a new SPUI in the Montlake neighborhood, Options

K and L would also have a greater effect during construction. The

excavation required for the SPUI and the construction of a tunnel, would
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have a greater effect and longer construction duration than Option A.

See the Construction Techniques and Activities Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) for more details on the construction

methods for Option K.

 

I-311-138

As previously mentioned, the table is intended to call out the major

differences between the three options evaluated in the SDEIS. This

statement does not indicate that Option A has no effects on emergency

vehicles or response times, but that other effects are generally similar

across all options. The Social Elements Discipline Report (Attachment 7

to the SDEIS) discusses these effects in greater detail.

Please see the response to comment I-311-134 regarding the closure of

Pacific Street during construction. Because of the required temporary

closure of NE Pacific Street under Options K and L, detours routes would

be required and could cause delays in response times to access the UW

Medical Center.

 

I-311-139

Please see the response to comment I-311-012 regarding effects on

Foster Island and the response to comment I-311-120 regarding fish

habitat. The potential for fewer effects from higher elevation structures is

based on the observed reaction of fish tending to hesitate passing

through the edge of sharp shadow lines on the water, and the effects of

shade on the growth of upland and aquatic vegetation. Higher structures

produce less distinct shadow lines and result in lighter overall conditions

under the structure, thereby reducing the potential for effects on aquatic

resources.

 

I-311-140

The analysis of construction effects is accurate and the effects to parks
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were minimized wherever possible for all options. Please see the

Recreation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) for detailed

information regarding project construction effects on parks. As discussed

on page 56 of that report, the Arboretum would be the primary parkland

affected by construction of Option K, due to the construction of the land

bridge at Foster Island. The report also notes that “the 5.3 acres of

construction easements for work bridges, trail construction, and fill on

Foster and Marsh islands would be returned to park use once

construction is completed.”

 

I-311-141

The comment refers to the summary of construction effects of Options A,

K, and L on energy and greenhouse gas emissions. See the response to

comment I-311-131 regarding operation effects on greenhouse gas

emissions, and regarding analysis and findings for pollutant emissions in

the Montlake area.

 

I-311-142

It is unclear from the comment whether the comment is referring to a

specific construction effect. The table on this page begins on page 39,

and is a summary of construction effects of Options A, K, and L. For

“long-term” effects, see the table beginning on page 29 of the SDEIS

Executive Summary for effects from project operation under Options A,

K, and L. However, greater construction effects do not necessarily

correlate to greater long-term benefits. Chapters 5 and 6 of the SDEIS

describe the project’s operation and construction effects for each

element of the environment.

 

I-311-143

See the responses to comments I-311-001 regarding the planning

process for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project, and I-311-002 regarding

design considerations in development of the alternatives and options.
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WSDOT received a number of comments in support of and in opposition

to all three options presented in the SDEIS (Options A, K, and L). The

Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement Summary of

Comments is available at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm. Also, see

the response to comment I-311-005 regarding design refinements that

are part of the Preferred Alternative, based largely on community

feedback.

As stated in the SDEIS (page 1-21): “Although the mediation

participants, the legislative workgroup, and other political bodies can

provide recommendations, it remains FHWA’s responsibility under

NEPA, and WSDOT’s under SEPA, to select the final preferred

alternative and to ensure that the environmental review process has

evaluated a reasonable range of alternatives.” FHWA and WSDOT have

identified the Preferred Alternative and evaluated it in the Final EIS.

 

I-311-144

See the response to Comment I-311-143. WSDOT has involved

communities throughout the process of identifying alternatives and

mitigation measures. A detailed overview of the public involvement

process is located in the Agency Coordination and Public Involvement

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). Also, see the response to

comment I-311-005 regarding design refinements that are included with

the Preferred Alternative, based largely on community feedback.

 

I-311-145

See the response to Comment I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in development of the alternatives and options.

The organization and presentation of the analyses meet NEPA

requirements. Analyses presented in the SDEIS used accepted

methodology based on WSDOT and FHWA guidance, as well as other
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guidance where applicable. The discipline reports describe the

methodologies as well as policies and regulations applicable to the

specific resource. Mitigation is identified where warranted for effects that

cannot be avoided or minimized. 

 

I-311-146

WSDOT agrees that the text referenced here is somewhat unclear. The

text should read “With the build Alternatives, SR 520 would be

considerably wider throughout the corridor. With Option A and K, the

bridge would also be somewhat higher across the Washington Park

Arboretum.” In other words, the exception regarding Option K in

parentheses is referring to the height of the bridge, and not the width of

the corridor. As shown in Table 2-3 in the SDEIS, all options would

increase the width of the bridge. Option A would actually be the

narrowest of the SDEIS design options in the area between Montlake

and Foster Island and the area between Foster Island and the floating

bridge. The overall width of the Preferred Alternative in this area would

be wider than Option A, because a wider gap between the eastbound

and westbound structures would enhance the future compatibility with

light rail.

With regard to Option K’s height across Foster Island, the height of the

structure does necessarily correlate with effects. Chapters 5 and 6 of the

SDEIS describe the project’s operation and construction effects for each

element of the environment. Also see the response to comment I-311-

012 regarding effects on Foster Island.

 

I-311-147

The comment’s characterization of opinions about Options A and K is not

accurate. WSDOT received a number of comments in support of and in

opposition to all three options presented in the SDEIS (Options A, K, and

L). The Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement Summary
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of Comments is available at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

 

I-311-148

The Preferred Alternative has been designed to minimize SR 520’s

footprint across Foster Island to the maximum extent possible while

accommodating potential future light rail through the corridor. The

Preferred Alternative includes a narrow footprint across Foster Island,

with reduced right-of-way acquisition in the Arboretum compared to the

SDEIS options. In addition, a constant-slope profile improves the

clearance of the crossing above the Arboretum Waterfront Trail from its

existing 8 feet to between 14 and 20 feet. The higher clearance also

improves conditions for wetland vegetation east and west of the island.

These aquatic bed wetlands would experience a slightly greater overall

area of shading than under Option A—as a result of the gap between

northbound and southbound lanes to accommodate future light rail—but

would benefit from greater light penetration beneath the higher

structures. See the Ecosystems Discipline Report Addendum

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for further discussion of effects on

wetlands.

WSDOT has worked with Sound Transit since 2003 to design for future

rail compatibility in the corridor. The April 2010 Nelson/Nygaard report

identified several changes to the SDEIS options that were believed to be

necessary to “meet the mayor’s goal of an SR 520 bridge that is readily

convertible to rail.” Although WSDOT believed that the design had

already achieved this goal, it continued to work with the City of Seattle

and Sound Transit to identify changes that would enhance the corridor’s

rail compatibility. The Preferred Alternative reflects these design

changes. As discussed in Final EIS Section 2.4, the Preferred Alternative

is compatible with two future rail options:

Option 1: Convert the HOV/transit lanes to light rail. This approach•
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would accommodate light rail by converting the HOV lanes to

exclusive rail use. Trains would use the direct-access ramps at

Montlake Boulevard to exit, or they could use a 40-foot gap between

the eastbound and westbound lanes of the west approach to make a

more direct connection to the University Link station at Husky

Stadium.

Option 2: Add light-rail-only lanes. This approach could provide

several connections—via a high bridge, a drawbridge, or a tunnel,

as suggested in the Nelson/Nygaard report—to the University Link

station.

•

The new bascule bridge would create lane continuity between the

Montlake Cut and the SR 520 Montlake interchange, which would

improve traffic operations in the Montlake area compared to the No Build

Alternative. Most notably, overall delay related to bridge openings would

decrease for all vehicles because the additional capacity would help

clear congestion more quickly. Bridge height would be the same as the

existing Montlake bridge, and operational effects on traffic would be

minimized by the ability to synchronize bridge openings of the existing

and proposed bridges. The Final Transportation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 of the Final EIS) expands the discussion of the effects of

the second Montlake Bridge on local traffic.

Please see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how urban

design has been incorporated into the project.

The comment’s characterization of opinions about Options A and M

cannot be verified.

Please see the response to comment I-311-082 regarding Option M.

Chapter 2 of the Final EIS discusses the reasons that Option M,

proposed during the legislative workgroup, was not considered a

reasonable alternative.
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I-311-149

It is not clear what bidding documents are referred to as showing 6

lanes, 10 foot shoulders, and two more lanes for light rail. It is assumed

the reference is to the pontoon bidding documents, which contains a

drawing of a future design consideration, not part of the construction

project. As noted in the response to comment I-311-148 and discussed

in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS, there are two potential ways to

accommodate future light rail on SR 520: in the HOV lane or in a new

right-of-way separate from the HOV lanes. On the floating bridge, the

second method (addition of a new rail right-of-way) would involve

widening of the bridge, which would require additional supplemental

stability pontoons to support the weight of light rail. The drawing

depicting one potential future configuration of a 6-lane roadway with

future HCT was included in the SR 520 Pontoon Construction Project

Design-Build Request for Proposals. The drawing included the note "This

configuration is assumed for design. Actual configuration unknown at this

time." This depiction represents a possible future design consideration

for bidders to consider, in an effort to keep future light rail options open.

It does not represent the project that is proposed by WSDOT and

evaluated in the EIS.

The SDEIS Options A, K, and L, as well as the Preferred Alternative are

all 6-lane options and are correctly described in the EIS documents. The

addition of light rail or additional lanes to support rail or another form of

high capacity transit, such as bus rapid transit in additional, dedicated

lanes would need to be planned and programmed by regional land use

and transit agencies, funded by a public vote, and evaluated in its own

environmental analysis.

 

I-311-150

Visual impacts associated with the second bascule bridge with Option A

are discussed in the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) on pages 2, 44, 64-67, and 79. Exhibit 2-22
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in that report show the existing view from the Montlake Bridge compared

to the view with each option. Exhibit 2-23 shows the view looking west

from northeast corner of East Montlake Park toward Montlake Bridge.

The visual quality effects of the new bascule bridge with the Preferred

Alternative would be similar to those of Option A, and updated

information and visualizations can be found in the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

For example, a new viewpoint was added to the addendum (see Exhibit

2-24), which compares the existing view looking north along Montlake

Boulevard toward the Montlake Bridge with the Preferred Alternative

view. Please see the response to comment I-311-016 regarding visual

effects of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-151

See the responses to comments I-311-031 and I-311-066 regarding the

coordination between WSDOT, FHWA, and Sound Transit and

connections to the Montlake Multimodal Center which is adjacent to the

University of Washington light rail station, and I-311-148 regarding

options for connecting potential future light rail to the light rail station at

Husky Stadium.

The visual quality analysis includes pedestrians as well as motorists, as

mentioned throughout the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report. Discussion of the Montlake Area with Option A is included on

pages 64-65 of that report.

 

I-311-152

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.
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I-311-153

The comment’s characterizations that WSDOT "did not enlist aesthetic

assistance," "there is no aesthetic expertise involved in creating the

designs," that "'due weight' has not been made in decision-making," and

that "Option A…is easily the poorest in aesthetic quality" are inaccurate.

First, in keeping with FHWA and WSDOT methodology for visual quality

assessments, the alternatives and design options in a NEPA visual

quality and aesthetics analysis are not rated according to aesthetic

quality. Second, visual quality assessments are conducted by landscape

architecture professionals who are trained in using the industry-accepted

FHWA and WSDOT assessment methodology. Third, the analysis does

not assign a single, overall number to the alternative or option as a

whole because visual effects are local and result from individual effects,

even though one could use the evaluation matrix to calculate such a

number. Further, according to the evaluation matrix for the SDEIS,

Options K and L had the greatest local negative effects on visual quality.

This was due to the substantial and negative effects at MOHAI (tunnel

for K and bridge for L) and the demolition of north Foster Island for the

land bridge. Option A had its own effects at Montlake but they were small

relative to the MOHAI effects of K and L. So overall, Options K and L had

much greater effects on visual quality than Option A.

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions would change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. Disclosing effects allows stakeholders

and decision-makers to identify how effects can be minimized or reduced

through the design process, or mitigated as warranted. The aesthetics of

a finished design will be an important part of the design development

process that follows the NEPA Record of Decision. If Options K or L

were identified as the Preferred Alternative in the future, WSDOT would

provide additional information as part of final design and permitting and

ensure that negative effects associated with these options are mitigated

to the extent practicable.
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Please see the responses to comments I-311-002 regarding how the

project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues and

I-311-010 regarding the methodology of the visual quality assessment.

 

I-311-154

The statement if from the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report, and it does not pertain to the Montlake or west approach areas.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-137 regarding construction

of Option K, and I-311-074 regarding potential phasing. See Chapter 3 of

the Final EIS for a discussion of construction sequencing with the

Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-155

The discussion refers to construction effects. As cited in the comment,

the construction of Option K would include barges, boring equipment,

hauling of excavation materials, and removal of vegetation near the

shoreline. Along with the longer construction period, the effects of these

construction activities would be more intense than Option A. While the

construction of the second bascule bridge could temporarily affect the

view of the historic bridge, the effects would be shorter and less intense.

Please see the response to comment I-311-136 for more information on

the construction effects with Option K.

 

I-311-156

The Option K design was developed through the westside mediation

process based on a number of considerations; more information is

provided in the Agency Coordination and Public Involvement Discipline

Report. The cultural resources and visual quality analyses in the SDEIS

noted and compared the potential effects of Options A, K, and L.

Additionally, NEPA requires the EIS documents to disclose effects, but
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do not require the documents to points out what areas are not affected

by the various designs of the project.

 

I-311-157

The requested change was not made because the text is accurate. The

text referenced in the comment is comparing the height of the bridges

and therefore does not include Option K, since it does not include a

bridge over Foster Island. Please also see the response to comment I-

311-156 regarding why Option K was developed and the discussion of

effects in the SDEIS.

 

I-311-158

The use of the term “effects” is typically used in EIS analyses; one

purpose of the NEPA process is to provide neutral analyses to inform

decision-makers. Please see the response to comment I-311-104

regarding the characterization of visual quality effects. Please see the

response to comment I-311-005 regarding design enhancements

included with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-159

The text immediately prior to the quoted text (see pages 2-3 of the Visual

Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report) explains that Option K would

include features that would affect the visual quality of the area. “The

single-point urban interchange (SPUI) under the mainline and the tunnel

entrance would replace the existing ramp weaves, tree buffers, and

shoreline with terraces of very tall retaining walls, columns for the

mainline, and more road surfaces at the shoreline in Montlake.” Because

the SPUI for Option K would be below grade and below the ordinary high

water mark of Union Bay, large retaining walls would be constructed

around its perimeter, with heights ranging from 20 feet to more than 60

feet high. A conceptual illustration of these retaining walls is shown in

Exhibit 9 of the Description of Alternatives Discipline Report (Attachment
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7 to the SDEIS).

In some areas, as shown in Exhibit 2-15 of the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report, the Option K interchange is more visible

than Option A. Both options include lids which aid in improving the visual

quality of the project in the Montlake Area. As mentioned in the response

to comment I-311-005 the Preferred Alternative has improved the

Montlake lid to be a full lid that runs from the Montlake Interchange to the

shoreline, thus increasing the visual quality more than either option.

The comment’s characterization of opinions about Options A and K is not

accurate. WSDOT received a number of comments in support of and in

opposition to all three options presented in the SDEIS (Options A, K, and

L). The Supplemental Draft Environmental Impact Statement Summary

of Comments is available at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

 

I-311-160

“A complex, multi-layered visual field” is not necessarily a negative

effect. As discussed on page 67 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics

Discipline Report; “The lowered intersection and tunnel portal would be

covered by a partial or full lid… This new configuration would create a

complex, multi-layered channel that would block views to the University

of Washington and Rainier Vista from the viewpoints of the motorist and

transit rider. However, pedestrians, cyclists, and disembarking or

departing bus and light rail commuters could have an improved

experience due to being separated from vehicular traffic and having

unobstructed views… In the southeast campus area of the university,

intactness and unity could increase if the depressed intersection results

in the removal of overhanging wires, lamps, and signage and creates

better pedestrian and vehicle orientation and circulation.”  A visualization

of the conceptual lid design in this area is included in Exhibit 10 of the

Description of Alternatives Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the
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SDEIS). See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues.

 

I-311-161

In keeping with FHWA and WSDOT methodology for visual quality

assessments, the alternatives and design options in a NEPA visual

quality and aesthetics analysis are not rated according to aesthetic

quality. The quoted text simply states that Option K removes the most

natural woodlands on Foster Island. Although some of this is replaced

with parkland, the visual effects would still be dramatic due to the

removal of trees, wetlands, habitat, etc. Please see the response to

comment I-311-012 and comment I-311-118 regarding effects on Foster

Island.

 

I-311-162

Please see the responses to comments I-311-156 regarding NEPA

requirements and I-311-158 regarding the use of the word “effect.”

Please see the response to comment I-311-104 regarding the

characterization of visual quality effects. Also see the response to

comment I-311-160 regarding visual effects in the University of

Washington area.

 

I-311-163

Option K, with a tunnel under the Montlake cut, is analyzed in the

SDEIS, including in the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.
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I-311-164

This section of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

discusses effects that are common to all options. The height of the

bridge would be different with each option and in each area. As

discussed on page 77 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report, “with a sensitive design that considers color palette, texture, top-

of-wall treatment, and landscape, sound walls may in some cases serve

as additional visual mitigation.” The exact location and design of noise

walls would not be decided until a later stage of design, in coordination

with affected communities. The SDEIS provided a comprehensive

analysis of effects based on the project design and construction

information available at that time.

Also note that noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred

Alternative would reduce noise levels along the corridor to the point that

noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle portion of the project,

except potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area where the

reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be evaluated (see

Section 5.7 of the Final EIS). Please see the response to comment C-

311-057 regarding noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred

Alternative.

See the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why

a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington

portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not reasonable

alternatives for the project. 

 

I-311-165

The analysis considers both viewers from and looking at the proposed

project. A noticeably wider roadway is listed on page 61 of the Visual

Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report as one of the primary effects on

visual quality and character and is discussed throughout the section

titled “How would operation of the project affect visual quality and
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aesthetics?” 

See the responses to comments I-311-005 and I-311-057 for a list of

design enhancements and noise reduction strategies included with the

Preferred Alternative. Also see the response to comment I-311-002

regarding how the project addresses urban design, visual quality and

aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-166

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions will change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. Disclosing effects helps to identify what

needs to or can be mitigated through the design process. The aesthetics

of a finished design will be an important part of the design development

process that follows the NEPA Record of Decision. 

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS. Please see the response to

comment I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives evaluated for the

SR 520 project.

 

I-311-167

The Preferred Alternative has been designed to minimize SR 520’s

footprint as much as possible while allowing room for HOV lanes and the

shoulders required to satisfy current safety standards regulated by

FHWA and the Association of American State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO). This included narrowing shoulders to

8 feet in some locations.

Highway lanes and shoulders are designed to standards that have been

established to protect the safety of drivers. When circumstances warrant

a change from these standards, WSDOT must request FHWA’s approval

of a “design deviation.” WSDOT has already obtained approvals for
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design deviations for both lane and shoulder widths in response to

community requests for a narrower roadway footprint. In the interest of

safety, FHWA will not approve further narrowing of the corridor.

See Chapter 2 of the Final EIS for more information. The Visual Quality

and Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum analyzes the effects of the

Preferred Alternative (see Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-168

In response to community feedback, the Preferred Alternative includes a

number of noise reduction strategies that would reduce noise levels

along the corridor. See the response to comment I-311-057 regarding

noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative, and

regarding quieter concrete pavement. Also see Section 5.11 of the Final

EIS and the Noise Discipline Report Addendum for more details

regarding the noise analysis and findings.

 

I-311-169

Please see the responses to comments I-311-001 and I-311-007

regarding the range of alternatives evaluated for the SR 520 project.

The text referred to in the comment is in a section discussing Option K

only. That section pointed out that, during the mediation process, citizens

recommended that Option K not include noise walls; however, WSDOT

regulations require that noise walls be evaluated where they may be

warranted, and recommended where they meet the feasibility and

reasonableness criteria. As discussed in the Noise Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SEIS), noise walls were analyzed for all SDEIS

options.

The Preferred Alternative includes a number of noise reduction

strategies that would reduce noise levels such that noise walls would not

be recommended in the Seattle portion of the project, except potentially
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along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and

feasibility of a noise wall is still be evaluated (see Section 5.7 of the Final

EIS). See the responses to comments I-311-005 and I-311-057

regarding design enhancements and noise reduction strategies included

with the Preferred Alternative. Also see the response to comment I-311-

002 regarding how the project addresses urban design, visual quality

and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-170

The summary included in the Introduction to the SDEIS Visual Quality

and Aesthetics Discipline Report is intended to be a brief, and the

requested information regarding the definitions of vividness, intactness,

and unity are included in pages 19-20.

The WSDOT Evaluation Matrix was used to conduct the quantitative

visual quality assessment, the results of which were summarized in text

form in Exhibit 1-1 of the SDEIS Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report. The ratings analyze vividness, intactness, and unity and assign

values of low, medium, or high. Exhibits 8 and 14 of that report define

low, medium, and high. Each rating represents the integration of visual

quality assessment information gathered from site visits, viewpoint

evaluations, and study visualizations. These composite ratings reflect a

viewer’s likely experience in that the ratings consider the entire scene,

viewer speed of movement, seasonal variation, and multiple viewpoints.

 

I-311-171

The information presented here is accurate and compares the options in

a standard and measurable format. The visual quality analysis was

conducted in accordance with FHWA’s visual quality and aesthetics

impacts assessment methodology and WSDOT’s Environmental

Procedures Manual, using the checklist provided in Exhibit 459-1 of the

manual.  The purpose of adhering to an approved and established

methodology is to conduct an objective, unbiased evaluation. Please see
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the response to comment I-311-010 regarding the Visual Quality

assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-

311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design, visual

quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-172

The community input referred to on this page of the Visual Quality and

Aesthetic Discipline Report is discussed in more detail on page 77 of that

report. As stated on page 77, it included the Design Advisory Group, a

standing committee of citizens. Also see the response to comment I-311-

002 regarding how the project addresses urban design, visual quality

and aesthetic issues. That response also provides more information

about the Design Advisory Group.

 

I-311-173

The visual quality analysis was conducted in accordance with FHWA’s

visual quality and aesthetics impacts assessment methodology and

WSDOT’s Environmental Procedures Manual, using the checklist

provided in Exhibit 459-1 of the manual. The purpose of adhering to an

approved and established methodology is to conduct an objective,

unbiased evaluation. Please see the response to comment I-311-010

regarding the Visual Quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see

the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses

urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

Also see the responses to comments I-311-003 regarding the project’s

purpose and need, I-311-001 and I-311-007 regarding the range of

alternatives considered for the project, and I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues.
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I-311-174

The City of Seattle has not identified the “South Portage Bay Park” as a

separate facility from Montlake Playfield, and therefore this area has not

been addressed as a distinct resource.  A visualization from south of

Portage Bay, looking northeast, is included in Exhibit 2-5 in the Visual

Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report. Additionally, two new

visualizations were created for Montlake Playfield and two for views from

Boyer Avenue south of SR 520 for the Visual Quality and Aesthetics

Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-175

Visualizations have been created for South Foster Island for the Final

EIS visual quality analysis. See Exhibit 2-32 of the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum  for a view looking northwest

from south branch of Foster Island Trail toward SR 520 and 2-34 for a

view looking northwest at south entrance of Foster Island pedestrian

tunnel under SR 520.

 

I-311-176

Visualizations were not included for views from the south side of the

Arboretum and Foster Island because most views of SR 520 are blocked

or densely screened year-round by evergreen vegetation. Exhibit 2-21 in

the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report illustrates a view

from the wood pedestrian bridge between Marsh Island and the MOHAI

parking lot.

In addition to the new viewpoints discussed in the response to comment

I-311-175, two additional viewpoints were added from the Arboretum,

south of SR 520. See Exhibits 2-37 and 2-38 in the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS)

for these visualizations.
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I-311-177

Please see the responses to comments I-311-010, I-311-016, and I-311-

150 regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge and views from

East Shelby Street. Views from E Shelby Street in Roanoke were

evaluated and it was determined that the second new bridge under

Option A would not change the visual quality of the view.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-156 regarding NEPA

requirements.

 

I-311-178

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions would change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. Disclosing effects allows stakeholders

and decision-makers to identify how effects can be minimized or reduced

through the design process, or mitigated as warranted. NEPA does not

require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of environmental

review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of the existing SR

520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect and

Cumulative Effects Discipline Report. The “appropriateness” of the

existing bridge and freeway is not part of the analysis. However, existing

conditions are described in the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report.

Please see the response to comment I-311-010 regarding the visual

quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the response to

comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design,

visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-179

Please see the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178

regarding the visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see

the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses

urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.
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I-311-180

Please see the responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150

regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-181

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report, and existing conditions are

considered in all analyses.

 

I-311-182

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because it does

not affect the analysis or findings of the EIS.

 

I-311-183

Please see the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178

regarding the visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see

the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses

urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-184

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because the

original statement is accurate and altering the language would not affect

the findings or analysis of the EIS.

 

I-311-185

See the response to comment I-311-174 regarding visual quality in the

area south of Portage Bay.
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I-311-186

This section of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

describes the current visual character of the study area. The comment’s

claim that the Portage Bay Bridge is not mentioned is inaccurate. The

same page as the quoted text regarding the yacht club, page 33,

contains the following statement: “The bridge dominates the views

southward from the community areas and interrupts views northward

from south Portage Bay.” Noise is discussed in Section 5.7 of the SDEIS

and the Noise Discipline Report.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178

regarding the visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see

the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses

urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-187

The comment’s characterization of Option K’s visual effect is inaccurate.

Please see the response to comment I-311-153 regarding the visual

quality effects of Option K compared to Option A. Additionally, see the

responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 regarding visual effects

of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-188

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because it does

not affect the findings or analysis of the EIS.

 

I-311-189

Please see the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178

regarding the visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see

the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses

urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.
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I-311-190

The freeway and bridge structure in the West Approach is discussed in

the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report in the paragraphs on

pages 36 and 37; immediately following the text quoted in the comment.

 

I-311-191

The comment’s characterization of the consistency of the visual quality

analysis is inaccurate. As mentioned in the responses to comment I-311-

186 and I-311-190, bridge and freeway elements are discussed

throughout the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report.

 

I-311-192

The requested change was not made because it does not affect the

findings or analysis of the EIS. Please see the responses to comments I-

311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the Visual Quality assessment

included in the SDEIS.

 

I-311-193

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because it does

not affect the findings or analysis of the EIS.

 

I-311-194

Although not specifically from Shelby Street, views and vistas from the

Roanoke area are noted in the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report on page 42, second paragraph.

Please see the response to comment I-311-010 regarding views from

East Shelby Street. Views from East Shelby Street in Roanoke were

evaluated and it was determined that the second bascule bridge under

Option A would not change the visual quality of the view and that the

Option L bascule bridge would change the view slightly. Also see the
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responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 for additional

information regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-195

Transportation effects are not explicitly part of the visual quality analysis.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178

regarding the visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS.

The transportation effects of Options A, K, and L are included in the

Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). Please

see the response to comment I-311-088 regarding transportation effects

of the new bascule bridge under Option A and the Preferred Alternative.

Updated transportation information is included in the Final Transportation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-196

The Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report discussed the

existing visual quality at Foster Island including the existing bridge and

freeway elements. Please see the responses to comments I-311-010

and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in the

SDEIS.

 

I-311-197

The requested change was not made because it would not change the

analysis or findings. Please see the responses to comments I-311-010

and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in the

SDEIS.

 

I-311-198

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report and existing conditions are
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considered in all analyses. The “appropriateness” of the existing bridge

and freeway is not part of the analysis. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality

assessment included in the SDEIS.

 

I-311-199

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report and existing conditions are

considered in all analyses. The “appropriateness” of the existing bridge

and freeway is not part of the analysis. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality

assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-

311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design, visual

quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-200

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions will change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. See the responses to comments I-311-

010 and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in

the SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how

the project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-201

Visual effects due to the presence of a new bascule bridge were

determined to be minor from viewpoints in Portage Bay. Please see the

responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 regarding visual effects

of the new bascule bridge.
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I-311-202

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. The same level of detail is not

required to be repeated in multiple sections.

Since the SDEIS was published, Sound Transit has removed the

specimen conifers located in the University of Washington Open Space

(just south of Husky parking lot) for construction of the University Link

light rail station. Effects to the University of Washington Open Space with

the Preferred Alternative are discussed in Section 6.5 of the Final EIS

and the Recreation Discipline Report Addendum.

 

I-311-203

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. The summary discusses the overall

effects of the options, while the cited text is discussing effects specific to

the Montlake Bridge and NOAA. While Option K has less of an effect on

these elements specifically, Option still would have substantial effects on

other areas. Please see the response to comment I-311-153 regarding

the visual quality analysis.

 

I-311-204

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because the

referenced statement is accurate.

 

I-311-205

Please see the response to comment I-311-153 regarding the visual

quality analysis. Excavation of the Montlake Cut is just one part of the

construction of Option K. As the quoted text explains, freezing operation

and mining machinery would be visible during construction. The

construction of Option K would also include barges, boring equipment,

hauling of excavation materials, and removal of vegetation near the
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shoreline. Along with the longer construction period, the visual quality

effects of these construction activities would be more intense than

Option A.

 

I-311-206

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions will change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. See the responses to comments I-311-

010 and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in

the SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how

the project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-207

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because the

statement is accurate and the change to the language would not affect

the findings or analysis of the EIS.

 

I-311-208

Please see the response to comment I-311-010 regarding views from

East Shelby Street. Views from East Shelby Street in Roanoke were

evaluated and it was determined that the second bascule bridge under

Option A would not change the visual quality of the view and that the

Option L bascule bridge would change the view slightly. Also see the

responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 for additional

information regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-209

This section of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

discusses construction effects. The width of the bridge with Option A in

the West Approach is discussed on page 70 of the report, under the

discussion of operational effects. Please see the response to comment I-

311-012 for additional information regarding effects on Foster Island.
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I-311-210

Please see the response to comment I-311-164 regarding the aesthetic

effects of noise walls. Also note that noise reduction strategies included

with the Preferred Alternative would reduce noise levels along the

corridor to the point that noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle

portion of the project area, except potentially along I-5 in the North

Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall

is still be evaluated (see Section 5.7 of the Final EIS). Please see the

response to comment C-311-057 regarding noise reduction strategies

included with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-211

The comment is incorrect. As discussed in Chapter 2 of the SDEIS, the

new reversible HOV ramp would connect the SR 520 center HOV lanes

with the I-5 reversible express lanes south of SR 520 and is included in

all of the SDEIS options.

 

I-311-212

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions would change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. See the responses to comments I-311-

010 and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in

the SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how

the project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-213

Please see the response to comment I-311-010 regarding views from

East Shelby Street. Views from East Shelby Street in Roanoke were

evaluated and it was determined that the second bascule bridge under

Option A would not change the visual quality of the view and that the

Option L bascule bridge would change the visual quality slightly. Also
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see the responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 for additional

information regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-214

The use of the word “design” is and consistent with generally accepted

usage for transportation and roadway projects. See the response to

comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design,

visual quality and aesthetic issues. The purpose of the visual quality

assessment is to disclose how the existing visual quality conditions

would change due to the location, size, and character of the new facility.

See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS.

 

I-311-215

Page 62 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report notes that

“The east end of the new bridge … would be farther north, which could

have a moderately positive effect for Montlake Playfield views. A wider

west end of the bridge would affect views from the homes next to the

bridge on the north side, making the bridge more dominant in eastward

views.”

The stormwater system would be designed as an integrated part of the

bridge structure at a later stage of design. WSDOT would minimize the

visual intrusiveness of exposed pipes and basins wherever feasible.

Visual effects of noise walls are discussed on pages 3, 63, and 68

through 72; and measures for reducing these effects are discussed in

the Mitigation section of this report starting on page 77. Please see the

response to comment I-311-164 regarding the aesthetic effects of noise

walls. Also note that, noise reduction measures included with the

Preferred Alternative would reduce noise levels along the corridor to the

point that noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle portion of the

project area, except potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area
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where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be

evaluated (see Section 5.7 of the Final EIS). Please see the response to

comment C-311-057 regarding noise reduction strategies included with

the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-216

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report and existing conditions are

considered in all analyses. The “appropriateness” of the existing bridge

and freeway is not part of the analysis. The purpose of the visual quality

assessment is to disclose how the existing visual quality conditions

would change due to the location, size, and character of the new facility.

See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the response

to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban

design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-217

Design development is an ongoing process, and the design options

presented in the SDEIS are at a sufficient level of detail to compare their

environmental effects. Environmental impact assessments are begun

early in the design process so that the design may be improved by the

input from stakeholders. If the public had to wait for the final design

before commenting, there would be no opportunity for their comments to

influence the design. See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding

design considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and

Preferred Alternative, and as project design development continues.

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect
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and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report and existing conditions are

considered in all analyses. The “appropriateness” of the existing bridge

and freeway is not part of the analysis. The purpose of the visual quality

assessment is to disclose how the existing visual quality conditions

would change due to the location, size, and character of the new facility.

See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS.

As discussed on page 62 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report “the width of the new Portage Bay Bridge would make it more

dominant,” however the spacing of the columns and the added height

would reduce the visual effects of the wider bridge. Exhibits 2-4, 2-5, and

2-6 of the report show different perspectives of the Portage Bay Bridge

with each option.

 

I-311-218

The comment’s characterization of the visual quality analysis is incorrect.

The quoted text is accurate in explaining that Option K is narrower and

would have less of an effect on the NOAA campus than Option A.

Exhibits 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report show different perspectives of the Portage Bay Bridge with each

option, and display that the added width is not discernable from most

viewpoints.

 

I-311-219

This section of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report is

concerned with the Portage Bay Bridge and its effects. The Montlake

bascule bridge is not visible from the Portage Bay Bridge. Effects from

the new bascule bridge under Options A and L are evaluated in the

Montlake landscape unit (beginning on page 64 of the report) because

the bascules are in Montlake, not Portage Bay.
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I-311-220

See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues. The purpose

of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the existing visual

quality conditions would change due to the location, size, and character

of the new facility. See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-

178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS.

 

I-311-221

Please see the response to comment I-311-164 regarding the aesthetic

effects of noise walls. Also note that noise reduction strategies included

in the Preferred Alternative would reduce noise levels along the corridor

to the point that noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle portion

of the project area, except potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill

area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be

evaluated. Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding

noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative, and

regarding quieter concrete pavement.

 

I-311-222

Design development is an ongoing process, and the design options

presented in the SDEIS are at a sufficient level of detail to compare their

environmental effects. Environmental impact assessments are begun

early in the design process so that the design may be improved by the

input from stakeholders. If the public had to wait for the final design

before commenting, there would be no opportunity for their comments to

influence the design. See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding

design considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and

Preferred Alternative, and as project design development continues.
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I-311-223

Please see the response comment I-311-219.

 

I-311-224

Design development is an ongoing process, and the design options

presented in the SDEIS are at a sufficient level of detail to compare their

environmental effects. Environmental impact assessments are begun

early in the design process so that the design may be improved by the

input from stakeholders. See the response to comment I-311-002

regarding design considerations in the development of the SDEIS

options and Preferred Alternative, and as project design development

continues.

 

I-311-225

Please see the responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150

regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge. While it is true that

Option K would not affect the existing Montlake Bridge, it would have

other visual quality effects. See the response to comment I-311-153

regarding the visual quality analysis.

 

I-311-226

Design development is an ongoing process, and the design options

presented in the SDEIS are at a sufficient level of detail to compare their

environmental effects. Environmental impact assessments are begun

early in the design process so that the design may be improved by the

input from stakeholders. See the response to comment I-311-002

regarding design considerations in the development of the SDEIS

options and Preferred Alternative, and as project design development

continues.

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions would change due to the location, size,
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and character of the new facility. See the responses to comments I-311-

010 and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in

the SDEIS.

 

I-311-227

Landscaping of lids would be included under all the design options;

however, the specifics of the landscaping would be decided upon at a

later date. See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues.

 

I-311-228

The heights of retaining walls and other engineering requirements are

different from aesthetic treatments and architectural details. Although

aesthetic treatments are possible with Option K, the overall size and

form of the structures were developed to a sufficient level of detail for

analysis in the SDEIS.

Design development is an ongoing process, and the design options

presented in the SDEIS are at a sufficient level of detail to compare their

environmental effects. Environmental impact assessments are begun

early in the design process so that the design may be improved by the

input from stakeholders. See the response to comment I-311-002

regarding design considerations in the development of the SDEIS

options and Preferred Alternative, and as project design development

continues.

 

I-311-229

All SDEIS options would increase the roadway from the existing 4 lanes

to 6 lanes. Option K would require the more road surface in this area for

the SPUI.
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I-311-230

The SDEIS options have different effects in different areas. While Option

K minimizes the effects on the Montlake Bridge, it would have other

visual quality effects. See the response to comment I-311-153 regarding

the visual quality analysis. See the response to comment I-311-002

regarding design considerations in the development of the SDEIS

options and Preferred Alternative, and as project design development

continues. See the responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150

regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-231

The quoted text is an accurate description of the visual quality effects of

Option K. The heights of retaining walls and other engineering

requirements are different from aesthetic treatments and architectural

details. Although aesthetic treatments are possible with Option K, the

overall size and form of the structures were developed to a sufficient

level of detail for analysis in the SDEIS. Design development is an

ongoing process, and the design options presented in the SDEIS are at

a sufficient level of detail to compare their environmental effects.

Environmental impact assessments are begun early in the design

process so that the design may be improved by the input from

stakeholders. See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues.

 

I-311-232

The visual quality effects of the new bascule bridge, when opened,

would be temporary and minimal when compared to existing conditions.

Openings of the bascule bridges in Option A would be synchronized, and

due to the added capacity, the waiting cars would clear more quickly

once the bridges closed. Please see the response to comment I-311-088

regarding transportation effects of the new bascule bridge under Option

A.
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I-311-233

The new bascule bridge under Option A would not be visible from Marsh

Island. The new bascule bridge with Option L would be visible from

Marsh Island; however, effects would be minimal due the distance of the

bridge.

 

I-311-234

The quoted text is an accurate description of the visual quality effects of

Option K. The heights of retaining walls and other engineering

requirements are different from aesthetic treatments and architectural

details. Although aesthetic treatments are possible with Option K, the

overall size and form of the structures were developed to a sufficient

level of detail for analysis in the SDEIS.

Design development is an ongoing process, and the design options

presented in the SDEIS are at a sufficient level of detail to compare their

environmental effects. Environmental impact assessments are begun

early in the design process so that the design may be improved by the

input from stakeholders. See the response to comment I-311-002

regarding design considerations in the development of the SDEIS

options and Preferred Alternative, and as project design development

continues.

 

I-311-235

The quoted text is an accurate description of the visual quality effects of

Option K. The heights of retaining walls and other engineering

requirements are different from aesthetic treatments and architectural

details. Although aesthetic treatments are possible with Option K, the

overall size and form of the structures were developed to a sufficient

level of detail for analysis in the SDEIS. Design development is an

ongoing process, and the design options presented in the SDEIS are at

a sufficient level of detail to compare their environmental effects.

Environmental impact assessments are begun early in the design
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process so that the design may be improved by the input from

stakeholders. See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues.

 

I-311-236

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report and existing conditions are

considered in all analyses. The “appropriateness” of the existing bridge

and freeway is not part of the analysis. The purpose of the visual quality

assessment is to disclose how the existing visual quality conditions

would change due to the location, size, and character of the new facility.

See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the responses

to comments I-311-002 regarding design considerations in the

development of the SDEIS options and Preferred Alternative, and as

project design development continues, I-311-016 and I-311-150

regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge, and I-311-104

regarding the characterization of visual quality effects.

 

I-311-237

The visual quality analysis notes the potential effects of the new bascule

bridge under Option A. It also notes that the new bascule bridge under

Option L could be noticeable from a number of viewpoints in the

Montlake neighborhood, Foster Island, and Laurelhurst.

The design of the new bascule bridge would be context sensitive to

minimize its effects on the setting and view of the historic Carl F. Gould

Montlake Bridge. Please see the responses to comments I-311-016 and

I-311-150 regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge with Option

A and the Preferred Alternative.
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I-311-238

See the response to comment I-311-237.

 

I-311-239

The bascule bridges proposed in Options A and L would be at the same

level as the existing Montlake Bridge and therefore could not be

considered to be “soaring” above the adjacent areas. There are

“amazing views of the Montlake Cut” from parts of the Portage Bay area,

particularly the Roanoke area, but as noted in the response to comment

I-311-010, neither of the proposed bascule bridges would have a high

visual quality effect on those distant views.

 

I-311-240

See the response to comment I-311-002. The use of the word “design” is

and consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and

roadway projects.

 

I-311-241

The exact wording used for Option L was not used for the description of

Option K. However, the comment’s characterization that the description

of Option K was “worded less positively” is not consistent with the text of

the report. As stated on page 67 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics

Discipline Report regarding the proposed lid under Option K,

“pedestrians, cyclists, and disembarking or departing bus and light rail

commuters could have an improved experience due to being separated

from vehicular traffic and having unobstructed views.”

 

I-311-242

The requested change was not made because the effect of scale on

gateways is subjective.
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I-311-243

As discussed on page 62 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report “the width of the new Portage Bay Bridge would make it more

dominant,” however the spacing of the columns and the added height

would reduce the visual effects of the wider bridge. Exhibits 2-4, 2-5, and

2-6 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report show different

perspectives of the Portage Bay Bridge with each option, and display

that the added width is not discernable from most viewpoints. Because

the West Approach structures would have a more discernable change,

the effects would be greater in this area than the Portage Bay Bridge.

 

I-311-244

The requested change was not made because the text is accurate and

changing the language would not change the analysis or findings. Also

see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project

addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-245

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report and existing conditions are

considered in all analyses. The“appropriateness” of the existing bridge

and freeway is not part of the analysis. The purpose of the visual quality

assessment is to disclose how the existing visual quality conditions

would change due to the location, size, and character of the new facility.

See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the response

to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban

design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.
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I-311-246

The comment’s characterization of Option K’s visual effect is inaccurate.

Please see the response to comment I-311-153 regarding the visual

quality effects of Option K compared to Option A. Additionally, see the

response to comment I-311-012 and comment I-311-118 regarding

effects on Foster Island.

 

I-311-247

Please see the response to comment I-311-153 regarding the visual

quality effects of Option K compared to Option A. As discussed in

comment I-311-118, added land (from the landbridge) to the Foster

Island area would be primarily for recreational use and would not be

restoring the wetlands that previously occupied this space. Although

visually this may be more appealing to people using the park, it would

still remove natural areas. Also see the response to comment I-311-012

regarding effects on Foster Island.

 

I-311-248

The term “formalized” here is used to call out the difference between the

existing natural area compared to the proposed land bridge, which would

be man-made and would be used for recreation. See the response to

comment I-311-012 and comment I-311-118 regarding effects on Foster

Island.

The visual quality analysis was conducted in accordance with FHWA’s

visual quality and aesthetics impacts assessment methodology and

WSDOT’s Environmental Procedures Manual, using the checklist

provided in Exhibit 459-1 of the manual.  The purpose of adhering to an

approved and established methodology is to conduct an objective,

unbiased evaluation. See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-

311-178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS

and I-311-002 regarding design considerations in the development of the
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SDEIS options and Preferred Alternative, and as project design

development continues.

 

I-311-249

Statements such as the one mentioned in the comment use “could”

rather than “would” or “will” because the viewer’s experience may be

considered subjective.

 

I-311-250

As discussed in comment I-311-118, added parkland to the Foster Island

area would be primarily for recreational use and would not be restoring

the wetlands that previously occupied this space, as with Option A.

Although visually this may be more appealing to people using the park, it

would still remove natural areas. See the response to comment I-311-

012 and comment I-311-118 regarding effects on Foster Island.

 

I-311-251

The width of the bridge in the West Approach area is discussed on page

70 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report. It states that

“the west approach bridge through Union Bay and east to Lake

Washington would be much wider than the existing bridges and this

could change boaters’ and park users’ experience.“ Additionally, the text

referenced in the comment is from a section discussing the effects of

Option L, not Option K.

 

I-311-252

Please see the responses to comments I-311-156 regarding NEPA

requirements. Because this section is titled “Would the project create

new sources of shadow, glare, or light?” and Option K produces no new

sources of light, it the lack of effect was not called out.
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I-311-253

Please see the responses to comment I-311-156 regarding NEPA

requirements.

 

I-311-254

Environmental impact assessments are begun early in the design

process so that the design may be improved by the input from

stakeholders. The design is developed in parallel with mitigation

planning, community comments, and permitting requirements.  If the

public had to wait for the final design before commenting, there would be

no opportunity for their comments to influence the design.

See the response to I-311-001 regarding the purpose of the SDEIS and

the process for identifying the alternatives presented. Please see the

responses to comments I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses

urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues, I-311-153 regarding

the purpose of a visual quality and aesthetics assessment, and I-311-

010 regarding the methodology of the visual quality assessment. As

stated in the response to Comment I-311-002, the project is a

transportation project, and its purpose and need are related to

transportation safety and mobility. 

 

I-311-255

Environmental impact assessments are begun early in the design

process so that the design may be improved by the input from

stakeholders. The design is developed in parallel with mitigation

planning, community comments, and permitting requirements.  If the

public had to wait for the final design before commenting, there would be

no opportunity for their comments to influence the design.

See the response to I-311-001 regarding the purpose of the SDEIS and

the process for identifying the alternatives presented. Please see the

response to comment I-311-030 regarding the workgroups that

coordinated with WSDOT and FHWA in the development of mitigation
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measures and design refinements that are included with the Preferred

Alternative. Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-

007 regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to

Lake Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-256

The generally accepted organization for environmental impact analyses

has been followed by this project. This accepted organization is to

present the project, describe the existing conditions of concern for the

discipline, then disclose project effects. By putting the mitigation

discussion and options after the disclosure and discussion of project

effects, the reader may have a clearer understanding of those options.

This organization mirrors the sequence of the assessment. See the

response to I-311-002 regarding design considerations in the

development of the SDEIS options and Preferred Alternative, and as

project design development continues.

”Green over gray” refers to the WSDOT commitment to screen structures

with vegetation.

 

I-311-257

Please see the response to comment I-311-164 regarding the aesthetic

effects of noise walls. Also note that, noise reduction measures included

with the Preferred Alternative would reduce noise levels along the

corridor to the point that noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle

portion of the project area, except potentially along I-5 in the North

Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall

is still be evaluated. Please see the response to comment C-311-057

regarding noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred

Alternative. Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-

007 regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to
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Lake Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-258

Environmental impact assessments are begun early in the design

process so that the design may be improved by the input from

stakeholders. See the response to I-311-002 regarding design

considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and Preferred

Alternative, and as project design development continues. Also see the

response to comment C-311-005 regarding design enhancements

included with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-259

Please see the response to comment I-311-164 regarding the aesthetic

effects of noise walls. Also note that noise reduction measures included

with the Preferred Alternative would reduce noise levels along the

corridor to the point that noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle

portion of the project area, except potentially along I-5 in the North

Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall

is still be evaluated. Please see the response to comment C-311-057

regarding noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred

Alternative.

 

I-311-260

Please see the response to comment I-311-164 regarding the aesthetic

effects of noise walls. Also note that, noise reduction measures included

with the Preferred Alternative would reduce noise levels along the

corridor to the point that noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle

portion of the project area, except potentially along I-5 in the North

Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall

is still be evaluated. Please see the response to comment C-311-057
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regarding noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred

Alternative.

 

I-311-261

It is a project goal that aesthetics are integral to the new facility and not

an appliqué. See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the

project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-262

Comment noted. Noise reduction measures included with the Preferred

Alternative would reduce noise levels along the corridor to the point that

noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle portion of the project

area, except potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area where the

reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be evaluated.

Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-263

Design development is an ongoing process, and the design options

presented in the SDEIS are at a sufficient level of detail to compare their

environmental effects. Environmental impact assessments are begun

early in the design process so that the design may be improved by the

input from stakeholders. If the public had to wait for the final design

before commenting, there would be no opportunity for their comments to

influence the design. See the response to comment I-311-002 regarding

design considerations in the development of the SDEIS options and

Preferred Alternative, and as project design development continues.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.
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I-311-264

Please see the response to comment I-311-012 and comment I-311-118

regarding effects on Foster Island.

 

I-311-265

This table summarizes effects from the standpoint of a finished facility or

structure, not construction effects.

The Portage Bay row of the table focuses on effects in the Portage Bay

landscape unit. The Montlake bascule bridge is not visible from the

Portage Bay Bridge due to tall mature trees in the western Shelby-

Hamlin neighborhood. Effects from the new bascule bridges under

Options A and L are evaluated in the Montlake landscape unit because

the bridges are in Montlake, not Portage Bay. The visual quality effects

of the new bascule bridges, when opened, would be temporary and

minimal when compared to existing conditions.

 

I-311-266

The quoted text contained a typo and should read "OPTION K high:

same as Option A” because Option A’s width is the same as Option K’s

for the Portage Bay Bridge. This has been corrected in the errata

included as Attachment 1 to the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report.

 

I-311-267

Traffic can have an effect on visual character and quality, as noted on

page 44 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report: “In

general, however, this is a vehicle-oriented environment and the

aesthetic experience of pedestrians here is diminished by traffic, in

particular at the Montlake Boulevard-Pacific Street intersection, the

Montlake Boulevard overcrossing, and the Montlake transit stop under

the Montlake overcrossing.”
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Opening of the bascule bridges in Option A would be synchronized, and

due to the added capacity, the waiting cars would clear more quickly

once the bridges closed. Please see the response to comment I-311-088

regarding transportation effects of the new bascule bridge under Option

A.

 

I-311-268

The new bascule bridge of Option A would not be visible from most

locations in Montlake; therefore, the overall rating of unity would not

change due to the new bridge. Views from and along the Montlake Cut

would change; however, the design of the new bascule bridge would be

context sensitive to minimize its effects on the setting and view of the

historic Carl F. Gould Montlake Bridge. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 regarding visual effects of the new

bascule bridge.

 

I-311-269

The visual quality assessment uses a professionally accepted,

descriptive terminology and assessment methodology to ensure that

evaluation results are objective and not biased by personal preferences. 

Trained professionals conduct the visual quality evaluations and all

assessment reports are given close scrutiny by the design and

environmental teams before the document is released. Given the

definitions and evaluation tools for the visual quality ratings (vividness,

intactness, and unity), unity was low for Option K. Please see the

response to comment I-311-010 regarding the Visual Quality

assessment included in the SDEIS.

 

I-311-270

The new bascule bridge of Option A would not be visible from most

locations in Montlake; therefore, the overall rating of unity would not
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change due to the new bridge. Views from and along the Montlake Cut

would change; however, the design of the new bascule bridge would be

context sensitive to minimize its effects on the setting and view of the

historic Carl F. Gould Montlake Bridge. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 regarding visual effects of the new

bascule bridge and I-311-088 regarding transportation effects of the new

bascule bridge under Option A.

 

I-311-271

Like Option A, the new bascule bridge would not be visible from many

locations in Montlake, therefore the overall rating of unity would not

change due to the new bridge. The design of the new bascule bridge

would be context sensitive to minimize its effects on the setting and view

of the historic Carl F. Gould Montlake Bridge. The visual quality

assessment uses a professionally accepted, descriptive terminology and

assessment methodology to ensure that evaluation results are objective

and not biased by personal preferences.  Trained professionals conduct

the visual quality evaluations and all assessment reports are given close

scrutiny by the design and environmental teams before the document is

released.

 

I-311-272

The effect of noise walls on visual quality was evaluated under Option L.

Option A of the SDEIS does not include noise walls in the visual quality

analysis. However, visual effects are noted at the top of page 63 of the

Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report: “If sound walls [on

Portage Bay Bridge] were desired by the community, the walls would

block lateral views and diminish the sense of panorama.”

Please see the response to comment I-311-164 regarding the aesthetic

effects of noise walls. Also note that, noise reduction measures included

with the Preferred Alternative would reduce noise levels along the

corridor to the point that noise walls are not recommended in the Seattle
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portion of the project area, except potentially along I-5 in the North

Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall

is still be evaluated. Please see the response to comment C-311-057

regarding noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred

Alternative.

 

I-311-273

Vividness is defined as is the degree of drama, memorability, or

distinctiveness of the landscape components.  The difference of 35 feet

between Options A and K bridge widths in the eastern half of the bridge

would not be measurably affect the vividness rating for views in the

Portage Bay landscape unit. Please also see the response to comment I-

311-272 and Exhibit1 2-1 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report for visualizations of the widths of the three options.

 

I-311-274

Option A of the SDEIS did not include noise walls in the visual quality

analysis. Visual quality ratings are determined by assessing the

proposed design in its future context. The design width and height are

the essential dimensions that are used for the evaluation. See the

responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the visual

quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the response to

comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design,

visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-275

Design development is an ongoing process, and the design options

presented in the SDEIS are at a sufficient level of detail to compare their

environmental effects. Environmental impact assessments are begun

early in the design process so that the design may be improved by the

input from stakeholders. See the response to comment I-311-002

regarding design considerations in the development of the SDEIS
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options and Preferred Alternative, and as project design development

continues.

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions would change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. Visual quality ratings are determined by

assessing the proposed design in its future context. The design width

and height are the essential dimensions that are used for the evaluation.

See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS.

 

I-311-276

The flyer-over ramps start near 10th Avenue Bridge in Roanoke and do

not influence Portage Bay visual quality ratings. Additionally, as

discussed in Chapter 2 of the SDEIS, the new reversible HOV ramp

would connect the SR 520 center HOV lanes with the I-5 reversible

express lanes south of SR 520 and is included in all the SDEIS options.

 

I-311-277

The visual quality assessment uses a professionally accepted,

descriptive terminology and assessment methodology to ensure that

evaluation results are objective and not biased by personal preferences. 

Trained professionals conduct the visual quality evaluations and all

assessment reports are given close scrutiny by the design and

environmental teams before the document is released.

The averaged total rating for Option K was lower than Option A due to

Option K’s severe environmental and visual impacts on Foster Island

due to the deforestation required to build the land bridge. Option A would

have lower effects than Option K. Option K impacts are high in the

Montlake area due to the tall walls needed for the depressed SPUI and

the tunnel entrance. Please note that all options have lids over Montlake.
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Please see the responses to comments I-311-012 and I-311-118

regarding effects on Foster Island, I-311-153 regarding the visual quality

analysis, and I-311-010 regarding the visual quality assessment included

in the SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding

how the project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic

issues.

 

I-311-278

The difference between the professional visual quality analyst’s scores

and the neighborhood scores are most likely due to a misunderstanding

on the part of the neighborhood assessor of the terminology and rating

system used for visual quality assessment. The visual quality

assessment uses a professionally accepted, descriptive terminology and

assessment methodology to ensure that evaluation results are objective

and not biased by personal preferences.  Trained professionals conduct

the visual quality evaluations and all assessment reports are given close

scrutiny by the design and environmental teams before the document is

released. Please see the response to comment I-311-010 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS.  

Please see the response to comment I-311-030 regarding the

workgroups that coordinated with WSDOT and FHWA in the

development of mitigation measures and design refinements that are

included with the Preferred Alternative. Please see the response to

comment C-311-005 regarding design enhancements included with the

Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-279

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.
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I-311-280

The use of a design competition for the Portage Bay Bridge was a

recommendation from the mediation group that the State could consider.

The design of any option or build alternative, not just Option A, would be

in accordance with WSDOT design manuals and would involve the

Seattle Design Commission. The Seattle Design Commission currently

participates in design discussions and will continue to be involved as

design development progresses. WSDOT’s design manuals are

mandatory design documents and provide primary standards that would

be used for any alternative.

The decision-making process for this project has lasted over 10 years

and has incorporated extensive participation from stakeholder groups,

communities, and the public. See the Agency Coordination and Public

Involvement Discipline Report and Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final

EIS) for further information. Please see the responses to comments I-

311-001 regarding the purpose of the SDEIS and the process for

identifying the alternatives presented, I-311-002 regarding how the

project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues, I-

311-004 and I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives and options

evaluated and the consideration of a tunnel.

 

I-311-281

Certain elements in the SDEIS were evaluated under one option, but

could possibly be used in others. For example, noise walls were

analyzed for visual quality under Option L, however they could be used

on any option. This allows for an analysis of the effects of different

elements, and allows for some design flexibility and refinement and the

project progresses. Please see the response to Comment I-311-280

regarding a design competition.

 

I-311-282

Simulations are provided for the alternatives under consideration based
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on existing conditions.  WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives

before narrowing them down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS.

Removing and not replacing the bridge did not meet the purpose and

need of the project and therefore, was not considered. Please see the

response to comment I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives

evaluated for the SR 520 project.

 

I-311-283

Exhibit 2-8 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report is an

accurate simulation of the view looking west toward Portage Bay Bridge

from mid-point of Montlake Boulevard overpass. Exhibit 2-9, which is

located on the referenced page, is an accurate simulation of the view

looking east toward 24th Avenue East from mid-point of Montlake

Boulevard overpass. Neither exhibit is made to “hide” nor “deemphasize”

any part of the project. Visualizations have been updated for the

Preferred Alternative and are included in Attachment 2 of the Visual

Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the

Final EIS).

 

I-311-284

Exhibit 2-10 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report is

referenced on page 65 the report in the first paragraph, which discusses

the UW triangle area.  The greatest visual effects are in the SR 520-

MOHAI area and are discussed on page 66 (all) and reference Exhibits

2-15 and 2-21.

 

I-311-285

Exhibit 2-11 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report

illustrates that the Option K lid over Pacific Street would not interfere with

views of the distance and Mount Rainier (Exhibit 2-11, Attachment 2).

The ratings summary notes that “In the southeast campus area of the

university, intactness and unity could increase if the depressed
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intersection results in the removal of overhanging wires, lamps, and

signage and creates better pedestrian and vehicle orientation and

circulation.” The walls and canyons mentioned in your comment refer to

the SR 520 lid at Montlake and the SPUI for the tunnel, not the Pacific St

lid.

 

I-311-286

Exhibit 2-14 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report is an

accurate simulation of the view looking from east end of Shelby Street

across East Montlake Park toward Marsh Island. Exhibit 2-15, which is

located on the referenced page, is an accurate simulation of the view

looking northeast from Lake Washington Boulevard at MOHAI and

McCurdy Park trees. Neither exhibit is made to “deemphasize” any part

of the project. Visualizations have been updated for the Preferred

Alternative and are included in Attachment 2 of the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-287

Exhibit 2-15 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report is

illustrating the effect of the Montlake lid and is referenced in the

Montlake landscape unit discussion on project effects. Foster Island is

discussed in West Approach landscape unit section (see pages 69-72 of

the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report) and has its own

visualizations.

Exhibit 2-16, which is located on the referenced page, is an accurate

simulation of the view looking south from Foster Island’s north shoreline

toward SR 520. A visualization of the view looking northwest at south

entrance of Foster Island pedestrian tunnel under SR 520 was added to

the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report Addendum as Exhibit

2-34.
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I-311-288

The visual quality effects of the new bascule bridge, when opened,

would be temporary and minimal when compared to existing conditions.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150

regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge and I-311-088

regarding transportation effects of the new bascule bridge under Option

A. Please see the response to comment I-311-153 regarding the visual

quality effects of Option K.

 

I-311-289

Comment noted. Exhibit 2-23 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics

Discipline Report is an accurate simulation of the view looking west from

northeast corner of East Montlake Park toward Montlake Bridge.

 

I-311-290

Please see the response to comment I-311-010 regarding views from

East Shelby Street. Views from East Shelby Street in Roanoke were

evaluated and it was determined that the second bascule bridge under

Option A would not change the visual quality of the view and that the

Option L bascule bridge would change the view slightly. Please see the

responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 regarding visual effects

of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-291

The Phased Implementation scenario was discussed in the Visual

Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report on Pages 60-61 and 74 as well

as in the SDEIS on Page 6-132. The landscape units correlate to the

project components in the SDEIS Phased Implementation Scenario. See

the response to Comment I-311-074 regarding revised potential phasing.

 

I-311-292
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The exhibit indicated the presence of a new bascule bridge through a

text label.

 

I-311-293

Please see the response to comment I-311-149. The SDEIS Options A,

K, and L, as well as the Preferred Alternative are all 6-lane options and

are correctly described in the EIS documents.

 

I-311-294

 The Preferred Alternative has been designed to minimize SR 520’s

footprint as much as possible while allowing room for HOV lanes and the

shoulders required to satisfy current safety standards regulated by

FHWA and the Association of American State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Highway lanes and shoulders are

designed to standards that have been established to protect the safety of

drivers. When circumstances warrant a change from these standards,

WSDOT must request FHWA’s approval of a “design deviation.” WSDOT

has already obtained approvals for design deviations for both lane and

shoulder widths in response to community requests for a narrower

roadway footprint. In the interest of safety, FHWA will not approve further

narrowing of the corridor.

 

I-311-295

Please see the response to comment I-311-294 regarding the project

footprint. The transportation analysis conducted for the SDEIS was

consistent with industry standards, NEPA requirements, regional

planning process, and FHWA traffic analysis guidelines for evaluating

and comparing existing and future transportation project alternatives.

 The analysis showed that the project’s purpose of improving the

movement of people and goods across SR 520 would be met with the 6-

Lane Alternative. Please see the responses to comments I-311-003 and

I-311-004 regarding the project purpose and need.
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See the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why

a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington

portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not reasonable

alternatives for the project. The project is a replacement of an existing

highway. It is a transportation project, with a purpose and need of

improving safety and mobility for people and goods, as stated on page 1-

3 of the SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding

how the project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic

issues.

 

I-311-296

Please see the response to Comment I-311-002 regarding how the

project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues. The

comment’s characterizations that WSDOT did not create “designs that

meet the transportation and environmental needs,” did not “do due

diligence,” and that the project “was conducted without the community in

mind” are inaccurate. The project is a replacement of an existing

highway. The decision-making process for this project has lasted over 10

years and has incorporated extensive participation from stakeholder

groups, communities, and the general public. See the Agency

Coordination and Public Involvement Discipline Report and Addendum

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) and the Range of Alternatives and

Options Examined report (Attachment 8 to the SDEIS) for further

information.

 

I-311-297

As explained on page 1-37 of the SDEIS, the SR 520 Variable Tolling

Project will implement tolling on SR 520 in 2011 for the primary purpose

of managing traffic congestion. This toll would remain in place until the

construction of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project and would then be

replaced with new tolls adopted by the Transportation Commission to

provide project funding in accordance with the financing plan. Although
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the state Legislature has authorized allocation of revenues from the

Variable Tolling Project to fund the SR 520 Pontoon Construction Project

and the SR 520, Medina to SR 202: Eastside Transit and HOV Project,

the toll would be removed when the bonds for those projects are repaid,

which is expected to be before 2030. Therefore, if the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project were not built, there would be no toll in effect in 2030,

which is the year used to compare the No Build Alternative and the Build

alternatives. This is why the baseline No Build Alternative assumption is

that the SR 520 corridor would not be tolled.

The purpose and need of the SR 520 project is to improve safety and

mobility for people and goods between Redmond and Seattle.  It was

shown in the Draft EIS that the Four Lane Alternative would not meet

that purpose and need because there would still be congestion points

along the SR 520 corridor that would impede bus and carpool travel

more severely than the 6-Lane Alternative.

The 4-Lane Alternative evaluated in the 2006 Draft EIS was assumed to

be tolled, and was determined not to meet the project purpose and need.

As discussed in Chapter 2 of the Final EIS, tolled and “transit-optimized”

4-lane alternative options also would not satisfy the project purpose and

need, and therefore have not been advanced for the project. In response

to public comments, WSDOT conducted a sensitivity analysis of a tolled

4-Lane Alternative. This alternative was found to provide minimal

improvements to mobility compared to No Build. The addition of the HOV

lanes improves person-mobility to a much greater degree than any 4-

lane option, particularly for users of transit and carpools. Section 5.1 of

the Final EIS and the Final Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment

7 to the Final EIS) provide additional information.

 

I-311-298

Please see the response to comment I-311-297 regarding tolling and

consideration of 4-lane alternatives.
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The HOV policy for SR 520 is established by WSDOT within the

authority allowed by the legislature, independently of the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina Project. This means WSDOT could adjust the HOV lane policy in

the future if doing so would better meet the intent of the authorizing

legislation, while maintaining the HOV performance standard of speeds

45 mph or greater at least 90 percent of the time during peak hours. The

performance standard is stipulated for SR 520 by ESHB 6392 (codified

in RCW 47.56.870), which also designates a 3+ carpool requirement for

use of the HOV lanes when the project is completed. The State’s HOV

lane operations policy would be used to identify when the HOV lanes’

operational thresholds were met and when an adjustment to the

occupancy requirement would be recommended; however, the State

would need to request legislative approval to make any modifications.

 

I-311-299

See the response to Comment I-311-298 regarding the HOV lane

designation for the SR 520 corridor. The 3+ assumption was evaluated in

the Draft EIS, SDEIS, and Final EIS, and has been shown to result in

free flow operations in the HOV lane with bus service levels near 600

vehicles per day.

 

I-311-300

The statement is part of the description of the 6-Lane Alternative

evaluated in the SDEIS. The alternative and its design options were

presented in the SDEIS for the purpose of NEPA environmental analysis.

There are no plans at this time to expand the width of the roadway. If the

final design is likely to have effects beyond those disclosed in the EIS,

additional analysis may be required.

Regarding the “bid requests describing a larger profile” as mentioned in

the comment, please see the response to Comment C-040-052

regarding a drawing presented in the SR 520 Pontoon Construction
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Project Design-Build Request for Proposals. The depiction represents a

possible future design consideration for bidders to consider. It does not

represent the project that is proposed by WSDOT and evaluated in the

EIS.

 

I-311-301

The lids are integral to the project design and would be constructed at

the same time as the section of the SR 520 corridor in which they are

located (e.g., the Montlake lid would be completed at the same time as

the Montlake interchange improvements). WSDOT has never proposed

to defer the lids until after completion of the SR 520 roadway

improvements.

 

I-311-302

See the response to comment I-311-292.

 

I-311-303

Noise analysis for the SDEIS is consistent with current FHWA

methodology, which is the accepted standard for mitigation of highway

traffic noise. Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding

quieter pavement, and regarding noise reduction strategies included with

the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-304

The text here explains that Option K was recommended to not include

noise walls; however, WSDOT regulations require that noise walls be

recommended where they meet the feasibility and reasonableness

criteria. As discussed in the Noise Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the

SEIS), noise walls were analyzed for all SDEIS options.

Noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative would

reduce noise levels along the corridor to the point that noise walls are
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not recommended in the Seattle portion of the project area (except

potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area as noted in the

responses to previous comments), including lowering the speed limit on

Portage Bay Bridge. See the responses to comments I-311-005 and I-

311-057 regarding design enhancements and noise reduction strategies

included with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-305

Noise reduction strategies in the Preferred Alternative would reduce

noise levels along the corridor to the point that noise walls are not

recommended in the Seattle portion of the project area, except

potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area where the

reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be evaluated.

Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative, and

regarding quieter concrete pavement.

 

I-311-306

Exhibit 1-8 illustrated prioritization of the Phased Implementation

scenario that was evaluated in the SDEIS. See the response to

Comment I-311-074 regarding potential phasing. The lids are integral to

the project design and would be constructed at the same time as the

section of the SR 520 corridor in which they are located (e.g., the

Montlake lid would be completed at the same time as the Montlake

interchange improvements). This was true for the Phased

Implementation Scenario as well. WSDOT has never proposed to defer

the lids until after completion of the SR 520 roadway improvements. See

Chapter 3 of the Final EIS for a discussion of construction sequencing

with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-307
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See the responses to comments I-311-074 regarding potential project

phasing and I-311-306 regarding the timing of construction of lids.

 

I-311-308

See the response to Comment I-311-306 regarding the construction of

lids included with the project. Lids are integral to the project design and

are not considered mitigation. Lids are transportation right-of-way and

are not considered mitigation for effects on parks, although they will

provide open space and benefits to active and passive recreation.

Mitigation is an ongoing process and WSDOT will continue to work with

local agencies and affected communities to develop mitigation measures

throughout the design process. Mitigation, including both required and

proposed mitigation, is discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 of the SDEIS and

Final EIS.

 

I-311-309

Please see the responses to comments I-311-074 regarding potential

phasing and I-311-306 regarding the construction of lids included with

the project.

 

I-311-310

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-1 discusses freeway traffic, as

mentioned in the comment. The nonmotorized transportation section

(pedestrians and bicyclists) begins on page 2-11 and transit section

begins on page 2-12. Additionally, Chapter 7 of the report discusses

nonmotorized transportation effects and Chapter 8 discusses transit

effects.

 

I-311-311

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-1 discusses freeway traffic, as
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mentioned in the comment. The nonmotorized transportation section

(pedestrians and bicyclists) begins on page 2-11 and transit section

begins on page 2-12. Additionally, Chapter 7 of the report discusses

nonmotorized transportation effects and Chapter 8 discusses transit

effects.

 

I-311-312

See the response to comment I-311-004 for a discussion on how the 6-

lane Alternative would improve mobility over the No Build Alternative.

The growth associated with the No Build Alternative includes projected

improvements in the transit network that has been provided by the transit

agencies, therefore, the modeling effort completed already includes the

mode shift to transit.  Because the SR 520 corridor is already congested

for long periods of the day under existing conditions, the addition of 17%

more traffic during the day, and most of that growth occurring during the

peak commute periods, would result in longer periods of congestion. 

More congestion along the corridor would also result in slower travel

times for more people, or a degradation in person mobility.

 

I-311-313

See the response to comment I-311-004 for a discussion on how the 6-

lane Alternative would improve mobility over the No Build Alternative.

See the response to comment I-311-297 regarding tolling the No Build

Alternative, and I-311-003 regarding why retrofitting the existing bridge is

not a reasonable alternative.

 

I-311-314

Please see the response to comment I-311-297 regarding tolling the No

Build Alternative, and I-311-003 regarding why retrofitting the existing

bridge is not a reasonable alternative.
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I-311-315

Please see the response to comment I-311-297 regarding tolling the No

Build Alternative and consideration of 4-lane alternatives, and I-311-003

regarding why retrofitting the existing bridge is not a reasonable

alternative.

 

I-311-316

Growth in regional traffic demand, including cross-lake demand, is based

on population and employment growth. The statement reflects this

concept. A more detailed discussion of traffic demand and the

alternatives can be found in Chapter 3 of the Transportation Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-317

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-1 discusses freeway traffic, as

mentioned in the comment. The transit section begins on page 2-12.

Additionally, Chapter 8 of the report discusses transit effects.

 

I-311-318

The 4-Lane Alternative was analyzed in the Draft EIS and it was not

determined to meet the project purpose and need. Please see the

responses to comments I-311-003 and I-311-007 regarding the range of

alternatives evaluated for the SR 520 project and I-311-297 regarding

tolling the No Build Alternative and consideration of 4-lane alternatives.

 

I-311-319

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-1 discusses freeway traffic, as

mentioned in the comment. The summary information for transit

information can be found on page 2-12. Additionally, Chapter 8 of the

report is dedicated to the discussion of effects on transit.
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I-311-320

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-1 discusses freeway traffic, as

mentioned in the comment. The summary information for transit

information can be found on page 2-12. Additionally, Chapter 8 of the

report is dedicated to the discussion of effects on transit and the removal

of the Montlake Freeway Transit Station is discussed in pages 8-20

through 8-25 of the report.

 

I-311-321

As stated on page 1-5 of the Transportation Discipline Report, high-

occupancy vehicles include vehicles with 3+ occupancy; that includes

buses. The removal of the Montlake Freeway Transit Station is part of

the underlying assumptions included in the transportation analysis for the

build alternatives.

 

I-311-322

The decrease in general-purpose vehicle and person trips would be a

result of implementing the 6-lane alternative. The decrease here is in

comparison to the No Build Alternative.

 

I-311-323

The addition of HOV lanes to the corridor, with no increase in the

existing number of general-purpose lanes, is expressly intended to

improve the speed and reliability of transit service, providing an incentive

to use transit. As noted in the discussion of project need on page 1-6 of

the SDEIS, the prospect of substantially increased travel times in 2030

“makes it imperative that commuters be provided with travel choices that

allow them to avoid driving along, and that the proposed project be built

to support increased use of transit and HOVs.” As discussed in Section

5.1 of the SDEIS and Final EIS, HOV and transit commuters would
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experience substantial travel time benefits in 2030 with the addition of

the HOV lane.

 

I-311-324

As stated in the response to Comment I-311-017, based on standard

methodology, the local study area reported in the Final EIS was

determined by the change in traffic volumes on the local streets with the

No Build Alternative versus the Preferred Alternative during peak hours;

only intersections where traffic volumes would increase by more than 5

percent were included. Five percent was selected as the criterion

because a change in traffic of that amount could result in measurable

operational changes. If traffic volume increases were less than 5 percent

on adjacent streets, the intersection was not included in the analysis.

Thus, all intersections not included in the local study area would

experience an overall change in traffic volumes during the a.m. and p.m.

peak hours of less than 5 percent with implementation of the project.

 

I-311-325

As described in Chapter 5 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline

Report, all of the 6-Lane Alternative options, except for Option A during

the afternoon peak period, would result in an increase of up to 6 percent

in vehicle demand across the lake compared to the No Build Alternative. 

However, project improvements to the SR 520 mainline and an

additional HOV lane would increase vehicle throughput across the lake

by up to 14 percent compared to the No Build Alternative. Option A with

suboptions would have traffic volumes and operations similar to the No

Build Alternative because ramp configurations and connections to the

local street system, while different from today, would not substantially

change traffic circulation patterns compared to the No Build Alternative.

See Chapter 5 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report for

additional detail regarding traffic volume changes on SR 520 and

connecting ramps and roadways associated with Options A, K, and L.

Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report further
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describes the effects of the options on local roadway traffic volumes and

operations. As shown in Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2 of the Transportation

Discipline Report, traffic volumes on Lake Washington Boulevard would

be similar with the No Build Alternative and Option A with suboptions

during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours in the year 2030.

 

I-311-326

Please see the response to comment I-311-325 regarding vehicle

demand and the analysis of the effects on local streets. As shown in

Exhibits 6-5, 6-6, 6-8, and 6-9 of the Transportation Discipline Report,

traffic volumes at the I-5 SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke and I-5/Northeast

45th Street interchanges would be similar with the No Build Alternative

and Suboption A during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours in the year 2030.

 

I-311-327

Please see the response to comment I-311-088 regarding transportation

effects of the new bascule bridge under Option A.

 

I-311-328

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report briefly summarized the

findings and was not intended to include the level of detail contained in

the rest of the document. Page 5-15 of the Transportation Discipline

Report noted that both Options K and L “would increase roadway

capacity in the Montlake area. Traffic patterns would shift in response to

this new capacity…”

 

I-311-329

The comment’s characterization that the text is “vague and unsupported”

and implies that “Option A relieves all congestion” is incorrect. Page 2-5

of the Transportation discipline report discusses the effects of all options,

and states that “Option A would increase traffic volumes on SR 520” and

that an auxiliary lane would “help reduce westbound congestion” not that
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Option a would eliminate congestion. Chapter 2 is a summary of the key

finding of the report, and detailed information on effects in the Portage

Bay area can be found in Chapters 5 and 6.

 

I-311-330

As discussed on page 5-15 of the Transportation Discipline Report, “With

the new structure (tunnel or bridge) across the Montlake Cut, both

options would increase roadway capacity in the Montlake area. Traffic

patterns would shift in response to this new capacity, increasing traffic

volumes on the on- and off-ramps at the new Montlake area interchange.

Without the westbound auxiliary lane between the new interchange and

I-5 and the increase in traffic volumes on the ramps, the westbound on-

ramp merge would be over capacity and congestion would spill back

onto the local system.”

This section is discussing the Portage Bay Bridge, not the Montlake

area; therefore it does not contain a discussion of the effects of the

bascule bridge. Please see the response to comment I-311-088

regarding transportation effects of the new bascule bridge under Option

A. 

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report briefly summarized the

findings and was not intended to include the level of detail contained in

the rest of the document. As shown on Exhibit 6-10 of the Transportation

Discipline Report, under Option K this intersection would be at Level of

Service (LOS) of “D” in the afternoon peak and LOS of “B” during the

morning peak hour, the same as the No Build Alternative and Option L.

 

I-311-331

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-1 discusses local street traffic, as

mentioned in the comment. The summary information for transit
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information can be found on page 2-12. Additionally, Chapter 8 of the

report is dedicated to the discussion of effects on transit.

 

I-311-332

The information presented here is accurate and compares the options in

a standard and measurable format. Please see the response to

comment I-311-088 regarding transportation effects of the new bascule

bridge under Option A. The transportation analysis describes the effects

of each alternative or design option considered as whole, and the

alternatives and options evaluated were identified through public

processes, as described in previous responses.

 

I-311-333

As shown in Exhibit 6-3 of the Transportation Discipline Report, Options

K and L would result in LOS F conditions at the Montlake Boulevard

NE/NE Pacific Street intersection, which would be the same as the No

Build Alternative. The additional traffic being served by four new lanes of

capacity across the Montlake cut (with Options K and L) would still

converge at the Montlake Boulevard NE/NE Pacific Street intersection.

As shown in Exhibit 6-2 in the report, afternoon peak hour traffic volumes

across the Montlake Cut and using the Montlake Boulevard NE/NE

Pacific Street intersection would increase by approximately 2,000 vph

with Option K and 3,000 vph with Option L compared to the No Build

Alternative in the year 2030. Traffic volumes across the cut would be

higher with Option L than with Option K because no access to the SR

520/SPUI from Lake Washington Boulevard southbound would be

provided due to the left-turn restriction. Drivers would continue north on

Montlake Boulevard to the Montlake Boulevard/NE Pacific Street

intersection and turn right onto the new bridge that connects to the SR

520/SPUI. Even with this additional volume, afternoon peak hour delays

at the Montlake Boulevard NE/NE Pacific intersection would be slightly

better with Option L than with Option K because a northbound right-turn
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lane would be added to serve the additional northbound traffic crossing

the Montlake Bridge to access the freeway.

 

I-311-334

The information presented here is accurate and compares the options in

a standard and measurable format. Please see the response to

comment I-311-088 regarding transportation effects of the new bascule

bridge under Option A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-335

A summary level off peak evaluation was completed for the SR 520

Legislative workgroup and a brief description of the findings is provided

on page 8-31.  The SDEIS Transportation Discipline report focuses on

the peak period traffic operations in an effort to develop an

understanding of the project benefits for the majority of users on the SR

520 corridor. Please see Chapters 6 and 8 of the Final Transportation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for a discussion of

travel time estimates for the new bascule bridge. Estimates are provided

for the a.m., p.m., and off-peak periods. Also, see the response to

comment I-311-088 regarding transportation effects of the new bascule

bridge under Option A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-336

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding intersections that

were not included in the analysis.

 

I-311-337

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-7 discusses local street traffic, as

mentioned in the comment. The summary information for transit

information can be found on page 2-12. Additionally, Chapter 8 of the

report is dedicated to the discussion of effects on transit and the removal
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of the Montlake Freeway Transit Station is discussed in pages 8-20

through 8-25 of the report.

Please see the response to comment I-311-006 regarding the effects

associated with the removal of the Montlake Freeway Station.

 

I-311-338

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-7 discusses local street traffic, as

mentioned in the comment. The nonmotorized transportation section

(pedestrians and bicyclists) begins on page 2-11 and transit section

begins on page 2-12. Additionally, Chapter 7 of the report discusses

nonmotorized transportation effects and Chapter 8 discusses transit

effects.

 

I-311-339

See the responses to comments I-311-335 regarding off-peak travel

times and I-311-088 regarding transportation effects of the new bascule

bridge under Option A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-340

See the responses to comments I-311-335 regarding off-peak travel

times and I-311-088 regarding transportation effects of the new bascule

bridge under Option A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-341

The comment’s characterization that the text is “written to imply that

busses exist only on Montlake Boulevard” is inaccurate. The removal of

the Montlake Freeway Transit Station is discussed in pages 2-12 through

2-16 and pages 8-20 through 8-25 of the report. Please see the

response to comment I-311-006 regarding the effects associated with

the removal of the Montlake Freeway Station.
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I-311-342

See the responses to comments I-311-335 regarding off-peak travel

times and I-311-088 regarding transportation effects of the new bascule

bridge under Option A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-343

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate and changing the language would not change the analysis or

findings.

 

I-311-344

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report. Page 2-7 discusses local street traffic, as

mentioned in the comment. The nonmotorized transportation section

(pedestrians and bicyclists) begins on page 2-11 and transit section

begins on page 2-12. Additionally, Chapter 7 of the report discusses

nonmotorized transportation effects and Chapter 8 discusses transit

effects.

 

I-311-345

As stated on page 2-6 of the Transportation Discipline Report, “the 6-

Lane Alternative options would have the greatest effects on traffic

volumes in the Montlake Boulevard interchange area.” Chapter 2 is a

summary of key findings for the entire report and does not contain

detailed analyses of all project effects. See Chapter 6 for information on

local traffic and Chapter 7 for nonmotorized transportation. See the

response to comment I-311-324 regarding intersections that were not

included in the analysis.

 

I-311-346

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Detailed analysis of
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traffic demand can be found in Chapter 4 and analysis of effects on

freeway and local street traffic is included in Chapters 5 and 6 of the

report. Please see the response to comment I-311-088 regarding

transportation effects of the new bascule bridge under Option A and the

Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-347

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Effects on the

arboretum are discussed in more detail in Chapter 7 of the

Transportation Discipline Report, as well as in the Recreation Discipline

Report.

 

I-311-348

Please see the responses to comments I-311-013 and I-311-297

regarding tolling. The existing conditions section is written to describe

the current facilities in place, and would therefore not discuss tolling

since there was no tolling on SR 520 when it was written. Tolling of the

existing bridge is discussed in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS.

 

I-311-349

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. The existing

conditions at the I-5/East Roanoke Street and I-5/NE 45th Street

interchange areas are discussed on page 6-8 of the Transportation

Discipline Report.  The nonmotorized transportation section (pedestrians

and bicyclists) begins on page 2-11. Additionally, Chapter 7 of the report

discusses nonmotorized transportation effects.

 

I-311-350

Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2 of the Transportation Discipline Report show the

expected volumes on Lake Washington Boulevard through the
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Arboretum with all SDEIS options and suboptions. The No Build

Alternative and Option A with Suboptions both have the same estimated

p.m. peak hour volume of traffic; during the a.m. peak hour, Option A

with Suboptions would have slightly higher volume than No Build. A

more detailed discussion of the effects on Lake Washington Boulevard is

included in Chapter 6 of the report.

 

I-311-351

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. This section

discussed the effects on local streets with the "6-Lane Alternative" which

would include all three of the SDEIS options. A more detailed analysis is

included in Chapter 6 of the report as well as Section 5.1 of the SDEIS.

 

I-311-352

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. The “beginning of

this document” stated in the comment is assumed to be Chapter 1, which

contains background information for the project, including a description

of the SDEIS Options. The executive summary also includes a brief

summary and the suggested level of detail is more than typically used in

introductory information.

 

I-311-353

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. See Chapter 6 of

the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report for a comparison of traffic

volumes, traffic circulation patterns, and intersection operations

associated with the 6-Lane Options. Option K would increase traffic

volumes in the SR 520 /Montlake Boulevard interchange area by 23

percent compared to the No Build Alternative because of the new

capacity associated with the new interchange and crossing of the
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Montlake Cut. By shifting SR 520 freeway traffic to the SPUI, drivers

would choose to take advantage of the capacity made available on

Montlake Boulevard. Option A and Suboption A provide an interchange

configuration that is more similar to today. With the introduction of a toll,

traffic volumes on Montlake Boulevard of the Montlake Boulevard NE/NE

Pacific Street intersection are expected to be similar to or slightly lower

with Option A and Suboption A compared to the No Build Alternative

(see Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2 of the Transportation Discipline Report).

 

I-311-354

The comment’s characterization that the “impact has not been studied”

and that the associated statements are “vague and minimizing” is

inaccurate. Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a

summary of key findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief.

Chapters 5 and 6 contain detailed discussion on vehicle volumes on

freeways and local streets.

Please see the response to comment I-311-088 regarding transportation

effects of the new bascule bridge under Option A and the Preferred

Alternative.

 

I-311-355

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. The existing

conditions for nonmotorized transportation can be found in Chapter 7, on

pages 7-8 through 7-18 of the report.

 

I-311-356

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. The existing

conditions for nonmotorized transportation can be found in Chapter 7, on

pages 7-8 through 7-18 of the report.

The Preferred Alternative includes many features designed to improve
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the pedestrian and bicycle experience in the areas surrounding SR 520.

As mentioned in the response to comment I-311-030, WSDOT has

worked with various agencies and advisory boards, as part of the ESSB

6392 process, to develop recommendations for bicycle and pedestrian

connections and amenities as part of the Design Refinements and

Transit Connections Workgroup. The recommendations from this group

can be found in the ESSB 6392: Design Refinements and Transit

Connections Workgroup Recommendations Report (Attachment 16 to

the Final EIS).

 

I-311-357

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Additional

information can be found in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 regarding the bus

and pedestrian connectivity. Specifically, the removal of the Montlake

Freeway Transit Station is discussed in pages 2-12 through 2-16 and

pages 8-20 through 8-25 of the report.

Please see the response to comment I-311-006 regarding the effects

associated with the removal of the Montlake Freeway Station. Chapter 8

of the Final Transportation Discipline Report discusses the new Montlake

lid transit stop and how it will accommodate off-peak bus activity

between SR 520 and the local area as well as updates to the planned

transit service in the area.

 

I-311-358

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Chapter 7 of the

Transportation Discipline Report provides a more detailed description of

the potential effects on nonmotorized travel. For example, exhibits 7-3

and 7-4 of the report show pedestrian volumes taken at several key

locations in the project study area. Chapter 8 of the report discusses

transit effects and existing conditions, including the number of people

boarding and alighting buses at key stops.
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Additionally, a qualitative assessment of primary pedestrian and bicycle

travel routes in the Montlake Interchange area has been conducted since

the SDEIS was published and is now included in Chapter 7 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report. The focus of the evaluation is on

comparing the No Build Alternative to the Preferred Alternative that was

identified by WSDOT after publication of the SDEIS.

Pedestrian volume forecasts were prepared for the year 2030 to reflect

forecasted population and employment growth, increased transit

ridership, and changing travel behavior. These volumes are not

described in Chapter 7 of the Transportation Discipline Report, but were

used for the evaluation of local traffic effects. The results of the year

2030 local traffic analysis can be found in Chapter 6 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report.

Also see the response to comment C-311-005 for a list of design

enhancements included with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-359

Please see the response to comment I-0311-358.

 

I-311-360

Under Options K and L, the existing SR 520 interchange with Montlake

Boulevard and the existing Lake Washington Boulevard ramps would be

removed and replaced with a SPUI near the current location of MOHAI.

The SPUI would connect to Lake Washington Boulevard south of SR

520, near where the existing ramps connect to the boulevard. Since the

Montlake interchange under Option A would be located at the existing

interchange, removing the Lake Washington Boulevard ramps is

possible under Option A.

The Preferred Alternative would not include construction of any new

ramps in the Arboretum, and would remove both the existing Lake
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Washington Boulevard ramps and the R.H. Thomson Expressway

ramps. Access to Lake Washington Boulevard by westbound SR 520

traffic would be moved to a new intersection located on the Montlake

Boulevard lid at 24th Avenue East.

 

I-311-361

This section focuses on the lack of travel time reliability that King County

Metro deals with when planning and operating bus service on the SR

520 corridor and is not making any “arguments about how the project

can improve travel times to the Montlake freeway station.” The lack of

reliability is directly related to congestion issues along the corridor that

affect transit and this section is using available data to argue that

improvement to the system would improve travel times, generally.

Additional information about travel times for people along the SR 520

corridor will be provided in the Final Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-362

See the response to comment I-311-360. The Preferred Alternative

would reduce average traffic volumes in 2030 on Lake Washington

Boulevard in the Arboretum compared to the No Build Alternative. Under

the Preferred Alternative in 2030, a.m. peak hour volumes on Lake

Washington Boulevard through the Arboretum would be 1,330 vehicles

per hour with the Preferred Alternative, compared to 1,950 vehicles per

hour with the No Build Alternative. P.m. peak hour volumes would be

1,410 vehicles per hour compared to 1,730 with the No Build Alternative.

 

I-311-363

Please see the response to comment I-311-007 and I-311-035 regarding

compatibility with potential future light rail and high capacity transit on SR

520.
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I-311-364

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. The removal of the

Montlake Freeway Transit Station is discussed in pages 2-12 through 2-

16 and pages 8-20 through 8-25 of the report. Please see the response

to comment I-311-006 regarding the effects associated with the removal

of the Montlake Freeway Station.

 

I-311-365

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Chapters 7and 8 of

this report discuss transit and nonmotorized transportation effects in

more detail and the Sound Transit Link Light Rail project is discussed in

pages 7-18 through 7-20 and 8-16 through 8-18.

 

I-311-366

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Additional

information can be found in Chapter 7 and Chapter 8 regarding the bus

and pedestrian connectivity. Specifically, the removal of the Montlake

Freeway Transit Station is discussed in pages 2-12 through 2-16 and

pages 8-20 through 8-25 of the report.

Please see the response to comment I-311-006 regarding the effects

associated with the removal of the Montlake Freeway Station. Chapter 8

of the Final Transportation Discipline Report discusses the new Montlake

lid transit stop and how it will accommodate off-peak bus activity

between SR 520 and the local area as well as updates to the planned

transit service in the area. During the peak periods, Sound Transit and

King County Metro have provided additional bus service that covers the

same area as the Route 545.
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I-311-367

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. The HOV lane that

will be completed as part of the Medina to SR 202 project is assumed to

operate as a 3+ HOV in the No Build configuration. As discussed on

page 5-19 of the report, “the Evergreen Point Freeway Station on-ramp

merge would be improved as a part of the Medina to SR 202: Eastside

Transit and HOV project. This improvement would allow buses to enter

the freeway at higher speeds than they currently do. The HOV and

general-purpose lanes would both benefit from relocating the HOV lane

to the inside of the corridor as well as other roadway improvements

associated with the Medina to SR 202 project, such as wider shoulders

and lanes and longer on-ramp acceleration lanes.” A description of the

HOV lane information for the Medina to SR 202 project has been added

to the Final Transportation Discipline Report for clarification.

 

I-311-368

Please see the responses to comments I-311-013 and I-311-297

regarding tolling.

 

I-311-369

The comment’s characterization that the report “gloss[es] over the

positive impacts of Option K, and systematically quantif[ies] the impacts

of Option A” to “make Option A better” is inaccurate. Chapter 2 of the

Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key findings for the

entire report and is purposefully brief and does contain the level of detail

found in the rest of the report. Chapter 6 of the report discusses the

effects on local street traffic in greater detail. Page 6-38 of the

Transportation Discipline Report states that Option K’s “new tunnel and

traffic turnaround would allow freeway traffic to bypass the Montlake

bridge, reducing traffic volumes on Montlake Boulevard by approximately

1,400 vph in the morning peak hour and 2,200 vph in the afternoon peak

hour compared to the No Build Alternative.”
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I-311-370

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Additional

information can be found in Chapter 8 regarding transit effects.

Specifically, the removal of the Montlake Freeway Transit Station is

discussed in pages 8-20 through 8-25 of the report. Please see the

response to comment I-311-006 regarding the effects associated with

the removal of the Montlake Freeway Station.

There are currently several bus routes that exit from the SR 520 corridor

and provide direct service across the Montlake bridge to the University

area. These routes are assumed to continue to operate during the year

2030 analysis timeframe. For that reason, under Options K, the buses

would continue to exit the SR 520 corridor travel through the tunnel and

stop at the Pacific Street bus stop.

 

I-311-371

A newly constructed freeway transit stop in the center lanes would

require that the State construct the facility to meet current design

guidelines to gain FHWA concurrence with the design. This design would

require the State to provide acceleration and deceleration lanes for the

buses to exit and enter the freeway transit stop. It is the necessary space

for these lanes that extend beyond the Montlake interchange area and

would affect both Portage Bay and Foster Island that was considered by

the community members through the ESSB 6099 Mediation Process.

This is documented in the SR 520 – Bridge Replacement and HOV

Project Westside Project Impact Plan dated December 2008 on page

ES-4 as one of the “Common Elements and mitigation

recommendations.” Further discussion regarding the already planned

bus rapid transit service for the area is located on page ES-5 in the

second bullet. This bus rapid transit service is noted as the transit

agencies plan to address the removal of the “Montlake Flyer stop.”

Also, please see the response to comment I-311-006 regarding the
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effects associated with the removal of the Montlake Freeway Station.

See the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why

a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington

portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not reasonable

alternatives for the project.

The Preferred Alternative has been designed to minimize SR 520’s

footprint as much as possible while allowing room for HOV lanes and the

shoulders required to satisfy current safety standards and allowing for

future potential light rail. See the responses to comment I-311-148 and I-

311-167 regarding the project footprint.

 

I-311-372

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. The same level of

detail is not required to be repeated in multiple sections. Additional

information regarding transit effects can be found in Chapter 8.

 

I-311-373

The comment’s characterization that the report does not disclose the

environmental effects and that “the differences between the options are

not articulated when it make Option K better, but they are when Option A

looks better” is inaccurate. The distance between the local bus stop and

the Sound Transit University Link station are identical with all options

considered in the SDEIS. Buses would all stop at the Pacific Street bus

stop on the Montlake triangle and people would need to walk across

Montlake Boulevard to access Sound Transit’s University Link station.

The quoted text describes one effect of removing the Montlake Freeway

Station, and the result is specifically for transit riders who walk to the

freeway station or transfer from local routes to board an SR 520 bus

and travel eastbound. This is primarily relevant to people who arrive at

the Montlake Freeway Station from the south. With Option K, it would not

be possible to transfer to an SR 520 bus at the Montlake interchange; all
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riders would need to access SR 520 buses at the Montlake Multimodal

Center. Walk times for riders arriving by light rail at the Husky Stadium

Station are not a relevant comparison in this context. The project would

not affect walk times for riders who transfer between light rail and other

modes of travel. Riders would access SR 520 and local buses at the

same stop locations in the Montlake Multimodal Center, regardless of

how the SR 520 corridor is designed. Additional information regarding

transit effects can be found in Chapter 8.

 

I-311-374

The comment’s claim that there would be “extra travel time for someone

transferring from a bus in Option A to Sound Transit” is incorrect. As

stated in the response to comment I-311-373, the transfer from he local

bus stop and the Sound Transit University Link station is identical for all

options. Only Options K and L would remove the option for people who

are destined for areas south of Montlake to transfer at the Montlake

interchange.

 

I-311-375

The comment’s claim that there would be “Sound Transit riders would

have to walk” a “half-mile to the bus” is incorrect. As stated in the

response to comment I-311-373, the transfer from bus to Sound Transit

University Link station is identical for all options.

 

I-311-376

The comment’s characterization that the report contains an “anti-Option

K bias,” a “pro Option A bias,” “ignore[s] the issues raised by the

community,” and that “Option A is estimated more rosily, and Option K is

estimated in a more dire fashion” is inaccurate. As stated in the response

to comment I-311-373, the transfer from bus to Sound Transit University

Link station is identical for all options. The project would not affect walk

times for riders who transfer between light rail and other modes of travel.
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With Option K, it would not be possible to transfer to an SR 520 bus at

the Montlake interchange; all riders would need to access SR 520 buses

at the Montlake Multimodal Center.

 

I-311-377

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-004 regarding benefits to HOVs that would result from

the project and I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives evaluated

and the study of transit options on SR 520.

 

I-311-378

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-379

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Chapter 10 of the

report discusses construction effects on transportation in greater detail.

A discussion on anticipated effects on local arterials begins on page 10-

24, and includes an analysis of construction truck trips.

 

I-311-380

This section is discussing construction truck volumes. As stated on page

2-18 of the transportation Discipline Report, “Option K would have a

greater effect on SR 520 traffic operations …because of the high number

of estimated truck trips necessary for hauling to and from the tunnel and

new interchange sites.”
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I-311-381

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Chapter 10 of the

report discusses construction effects on transportation in greater detail,

including required detour routes. The detour routes have been revised

since publication of the SDEIS, and some of the closures are no longer

necessary. Please see Chapter 10 of the Final Transportation Discipline

Report as well as Section 6.1 of the Final EIS for updated information.

 

I-311-382

Chapter 2 of the Transportation Discipline Report is a summary of key

findings for the entire report and is purposefully brief. Chapter 11 of the

report discusses cumulative effects on transportation in greater detail. As

stated on page 11-1 the Cumulative Effects Scenario “is used for traffic

analysis and assumes future implementation of an extended regional

package of transportation capacity improvements in addition to the I-5 to

Medina: Bridge Replacement and HOV Project.”

 

I-311-383

Tables for vehicle demand, traffic volumes, LOS, and travel times are

included throughout the Transportation Discipline Report. For example,

Exhibit 5-20 shows the westbound afternoon peak period travel times

between I-5 and SR 202. Updated information can be found in the Final

Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-384

The Sound Transit University Link station is included in the travel

demand model. There is a description of background projects listed on

page 4-4 of the Transportation Discipline Report that describes the

background projects assumed for the year 2030 model, including light

rail between SeaTac and Northgate.
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I-311-385

The purpose for Chapter 3 of the Transportation Discipline Report is to

define how travel demand models are developed, refined, and updated

by PSRC and then ultimately used by various projects. This section also

describes how various projects performed some level of modeling that

involved the SR 520 corridor.  Chapter 4 describes travel demand

modeling assumptions used in the analysis for the I-5 to Medina Project. 

 

I-311-386

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding the intersection

analysis. In the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report, the local traffic

effects near the SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke Street interchange area were

described in Chapter 6, and included an evaluation of traffic volume

forecasts and travel patterns, and the effects of the project’s on

intersection performance at the 12 intersections, shown in Exhibit 6-7.

The Roanoke Street/Harvard Avenue intersection was evaluated for

operational effects; however, the Delmar Drive/East Lynn Street and

Fuhrman/Boyer Avenue E were not included in the analysis because the

project would result in little to no change in traffic volumes (less than 5

percent) and operations at these locations.

 

I-311-387

The effect of Montlake Bridge openings on traffic operations during the

off-peak hours was included in the analysis performed for the Preferred

Alternative. Please see Chapters 6 and 8 of the Final Transportation

Discipline Report. Please see the response to comment I-311-088

regarding transportation effects of the new bascule bridge under Option

A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-388

The effect of Montlake Bridge openings on traffic operations during the

off-peak hours was included in the analysis performed for the Preferred
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Alternative. Please see Chapters 6 and 8 of the Final Transportation

Discipline Report. Please see the response to comment I-311-088

regarding transportation effects of the new bascule bridge under Option

A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-389

Section 1.2 of the SDEIS includes a detailed discussion of the project

purpose and need.

 

I-311-390

The Transportation Discipline Report is focused on mobility. Chapters 5

and 6 of the SDEIS and Final EIS describe the project’s effects on other

resources. Decision-makers consider effects on all of these resources.

 

I-311-391

A regional travel demand model was used to estimate vehicle and

person demand in the SR 520 corridor.  Refer to Chapter 3 of the SDEIS

Transportation Discipline Report for a description of how the travel

demand was used to estimate future traffic volumes.  Included is a

description of the 4-Step Process used for estimating travel demand –

trip generation, trip distribution, mode choice, and trip assignment. Three

primary components make up a regional travel demand model. These

include land use data, the transportation network, and a variety of

algorithms that determine the amount of interaction between all of the

transportation network elements.

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS and SDEIS. Please see the

response to comment I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives

evaluated for the SR 520 project. The Draft EIS evaluated 4-lane and 6-

lane alternatives; the 8-lane alternative was considered before the Draft

EIS was published but dropped from further evaluation as discussed in
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Chapter 1 of the SDEIS and Chapter 2 of the Final EIS. A travel demand

model was used to forecast demand generated by these alternatives.

After publication of the Draft EIS, Governor Christine Gregoire identified

the 6-Lane Alternative as the state’s preference for the SR 520 corridor.

From this point forward, analysis and subsequent environmental

documents, including the SDEIS and Final EIS, have focused on the

effects of the 6-Lane Alternative and various design options for the

Montlake interchange area.

 

I-311-392

The travel demand modeling effort includes the transit stops along the

bus routes similar to what is either in place or what is expected for future

conditions by the transit agencies or project definition.

 

I-311-393

Chapter 4 of the Final EIS Transportation Discipline Report describes the

measures of effectiveness for the freeway operational analysis, including

congestion, speeds, travel times, vehicles served, and persons served.

Chapter 7 of the report discusses nonmotorized transportation effects

and Chapter 8 discusses transit effects. See the response to comment I-

311-358 for a brief description of the types of analysis that were

conducted for nonmotorized facilities in the Final Transportation

Discipline Report.

 

I-311-394

See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the response

to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban

design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-395

Please see the response to comment I-311-088 regarding transportation
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effects of the new bascule bridge under Option A and the Preferred

Alternative. Standard practice for the traffic analysis is to evaluate the

peak periods of operations. The only time the existing drawbridge opens

is during the off-peak. Neither Option A or Option L reduce the capacity

on the existing system, therefore there is no effect to report.

The methodology described in Chapter 4 of both the SDEIS and Final

EIS Transportation Discipline Reports was generally used for evaluating

local street intersections during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours. Additional

analysis was conducted for the Final EIS to evaluate the effects of

Montlake Bridge openings. The findings from this evaluation can be

found in Chapter 6 of the Final EIS Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-396

Please see the response to comment I-311-395.

 

I-311-397

The SDEIS and Final EIS traffic evaluation does take into account the

effects of cut-through traffic on freeway and local traffic volumes and

operations.  Though cut-through traffic is not explicitly described, the

effects of transportation network changes on travel behavior, travel

demand, and traffic circulation/diversion is evaluated in the travel

demand modeling process and all subsequent stages of analysis.  The

travel demand modeling process is described in Chapter 3 and the

beginning of Chapter 4 of the SDEIS and Final EIS Transportation

Discipline Report, prior to the steps referenced in the comment,

described under the heading “How were local traffic volumes

forecasted?”

The Preferred Alternative reduces the effects of cut-through traffic

because it reduces the effects of freeway congestion on local roadways

leading to and from freeways.  See Chapter 6 of the Final EIS

Transportation Discipline Report for more information regarding changes
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in traffic patterns, traffic volumes and traffic operations related to the

Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-398

A summary level off peak evaluation was completed for the SR 520

Legislative workgroup and a brief description of the findings is provided

on page 8-31. The SDEIS Transportation Discipline report focuses on

the peak period traffic operations in an effort to develop an

understanding of the project benefits for the majority of users on the SR

520 corridor. This level of analysis provides a relative comparison

between options along the SR 520 corridor. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-088 and I-311-395 regarding transportation effects of

the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-399

Please see the response to comment I-311-397.

 

I-311-400

Please see the response to comment I-311-397.

 

I-311-401

Chapter 7 of the Transportation Discipline Report includes a detailed

analysis of nonmotorized transportation; this was updated in Chapter 7

of the Final Transportation Discipline Report. See the response to

comment I-311-358 for a brief description of the types of analysis that

were conducted for nonmotorized facilities in the Final Transportation

Discipline Report.

 

I-311-402

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.
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I-311-403

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-404

Refer to responses to comments I-311-324 regarding the intersection

analysis and I-311-397 for information regarding the analysis of the

effects of cut-through traffic.

Traffic volume changes in the SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke Street

interchange were too low to meet the criteria.  Therefore, the

intersections evaluated in this area for the SDEIS were not included in

the Final EIS evaluation.

 

I-311-405

With the Preferred Alternative, Montlake Boulevard would be restriped

and reconfigured between SR 520 and the Montlake Cut to include two

general-purpose lanes and one HOV lane for improved transit

connectivity. In addition, a large new lid would be provided over SR 520

in the Montlake area, configured for transit and bicycle/pedestrian

connectivity. The lid would function as a vehicle crossing and pedestrian

crossing, a landscaped area, and open space.  Chapter 2 of the Final

EIS describes the Preferred Alternative.

Chapter 6 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report describes the

effects of the Preferred Alternative on local streets.  Included in this

evaluation is a comparison of the project’s effects on signalized

intersections in the Montlake interchange vicinity.  These effects are

summarized in Exhibit 6-3.

See Chapter 5 of the Final EIS, and Attachment 7 of the Final EIS, which

includes the Social Elements Discipline Report, the Land Use,

Economics, Relocations Discipline Report, and the Recreation Discipline

Report for a description of how the Preferred Alternative would affect the

character of adjacent neighborhoods.
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I-311-406

The section referred to in the comment discusses existing conditions and

therefore does not discuss potential future light rail. Please see the

response to comment I-311-007 and I-311-035 regarding compatibility

with potential future light rail and high capacity transit on SR 520. 

 

I-311-407

The statement on page 5-1 of the Transportation Discipline Report refers

to design for safety and reliability, such as shoulders. Please see the

response to comment I-311-007 and I-311-035 regarding compatibility

with potential future light rail and high capacity transit on SR 520, and I-

311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design, visual

quality and aesthetic issues. The use of the word “design” is and

consistent with generally accepted usage for transportation and roadway

projects.

 

I-311-408

Summaries are intended to provide an overview of the document and are

purposefully brief. The same level of detail is not required to be repeated

in multiple sections.

 

I-311-409

As shown in Exhibit 5-7 of the Transportation Discipline Report, freeway

volumes and operations for the cross-lake portion of the bridge would be

similar for all 6-Lane Alternative options (within 500 vph of each other).

Therefore, this discussion was not included in the Executive Summary,

which was intended to be a brief overview of the document and

highlighted the differences between options.

 

I-311-410

The language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or against any of

the options. The information presented here is accurate and compares
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the options in a standard and measurable format.

The graphic referred to in the comment, Exhibit 5-7 of the Transportation

Discipline Report, shows the vehicle volumes cross-lake portion of the

bridge. The text referred to in the comment discusses the Montlake area,

specifically the Portage Bay Bridge. Effects on the local system are

discussed for all options in Chapter 6 of the report.

Additionally, “keeping the profile of the Portage Bay Bridge slim” is not a

project goal. Please see the responses to comments I-311-003 and I-

311-004 for information regarding the project’s purpose and need.

 

I-311-411

From a freeway perspective, all of the Montlake interchange options

evaluated in the SDEIS would result in similar improvements to freeway

operations as compared to the No Build Alternative. The options were

designed to prevent the effects of “spill over” traffic during peak commute

periods. Exhibits 5-9 and 5-10 of the Transportation Discipline Report

show that SR 520 westbound morning general-purpose and HOV

freeway operations would be similar with all 6-lane Alternative options in

location and throughput (within 500 persons per hour of each other).

Exhibit 5-16 shows that Option K would have the highest demand as well

as the highest throughput for the westbound afternoon commute on the

floating bridge. However, none of the 6-Lane Alternative options would

be able to serve all of the forecasted traffic demand because of

congestion on I-5 and I-405.

 

I-311-412

For the SDEIS, no additional analysis was conducted to evaluate the

effects during off-peak periods, such as when the Montlake bridge is

open. Instead, the analysis focused on typical conditions during weekday

commute periods in order to provide a relative comparison between

various alternatives and options. Please see the responses to comments
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I-311-088 and I-311-395 regarding transportation effects of the existing

and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-413

Please see the responses to comments I-311-013 regarding tolling and I-

311-391 regarding the travel demand model and mode choice.

 

I-311-414

Congestion along the I-405 corridor is discussed on page 5-29 of the

Transportation Discipline Report. The analysis concluded that the I-405

corridor would have a significant increase in traffic volumes in the year

2030 compared to today, which would result in congestion spilling back

onto SR 520. The SDEIS analysis reported that, during the p.m. peak

period, an eastbound SR 520 vehicle would experience congestion on

SR 520 starting at the west bridge approach to the I-405 interchange due

to congestion spilling back from the I 405 corridor. 

With the updated travel demand model used in the Final EIS analysis, I-

405 would still operate over capacity in the year 2030 but would have

significantly less impact on SR 520. Eastbound SR 520 would be

affected from the 92nd Avenue NE to the I-405 interchange area.  For

updated information regarding the travel demand modeling effort

conducted for the Final EIS, please see Chapter 3 of the Final EIS

Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 of the Final EIS). For

information about freeway operations and how they would improve under

the Preferred Alternative, please see Chapter 5 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report.

As described in Chapter 1 of the SDEIS and Final EIS, the tolling

authority in Washington State is the Washington State Transportation

Commission, which sets the toll rates, fees, and exemptions. The SR

520 Program is not the tolling entity and, therefore, does not have the

authority to determine how the corridor will be tolled.
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I-311-415

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-416

The State Legislature passed ESHB 6099 which requested a committee

be developed that would review a range of potential toll strategies for the

SR 520 corridor and then conduct outreach to obtain public opinion. The

committee developed was the Tolling Implementation Committee. They

concluded through their study and outreach that a segmental toll (a toll

that varies along highway segments between interchanges) would not be

pursued for the SR 520 corridor. For this reason, the Final EIS tolling

assumption has been updated to include a single point toll that would be

charged for people who cross the floating bridge portion of SR 520.

Chapter 6 of the Transportation Discipline Report covers how the traffic

volumes differ among the various options, with the No Build Alternative

being representative of a no toll option. As you will see in Exhibits 6-1

and 6-2, Option A and Option A with suboptions are very similar in traffic

volume to the No Build Alternative.

The project purpose and need does not include any mention of “spill

over” traffic, but it does mention improving the mobility of people and

goods between Redmond and Seattle.

 

I-311-417

Please see the responses to comments I-311-013 regarding tolling and I-

311-297 regarding why the No Build Alternative is not tolled.

The maximum peak period toll rate used in the transportation analysis

was indicated in the SDEIS as $3.81 (in 2007 dollars), from Scenario 7

of the SR 520 Toll and Traffic Revenue Report. The rates used in the

analysis were reasonable assumptions based on the findings of tolling

studies. The resulting travel demand at the assumed toll rates was

reflected in the analysis. Information was provided in Chapter 1 of the
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SDEIS about tolling studies such as the 2008 SR 520 Toll and Traffic

Revenue Report, The Tolling Implementation Committee, and the Lake

Washington Congestion Management Project. These studies evaluated

ranges of toll amounts and tolling scenarios, as suggested in the

comment, and their findings are publicly available.

Information about tolling was provided on pages 1-33 through 1-35 of the

SDEIS. Tolling is not being evaluated as a traffic management tool in this

EIS, as indicated by the comment. As discussed in Chapter 1 of the

SDEIS, the purpose of tolling with respect to the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

Project is revenue generation for construction of the project.

 

I-311-418

See the response to comment I-311-360 regarding removal of the Lake

Washington Boulevard ramps. The Preferred Alternative would not

include construction of any new ramps in the Arboretum, and would

remove both the existing Lake Washington Boulevard ramps and the

R.H. Thomson Expressway ramps.

 

I-311-419

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. As noted on page 5-31 of the

Transportation Discipline Report, Options A, K and L would all result in

some spill back on to the local system.

 

I-311-420

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. As noted on page 5-31 of the

Transportation Discipline Report, Options A, K and L would all result in

some spill back on to the local system. The project purpose and need

does not include any mention of “spill over” traffic, but it does mention
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improving the mobility of people and goods between Redmond and

Seattle.

 

I-311-421

Including the Lake Washington Boulevard ramps would not “make things

worse” as described in the comment. Because the Lake Washington

Boulevard ramps already exist, Option A with suboptions did not show

greatly increased traffic on Lake Washington Boulevard when compared

with the No Build Alternative. The Preferred Alternative would reduce

average traffic volumes in 2030 on Lake Washington Boulevard in the

Arboretum compared to the No Build Alternative. Under the Preferred

Alternative in 2030, a.m. peak hour volumes on Lake Washington

Boulevard through the Arboretum would be 1,330 vehicles per hour with

the Preferred Alternative, compared to 1,950 vehicles per hour with the

No Build Alternative. P.m. peak hour volumes would be 1,410 vehicles

per hour compared to 1,730 with the No Build Alternative.

 

I-311-422

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. The same level of detail is not

required to be repeated in multiple sections.

 

I-311-423

Option A, with a westbound auxiliary lane across Portage Bay, was

defined as part of the ESSB 6099 mediation process and evaluated for

the SDEIS. Similar options without a westbound auxiliary lane or with an

eastbound auxiliary lane were not evaluated as part of the mediation

process. 

Modifications in the Preferred Alternative include providing a managed

shoulder and eliminating the auxiliary lane that was part of Option A.

Please see Chapter 5 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for a description of effects of the
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Preferred Alternative on freeway traffic volumes and operations and

Chapter 6 for a description of its effects on interchange operations.

 

I-311-424

Exhibit 5-20 in the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report does, indeed,

show that travel time benefits would be slightly greater with Option K and

L than with Option A or Option A with suboptions  in the westbound

direction during the p.m. peak period.  Exhibit 5-24, on the other hand,

shows that Option A would result in greater travel time benefits that

Option A with suboptions or Options K and L in the eastbound direction

during the p.m. peak period

 

I-311-425

Please see the response to comment I-311-297 regarding tolling the No

Build Alternative and consideration of 4-lane alternatives.

 

I-311-426

Analysis completed for the SDEIS assumes that in the region traffic will

grow based on information from the Puget Sound Regional Council land

use estimates that correspond with local growth estimates. This

background traffic growth is what is modeled in the No Build Alternative. 

As discussed in the response to comment I-311-297, tolling is not

assumed with the No Build Alternative. It is the additional growth in traffic

within the freeway system that would result in severe congestion. Today,

there are regular congestion points on the SR 520 corridor that are in

excess of 4 miles in length. Given the future growth in traffic, total

freeway system congestion, and no toll on the SR 520 corridor, this

analysis is reasonable.

 

I-311-427

See the response to comment I-311-426 regarding the travel demand

model and forecasts for growth along the SR 520 corridor.  Based on
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these forecasts, the chokepoints that exist today will worsen substantially

as travel corridors in the region, such as SR 520, I-405, I-90, SR 522,

and I-5, continue to become more congested.  The addition of

continuous HOV lanes on SR 520 not only provides additional capacity

in the corridor, but also provides a means for moving more people in

lanes not subject to the same bottlenecks as general-purpose traffic.

 

I-311-428

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. The same level of detail is not

required to be repeated in multiple sections. Exhibit 5-21 does show that

Option K would have the highest demand as well as the highest

throughput for the westbound afternoon commute on the floating bridge.

However, none of the 6-Lane Alternative options would be able to serve

all of the forecasted traffic demand because of congestion on I-5 and I-

405.

 

I-311-429

Please see the response to comment I-311-426.  The referenced

statement applies to backups on eastbound SR 520 from I-405, which is

projected to be a chokepoint for the SR 520 corridor by the year 2030.

 

I-311-430

Please see the response to comment I-311-426.  The referenced

statement applies to backups on eastbound SR 520 from I-405, which is

projected to be a chokepoint for the SR 520 corridor by the year 2030.

 

I-311-431

Please see the response to comment I-311-426.  The referenced

statement applies to backups on eastbound SR 520 from I-405, which is

projected to be a chokepoint for the SR 520 corridor by the year 2030.
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I-311-432

As described on pages 5-34 to 5-37 in Chapter 5 of the SDEIS

Transportation Discipline Report, congestion on SR 520 approaching the

SR 520/I-405 interchange would be less with Option A compared to the

other options (Suboption A, Option K, and Option L) because removing

the Lake Washington Boulevard ramps with Option A would reduce

traffic volumes (approximately 100 vph less) able to access SR 520.  In

stop-and-go congestion, 100 vehicles equates to approximately a quarter

mile of congestion in two lanes. Please see the response to comment I-

311-426.  The referenced statement applies to backups on eastbound

SR 520 from I-405, which is projected to be a chokepoint for the SR 520

corridor by the year 2030.

 

I-311-433

Improvements to section of the SR 520 corridor east of Lake Washington

are part of a different project, the SR 520, Medina to SR 202: Eastside

Transit and HOV Project.  The description of proposed roadway

improvements and associated effects for with this section of SR 520 on

freeway and local traffic operations are discussed in the environmental

documents for the SR 520, Medina to SR 202 project, which can be

found here:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/EastsideEA.htm.

 

I-311-434

The analysis conducted for the Draft EIS,SDEIS, and Final EIS have

addressed the issues you described. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-297 regarding tolling the No Build Alternative, and I-

311-088 and I-311-395 regarding transportation effects of the existing

and new bascule bridge.

The SR 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Project Draft EIS considered

two No Build scenarios – a Catastrophic Failure Scenario and a

Continued Operation Scenario.  The Continued Operation Scenario was
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used as the baseline No Build Alternative to which the project team

compared the Build alternatives.  Please refer to the Draft EIS for more

information regarding the effects of the Catastrophic Failure Scenario. 

The potential effects of spillover traffic from the SR 520 mainline onto

local roadways was included in the SDEIS evaluation of freeway and

local traffic operations.  Please refer to Chapters 5 and 6 of the SDEIS

Transportation Discipline Report for further information.

 

I-311-435

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding intersections that

were not included in the analysis. The Roosevelt/Eastlake/Fuhrman and

Boyer Avenue E/E Lynn Street intersections were not included in the

analysis because the project would result in little to no change in traffic

volumes (less than 5 percent) and operations at these locations.

 

I-311-436

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-437

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-438

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-439

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.
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I-311-440

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-441

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-442

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-443

Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2 of the Transportation Discipline Report do not show

future capacity; rather, the exhibits show that traffic volumes would be

higher with Option K than Option A in all locations except on Montlake

Boulevard. Operations effects are described later in Chapter 6.

 

I-311-444

See the response to comment I-311-443 regarding traffic volumes. See

the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395 regarding

transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-445

See the response to comment I-311-443 regarding traffic volumes. See

the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395 regarding

transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-446

As described in Chapter 6 of the Transportation Discipline Report,

Option K would increase traffic volumes in the SR 520/Montlake
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Boulevard interchange area by 23 percent compared to the No Build

Alternative because of the new capacity associated with the new

interchange and crossing of the Montlake Cut. By shifting SR 520

freeway traffic to the SPUI, drivers would chose to take advantage of the

capacity made available on Montlake Boulevard. Comparisons of

existing and year 2030 traffic volumes, with all of the options evaluated

in the SDEIS, are shown on Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2. As shown in these

exhibits, Option K would result in 1,000 more AM peak hour trips and

1,400 more PM peak hour trips than Option A on Montlake Blvd NE north

of NE Pacific Place.

Exhibits 6-3 and 6-4 show that, with a few exceptions, most intersections

in the Montlake interchange area would operate at acceptable levels (D

or better) with all of the options evaluated. However, the additional trips

using the local streets with Option K would result in some degradation in

LOS at several locations.  With regard to intersection operations at the

westbound off-ramp intersection, the Montlake Boulevard/Pacific Street

with Option K would operate at LOS F during the PM peak hour because

this intersection also serves heavy traffic on Montlake Boulevard and

Pacific Street, in addition to the traffic using the westbound off-ramp.

With Option A, the westbound off-ramp intersection with Montlake

Boulevard would operate at LOS B during the PM peak hour because

this intersection would only serve westbound off- and on-ramp volumes

and traffic on Montlake Boulevard. Option A is expected to operate more

efficiently at the westbound off-ramp intersection in the year 2030 than at

the Montlake Boulevard/Pacific Street intersection with Option K

because fewer total traffic movements and traffic volumes need to be

served.

 

I-311-447

The effect of Montlake Bridge openings on traffic operations during the

off-peak hours was included in the analysis performed for the Preferred

Alternative. Please see Chapters 6 and 8 of the Final Transportation
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Discipline Report. Please see the response to comment I-311-088

regarding transportation effects of the new bascule bridge under Option

A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-448

Freeway throughput is discussed in Chapter 5 of the Transportation

Discipline Report and shown in Exhibits 5-5, 5-6, 5-7, 5-8 and 5-12.

Option K is shown in these exhibits to have higher throughput across the

floating bridge than Option A and the same throughput as Option L.

For local streets, Option K would result in an increase in traffic volumes

in the overall SR 520/Montlake Boulevard Interchange area of 23

percent compared to the No Build Alternative because of the new

capacity associated with the new interchange and crossing of the

Montlake Cut.  With the shift of SR 520 freeway traffic to the SPUI,

drivers would choose to take advantage of the capacity made available

on Montlake Boulevard. Chapter 6 further explains that some local

streets would experience greater traffic increases than others, with the

greatest increase on Montlake Boulevard north of NE Pacific Street. 

Traffic volume changes associated with Option K and the other

alternatives/options evaluated in the SDEIS are shown in Exhibits 6-1

and 6-2.

 

I-311-449

The requested change was not made because the text is accurate. The

referenced text in Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline

Report addresses average conditions on a typical weekday. The SR

520/I-5/East Roanoke Street interchange is not evaluated in the Final

EIS, because traffic volumes in this area with the Preferred Alternative

would be very similar to the No Build Alternative in the year 2030.

 

I-311-450

For the SDEIS analysis, some increase in traffic on local streets in the
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SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke Street interchange area was assumed to occur

due to implementation of a segmental toll. While most of the increase in

traffic volume by the year 2030 would occur with the No Build

Alternative, some additional local traffic volume increases would occur

with the 6-Lane options due to some drivers changing their routes to

avoid paying a toll. The differences in traffic volumes and operations in

this interchange area associated with the various 6-Lane options are

described on pages 6-43 through 6-45 in Chapter 6 of the SDEIS

Transportation Discipline Report. Refer to response to comment I-311-

397 regarding the analysis of the effects of cut-through traffic.

For the Final EIS analysis, the tolling strategy was modified to be a

single point toll. This modification occurred after an extensive outreach

process completed with the Tolling Implementation Committee in 2008

found that there was very little support for a segmental tolling strategy.

WSDOT also developed a Preferred Alternative after the SDEIS was

published, which is similar to Option A, but with a number of design

refinements that would improve mobility and safety while reducing

negative effects. With these project changes, traffic volume changes in

the SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke Street interchange area were minimized to

levels less than 1 percent of the No Build Alternative; therefore,

intersections located near this interchange were not evaluated in the

Final EIS. See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding the

intersection analysis.

The intersections located in the following interchange areas were thus

not analyzed for the Final EIS: SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke Street, I-5/NE

45th Street, I-5/Mercer Street, and I-5/Stewart Street. The SR

520/Montlake Boulevard interchange area was the only are where traffic

volumes are expected to differ for the No Build and Preferred

Alternatives by 5 percent or more. These differences in traffic volumes

are shown in Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2 in Chapter 6 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report. As described in this chapter and shown
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in Exhibit 6-3, the Preferred Alternative would not degrade intersection

operations in the Montlake interchange area during either the a.m. or

p.m. peak hours compared to the No Build Alternative.

 

I-311-451

See the response to comment I-311-450.

 

I-311-452

As shown on Exhibit 6-7 in Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation

Discipline Report, the E. Roanoke Street/Boylston Avenue E intersection

would operate at LOS D or better during the a.m. and p.m. peak hours

with the No Build Alternative and all of the 6-Lane Alternative design

options.  However, it is true that all of the 6-Lane Alternative design

options would result in LOS F conditions at the E. Roanoke

Street/Harvard Avenue E intersection. Improvements proposed for this

intersection in the SDEIS include adding crosswalks on the north and

west legs, which would reduce the amount of signal green time available

for vehicles and increase delays. The E. Roanoke Street/Harvard

Avenue E intersection was not evaluated in the Final EIS because the

Preferred Alternative would result in little to no change compared to the

No Build Alternative in traffic volumes and operations.

 

I-311-453

See the response to comment I-311 324 regarding the intersections

included in the analysis. For any intersection beyond those studied, the

overall change in traffic volumes through that intersection during the a.m.

and p.m. peak hours was less than 5%. Please see the Final EIS

Transportation Discipline Report for detailed information regarding traffic

volume changes and intersection operations with the Preferred

Alternative. The Roosevelt/Fuhrman and Lynn/Boyer intersections were

not evaluated in the Final EIS because traffic volume changes between
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the No Build and Preferred Alternative were too low to meet the criteria

for analysis.

 

I-311-454

The text portion of this section of the Transportation Discipline Report

discusses existing conditions. Page 6-45 of the report discusses the

transportation effects of the 6-Lane Alternatives in the I-5/NE 45th Street

Interchange Area.

 

I-311-455

As described in Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline

Report, “…freeway and local transportation systems should operate in a

way that does not adversely affect each other.  The intent of making

changes to either system is to improve traffic conditions in one or both

without adversely affecting the other.”  With the 6-Lane Alternative

options, traffic volumes in the I-5/Mercer Street interchange area would

be nearly identical to the No Build Alternative for all options, with an

increase in up to 1 percent during the morning peak hour and no change

during the afternoon peak hour.  Intersection operations would be about

the same as under the No Build Alternative.

The Mercer Street/Fairview Avenue N. and Fairview Avenue N/Valley

Street intersections were not evaluated in the Final EIS because the

Preferred Alternative would result in little to no change in traffic volumes

and operations near the I-5/Mercer Street interchange.

 

I-311-456

As described Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report,

“…freeway and local transportation systems should operate in a way that

does not adversely affect each other.  The intent of making changes to

either system is to improve traffic conditions in one or both without

adversely affecting the other.”  With the 6-Lane Alternative options, traffic

volumes in the I-5/Stewart Street interchange area would be nearly
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identical to the No Build Alternative for all options, with an increase in up

to 1 percent during the morning peak hour and no change during the

afternoon peak hour.  Intersection operations would be about the same

as under the No Build Alternative.

The Stewart Street/E. Denny Way intersection was not evaluated in the

Final EIS because the Preferred Alternative would result in little to no

change in traffic volumes and operations near the I-5/Stewart Street

interchange.

 

I-311-457

Please see the response to comment I-311-297 regarding tolling the No

Build Alternative.

 

I-311-458

See the response to comment I-311 324 regarding the intersections

included in the analysis. For any intersection beyond those studied, the

overall change in traffic volumes through that intersection during the a.m.

and p.m. peak hours was less than 5%. Please see the Final EIS

Transportation Discipline Report for detailed information regarding traffic

volume changes and intersection operations with the Preferred

Alternative. The Roosevelt/Fuhrman and Lynn/Boyer intersections were

not evaluated in the Final EIS because traffic volume changes between

the No Build and Preferred Alternative were too low to meet the criteria

for analysis.

 

I-311-459

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding the intersection

analysis. In the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report, the local traffic

effects near the SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke Street interchange area

included an evaluation of traffic volume forecasts and travel patterns,

and the effects of the project’s on intersection performance at the 12

intersections, shown in Exhibit 6-7. The Roanoke Street/Harvard Avenue
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intersection was evaluated for operational effects; however, the Delmar

Drive/East Lynn Street and Fuhrman/Boyer Avenue E were not included

in the analysis because the project would result in little to no change in

traffic volumes (less than 5 percent) and operations at these locations.

 

I-311-460

See the response to comment I-311-450 for a description of the effects

of segmental tolling (as evaluated in the SDEIS) versus single point

tolling (as evaluated in the Final EIS) on traffic volumes in the SR 520/I-

5/East Roanoke Street interchange area.

 

I-311-461

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

The effect of Montlake Bridge openings on traffic operations during the

off-peak hours was included in the analysis performed for the Preferred

Alternative. Please see Chapters 6 and 8 of the Final EIS Transportation

Discipline Report.

 

I-311-462

The statement referred to in the comment regarding Option A was

comparing the Montlake Interchange under Option and to the No Build

Alternative. As stated on page 6-37 of the Transportation Discipline

Report, Option K would result in an increase in traffic volumes in the

overall SR 520/Montlake Boulevard Interchange area of 23 percent

compared to the No Build Alternative because of the new capacity

associated with the new interchange and crossing of the Montlake

Cut. With the shift of SR 520 freeway traffic to the SPUI, drivers would

choose to take advantage of the capacity made available on Montlake

Boulevard. 
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I-311-463

As described on page 6-34 in Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation

Discipline Report, with Suboption A, only right turns onto Montlake

Boulevard would be allowed at the Montlake westbound off-ramp. 

Drivers destined for areas south of SR 520 would need to use the Lake

Washington Boulevard westbound off-ramp to travel southbound on

Montlake Boulevard. This is very similar to the No Build Alternative,

except that U-turn movement at East Hamlin Street would no longer be

provided. Restricting left turns at the westbound off-ramp with Suboption

A would result in similar traffic circulation patterns in the Montlake

interchange area as the No Build Alternative.

The effects of Suboption A and the other 6-Lane options on the East

Roanoke Street/Harvard Avenue/SR 520 westbound off-ramp

intersection can be found on pages 6-44 to 6-45 in Chapter 6 of the

SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report.

For the Final EIS, the Preferred Alternative is similar to Suboption A in

that left turns would be restricted at the Montlake westbound off-ramp. 

Access from westbound SR 520 to areas south of the interchange area

would be provided via 24th Avenue East. The effects of these and other

design changes in the Montlake interchange area associated with the

Preferred Alternative are shown and described in Chapter 6 of the Final

EIS Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-464

Please see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the

project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues. Also

see Chapter 7 of the Transportation Discipline Report which discusses

nonmotorized transportation.

 

I-311-465

Please see the responses to comments I-311-003 and I-311-004

regarding the project purpose and need. This graphic depicts the
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configuration of Option A. Option A would include two general purpose

lanes and an HOV lane. The Option A suboption would include two

general purpose lanes only. The bullet “additional GP lane” is referring to

one more general purpose lane than existing conditions. This Option A

suboption configuration has not been carried forward to the Preferred

Alternative that is evaluated in the Final EIS.

 

I-311-466

A third southbound lane on Montlake Boulevard between Lake

Washington Boulevard and East Louisa Street was included in Option A

in the SDEIS. This third lane was added during the ESSB 6099

mediation process to help alleviate the effects of southbound intersection

delays and queuing through the Montlake Interchange area, due to

added traffic associated with the removal of the Lake Washington

Boulevard ramps.  This configuration has not been carried forward to the

Preferred Alternative, which is evaluated in the Final EIS.

 

I-311-467

The Preferred Alternative has been designed to minimize SR 520’s

footprint as much as possible while allowing room for HOV lanes and the

shoulders required to satisfy current safety standards regulated by

FHWA and the Association of American State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Please see the response to

comment I-311-006 regarding the effects associated with the removal of

the Montlake Freeway Station.

 

I-311-468

Design and treatment for the expanded Montlake lid with the Preferred

Alternative are being developed through the ESSB 6392 workgroup

process, and further coordination with the City of Seattle and

surrounding communities. See the ESSB 6392: Design Refinements and

Transit Connections Workgroup Recommendations Report in
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Attachment 16 to the Final EIS. Please see the response to comment C-

311-005 fregarding design enhancements included with the Preferred

Alternative. Also see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how

the project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-469

The orange in Exhibit 6-19 of the Transportation Discipline Report

represents the SR 520 regional bicycle/pedestrian path. It does not

indicate any structure. Effects on nonmotorized transportation are

discussed in Chapter 7 of this report.

 

I-311-470

The statement referred to in the comment regarding Option K is

explaining why traffic volumes would increase on Montlake Boulevard

compared to the No Build Alternative. Please see the response to

comment I-311-446 regarding the analysis of Montlake Boulevard

operations with Option K.

A statement for Option K similar to the quoted text regarding Option A,

can be found on page 6-38: "Option K would not degrade operations at

any intersections during the morning peak hour and one intersection

(Montlake Boulevard/NE Pacific Street) during the afternoon peak hour."

 

I-311-471

Comment noted.

 

I-311-472

As shown in Exhibits 6-1 and 6-2 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline

Report, peak hour traffic volumes on NE Pacific Street would be lower

with Option A than with the No Build Alternative in the year 2030. 

Removal of the Lake Washington Boulevard ramps would reduce the

amount of traffic traveling through the NE Pacific Street/15th Avenue NE
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intersection as drivers from this area divert to other interchanges to avoid

congestion near the Montlake Interchange. This would result in an

improvement in LOS at this intersection with Option A as compared to

the No Build Alternative.

 

I-311-473

The U-turn movement referred to in this statement is the U-turn at the

Montlake Boulevard/East Hamlin Street intersection. Currently, drivers

are able to exit via the Montlake Boulevard westbound off-ramp, head

north, and make a U-turn at East Hamlin Street to travel southbound to

locations south of the Montlake Boulevard/SR 520 interchange. With

Suboption A, drivers destined to the south would no longer be able to

make this movement and would need to take the Lake Washington

Boulevard westbound off-ramp to reach their destinations.

 

I-311-474

The Preferred Alternative has been designed to minimize SR 520’s

footprint as much as possible while allowing room for HOV lanes and the

shoulders required to satisfy current safety standards regulated by

FHWA and the Association of American State Highway and

Transportation Officials (AASHTO). See the response to comment I-311-

006 regarding the Montlake Freeway Transit Station and how transit

service would change to accommodate trips that currently use the

station.

 

I-311-475

Page 6-39 of the Transportation Discipline Report discusses the effects

of the SPUI under Option K, including benefits to local streets:

“…congestion associated with on-ramps would be relocated away from

the Montlake neighborhood, improving access and mobility through this

area.”
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I-311-476

Comment noted. Chapter 8 of the Transportation Discipline Report

discusses transit operations. Page 8-26 discusses the routing of buses

under Options K and L. More detailed transit planning, including whether

existing bus stops would be used, replaced, relocated, or removed, will

be conducted after publication of the Final EIS, in coordination with

transit agencies.

 

I-311-477

Exhibit 6-21 of the Transportation Discipline Report shows the main

transportation facilities that would be constructed with Option K. Exhibit

6-20 shows the facilities at the Montlake Boulevard NE/NE Pacific Street

intersection, which does not include a new bascule bridge. The report

has described the options at the necessary level of detail.

 

I-311-478

The grade-separated pedestrian crossing is depicted in Exhibit 6-20 of

the Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-479

Exhibit 6-20 in the Transportation Discipline Report displays both Option

K and L. The item referred to in this comment is a clarification that there

is a right turn pocket shown, but is only included in Option L.

 

I-311-480

Pages 1-17 through 1-19 of the SDEIS explain the mediation process

and the three mediation design options that were ultimately agreed upon

by the group and evaluated in the SDEIS. The Montlake Boulevard

NE/NE Pacific Street intersection included in the SDEIS was proposed

by the mediation group and refined by the transportation team. Through

the SDEIS analyses, Option K was found to have greater effects to

natural resources than Option A. FHWA and WSDOT have identified a
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Preferred Alternative that is similar to Option A but includes design

refinements that respond to public and agency comments.

 

I-311-481

Exhibit 6-21 only highlighted the SR 520 regional bicycle/pedestrian path

that would be constructed as part of the project. Connectivity to other

trails, such as the Bill Dawson Trail is discussed in Chapter 7 of this

report, and in more detail in the Recreation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-482

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate and changing the language would not change the analysis or

findings. Please see the responses to comments I-311-446 regarding the

analysis of Montlake Boulevard operations with Option K, as well as I-

311-088 and I-311-395 regarding transportation effects of the existing

and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-483

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate. Please see the response to comment I-311-446 regarding the

analysis of Montlake Boulevard operations with Option K. Also note that

the term “improve” is also on page 6-39 in the discussion of Option K. 

 

I-311-484

Please see the response to comment I-311-446 regarding the analysis of

Montlake Boulevard operations with Option K and I-311-475 regarding

Option K’s benefits to local streets.

 

I-311-485

The requested change was not made because the original statement is
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accurate. Since Option K would be similar to the No Build Alternative, the

term “improve” would not be accurate.

 

I-311-486

The term “acceptable” is used here as a technical term. All LOS grades

above D are considered “acceptable.” Additionally, this intersection (the

SPUI) cannot be compared to the existing or No Build Alternative

because the intersection does not exist and would only be constructed

with Option K and L.

 

I-311-487

Refer to Chapter 5 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report for

additional discussion on the overall effects of the various Montlake

interchange configurations on travel patterns and the interface between

freeway and local traffic operations.  Page 5-31, in particular, explains

that more congestion would spill back from I-5 onto Portage Bay Bridge

and the local system with Option A.  With Options K and L, while less

congestion would spill back from I-5 than Option A, the lack of a

westbound auxiliary lane on Portage Bay would contribute to congestion

spilling back onto the local system.

In Chapter 6 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report, some of this

information was reiterated for Option K under the heading SR 520/SPUI

Operations, because the new interchange configuration and associated

traffic signal differ quite dramatically from the No Build configuration.

The term “spill back” is used throughout the document in descriptions for

all options.

 

I-311-488

The language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or against any of

the options. The information presented here is accurate and compares
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the options in a standard and measurable format.

As stated on page 5-31, Option A would have higher traffic volumes

across the Portage Bay Bridge resulting in “more congestion spilling

back from I-5 onto the Portage Bay Bridge and the local system.” Please

see the response to comment I-311-088 regarding transportation effects

of the new bascule bridge under Option A and the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-489

The SPUI and the effects mentioned in the comment are associated with

Options K and L. An Executive Summary is intended to provide an

overview of the document and is purposefully brief. The organization of

and language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or against any of

the options. The information presented here is accurate and compares

the options in a standard and measurable format.

 

I-311-490

For Option K, additional information regarding travel speed, weaving

movements, and potential congestion is provided for the traffic

turnaround in the Transportation Discipline Report due to its unique

configuration for serving a relatively high volume of traffic. Since the

configuration results in congestion and other negative effects, the fact

that this configuration was developed through the mediation process was

added to explain the reasoning for its inclusion.

 

I-311-491

With Option K, the west leg of the existing intersection (the SR 520

eastbound on- and off-ramps) would be replaced by the extension of W

Montlake Place to form a four-legged intersection. By removing the

connection to SR 520, more green time would be available for

northbound and southbound traffic on Montlake Boulevard because the

need to keep off-ramp traffic from backing onto the SR 520 mainline
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would no longer exist.  However, east-west traffic volumes from both the

new extension of W Montlake Place and from Lake Washington

Boulevard would still be relatively substantial.  That said, the benefits to

this intersection with Option K may be more clearly seen by comparing

average intersection delays.  With Option K, average intersection delay

during the p.m. peak hour would improve to 55 seconds/vehicle (LOS E)

as compared to 127 seconds/vehicle (LOS F) with the No Build

Alternative in the year 2030.

Suboption K would not include the extension of West Montlake Place. 

Therefore, traffic operations at the Montlake Boulevard/Lake Washington

Boulevard/SR 520 eastbound off-ramp intersection would improve to

LOS C during the p.m. peak hour.

 

I-311-492

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate and changing the language would not change the analysis or

findings. The language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or

against any of the options. The information presented here is accurate

and compares the options in a standard and measurable format.

 

I-311-493

Please see the response to comment I-311-446 regarding the traffic

volumes for Option K. It is true that additional capacity would be provided

at the Montlake Boulevard/Pacific Street intersection with Option K.

However, this added capacity is not enough to serve the addition of the

“extra spoke” (and new traffic movements) to the intersection, as well as

the substantial increase in traffic volumes using this intersection.

 

I-311-494

The additional congestion to the north, south, and west, as referenced in

the statement, is caused by queues extending from the worsening of
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LOS/delays at the Montlake Boulevard/Pacific Street intersection only

during a.m. and p.m. peak hours.  This congestion is not reflected in the

LOS reported for adjacent intersections.

Statements made in this section regarding Option K traffic operations

and in the earlier section describing Option A traffic operations are in

comparison to the No Build Alternative during the a.m. and p.m. peak

hours.  As described in these sections, Option K would result in a

worsening of operations at the Montlake Boulevard/Pacific Street

intersection in comparison to the No Build Alternative while Option A

would result in an improvement at this intersection in comparison to the

No Build Alternative during the evaluated a.m. and p.m. peak hours.

 

I-311-495

The suggested statement and assertion of bias are inaccurate. The EIS

describes public input where appropriate. The SDEIS provided a

comprehensive analysis of effects based on the project design

information available at that time.

 

I-311-496

The lids are integral to the project design and would be constructed at

the same time as the section of the SR 520 corridor in which they are

located (e.g., the Montlake lid would be completed at the same time as

the Montlake interchange improvements). WSDOT has never proposed

to defer the lids until after completion of the SR 520 roadway

improvements.

 

I-311-497

The statement does not imply that design enhancements were not

provided prior to the mediation process. See Chapters 1 and 2 of the

SDEIS and Final EIS, the Agency Coordination and Public Involvement

Discipline Report and Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS), and
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the Range of Alternatives and Options Examined report (Attachment 8 to

the SDEIS) for further information. Please see the response to Comment

I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design, visual

quality and aesthetic issues. Mediation was conducted to develop and

review design options; it did not substitute for the urban design

considerations outlined in the responses to Comment I-311-002 and

other comments in this letter.

 

I-311-498

An Executive Summary is intended to provide an overview of the

document and is purposefully brief. The same level of detail is not

required to be repeated in multiple sections.

 

I-311-499

Exhibit 2-20 of the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report has a

visualization of the Montlake Triangle, looking southeast toward the

Montlake Bridge. Additionally, Exhibit 6-20 of the Transportation

Discipline Report shows an overhead view of the conceptual lid design.

 

I-311-500

The purpose of an EIS is to allow decision-makers to understand the

environmental effects of project alternatives before design development

progresses to the final design stage. The specific design of lids will be

evaluated with project permitting, to ensure compliance with applicable

regulations.

Despite the conceptual nature of the design, the analysis contained

within this EIS provides sufficient assessment of the anticipated

environmental effects from lid designs along the corridor, even though

some design changes may occur during final design. The EIS provides

analysis of the alternatives and design options at a level of detail

sufficient to compare their environmental effects. See the response to
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comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design,

visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-501

This information was included in Chapter 6 of the Transportation

Discipline Report. As stated on page 6-38: “Because the SPUI is located

farther away from the local street system, congestion associated with on-

ramps would be relocated away from the Montlake neighborhood,

improving access and mobility through this area, especially south of the

Montlake Cut.”

 

I-311-502

See the response to comment I-311-501.

 

I-311-503

The description of nonmotorized elements in this chapter incorrectly

associated the Foster Island land bridge with all of the design options.

This has been corrected in the Final Transportation Discipline Report.

Exhibit 7-1, which depicts the future trail connections, showed the correct

features.  All of the design options met the project goal of providing

nonmotorized trail continuity on Foster Island. Please see the response

to comment I-311-012 regarding effects on Foster Island.

 

I-311-504

Chapter 7 of Transportation Discipline Report focuses on key locations in

the study area that could be affected by the project. Exhibit 7-1 depicts

the future trail connections, and has been updated for the Preferred

Alternative in the Final Transportation Discipline Report. The Preferred

Alternative would improve safety and enhance connectivity for all

nonmotorized users by providing a separate crossing of I-5 south of East

Roanoke Street, of SR 520 west of 10th Avenue East, and multiple

pathways on the SR 520 lid between 10th Avenue East and Delmar
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Drive East. Several of the streets mentioned in the comment are noted

as streets used bicycles and were discussed in the ESSB 6392 design

refinements and transit connections work group, in which WSDOT

worked collaboratively with SDOT, Seattle Design Commission, the City

of Seattle Pedestrian Advisory Board, and Seattle Bicycle Advisory

Board to develop design refinements for pedestrian and bicycle facilities

in the Montlake and Capitol Hill/Roanoke Park neighborhoods. Please

see the ESSB 6392: Design Refinements and Transit Connections

Workgroup Recommendations Report (Attachment 16 to the Final EIS),

and the workgroup’s white paper on bicycle and pedestrian connections

and amenities at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/6392workgroup.htm for

more information.

 

I-311-505

Comment noted. The Preferred Alternative includes nonmotorized

improvements in the SR 520/I-5/East Roanoke Street interchange area.

As described in Chapter 7 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report,

the Preferred Alternative would build a lid between 10th Avenue and

Delmar Drive which would provide multiple paths across the lid and a

separate trail west of 10th Avenue. A separate nonmotorized bridge

would also be built on the south side of Roanoke St that would complete

a nonmotorized path loop from Boylston Avenue along 10th Avenue to

Harvard Avenue, providing connections to the Capitol Hill neighborhood

and downtown.

A qualitative assessment of the pedestrian and bicycle travel route

between the 10th and Delmar lid and downtown Seattle has been

conducted for the Final EIS and is described in Chapter 7 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-506

See the response to comment I-311-504 regarding design refinements in
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the Preferred Alternative and the qualitative assessment of nonmotorized

travel that is included in Chapter 7 of the Final Transportation Discipline

Report.

 

I-311-507

See the response to comment I-311-504 regarding design refinements in

the Preferred Alternative and the qualitative assessment of nonmotorized

travel that is included in Chapter 7 of the Final Transportation Discipline

Report.

 

I-311-508

The project considered bicycle and pedestrian facilities early in

development of alternatives; as discussed in the Range of Alternatives

and Options Examined report (Attachment 8 to the SDEIS). WSDOT

continued to consider how bicycle and pedestrian facilities could be

refined, in order to increase the benefits of these facilities. Please see

the response to Comment I-311-002 regarding the use of the word

“design,” and how the project addresses urban design, visual quality and

aesthetic issues. 

 

I-311-509

WSDOT did, in fact, engage with stakeholders before the Draft EIS was

published. See the Agency Coordination and Public Involvement

Discipline Report and Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) and the

Range of Alternatives and Options Examined report (Attachment 8 to the

SDEIS) for further information. Please see the response to Comment I-

311-002 regarding the use of the word “design,” and how the project

addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues. As

described throughout the SDEIS, Option K was found to have greater

overall effects than Option A.
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I-311-510

The EIS describes public input where appropriate. Please see the

response to comment I-311-509 regarding stakeholder involvement.

Bicycle and pedestrian facilities were a key area of interest for

commenters on the Draft EIS. 

 

I-311-511

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because the

original statement is accurate.

 

I-311-512

The SR 520 Westside Project Impact Plan, developed in the 2008

Mediation Process, identified the Foster Island Land Bridge as a required

design feature of Option K, and an optional feature of Options A and L.

The SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report inaccurately described the

Foster Island Land Bridge as a suboption for Options A, K, and L,

characterizing it as a common feature among them. All of the design

options meet the project goal of providing nonmotorized trail continuity

on Foster Island. Please see the response to comment I-311-012

regarding effects on Foster Island.

 

I-311-513

Please see the responses to comments I-311-003 and I-311-004

regarding the project’s purpose and need.

 

I-311-514

As an outcome of the ESSB 6392 workgroup process, recommendations

developed by the pedestrian/bicycle subgroup include opportunities to

enhance connections from the new SR 520 regional bike and pedestrian

path to ensure its integration with other regional facilities, such as the

Sound Transit U-Link Station, as well as with existing and planned City

of Seattle bicycle and pedestrian networks. Seven primary nonmotorized
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routes were identified and evaluated through this collaborative process.

WSDOT will continue to work with the City of Seattle to ensure that

future design refinements of the Preferred Alternative are compatible

with and would not preclude future City of Seattle actions. The outcome

of the ESSB 6392 process and evaluation of primary nonmotorized

routes can be found in the Final Recommendations Report and is

described in Chapter 7 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-515

Based on the analysis described in Chapter 7 of the Transportation

Discipline Report, the statement is accurate.

 

I-311-516

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate.

 

I-311-517

The text is correct. It describes the HOV lane that exists on southbound

Montlake Boulevard between Pacific Place and Pacific Street.

 

I-311-518

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-519

Please see the response to comment I-311-297 regarding tolling the No

Build Alternative

 

I-311-520

The assumption regarding how bus service would operate in the future is

directly related to information provided to the project team from the
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transit agencies. The general service structure of transit is independent

of whether there are freeway transit stops on the corridor. Please see the

response to comment I-311-006 regarding the effects associated with

the removal of the Montlake Freeway Station. Additional information

about how transit patrons will be able to use the new Montlake lid transit

stop is provided in the Final EIS.

 

I-311-521

Chapter 1 of the SDEIS (pages 1-31 through 1-33), and the updated

Chapter 1 text for the Final EIS, discuss costs and funding for the SR

520, I-5 to Medina project. Discussion of funding for the ST2 project is

meant to support why ST2 Plan elements were not included in the

baseline transportation analysis for the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project.

Instead, these plan elements were included in the cumulative effects

analysis for the transporation discipline. For the Final EIS transportation

analysis, the ST2 Plan elements were assumed to be part of the No

Build Alternative.

 

I-311-522

Please see the responses to comments I-311-298 and I-311-299

regarding HOV lanes.

 

I-311-523

The HOV direct access off-ramp allows HOVs to exit onto Montlake

Boulevard without the potential for being affected by congestion in

general traffic lanes. The bus stop locations and lid configuration have

been adjusted from the SDEIS options in the Final EIS. See Chapter 8 of

the Final Transportation Discipline Report for more information on transit

features.

 

I-311-524

A discussion of the changes to transit connections begins on page 8-21
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of the Transportation Discipline Report. Please see the response to

comment I-311-006 regarding the new configuration for the Montlake bus

stops.

 

I-311-525

The Montlake Freeway Transit Station stops were removed in all of the

design options considered in the SDEIS, based on a decision making

process that was part of Westside mediation. The mediation process

was mandated by Engrossed Substitute Senate Bill 6099 and is

described on pages 1-17 through 1-19 of the SDEIS.  The mediation

workgroup consisted of members from adjacent neighborhoods, transit

agencies, jurisdictions, and State agencies.  Removing the Montlake

Freeway Transit Station would minimize the width of the freeway through

the Montlake area, reducing the width by up to 40 feet compared to

keeping the station. The mediation workgroup did not recommend any

design options that included the Montlake Freeway Transit Station

stops.  See Attachment 8 to the SDEIS, Range of Alternatives and

Options Evaluated, for further discussion of how and why removal of the

stops was considered.

The Preferred Alternative includes removal of the Montlake Freeway

Transit Station stops; however, it also includes a modified Montlake

Boulevard interchange and lid. Modifications include a full lid from

Montlake Boulevard to the Lake Washington shoreline, and bus stops on

the lid for both eastbound and westbound buses (see Chapter 2 of the

Final EIS for a description of the Preferred Alternative). The intent is to

provide greater pedestrian amenity in the central part of the Montlake

neighborhood while simultaneously providing a better location and

environment for the regional bus stops incorporated in the transit/HOV

direct access ramps (see Chapter 2 of the Final EIS).  At the option of

the transit agencies, SR 520 buses will be able to exit at the Montlake

interchange during the off-peak periods to service passengers to/from

the Montlake lid transit stop. University Link light-rail service, expected to
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be operational in 2016, will accommodate some of the trips that now use

the bus stops. Chapter 8 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) provides further discussion of expected

transit operations with the Preferred Alternative, including expected

transit travel times, rider connections, and how future transit would

incorporate service currently provided at the stops.

The EIS describes public input where appropriate. The Preferred

Alternative has been designed to minimize SR 520’s footprint as much

as possible while allowing room for HOV lanes and the shoulders

required to satisfy current safety standards regulated by FHWA and the

Association of American State Highway and Transportation Officials

(AASHTO).

See Chapters 1 and 2 of the SDEIS and Final EIS and the Agency

Coordination and Public Involvement Discipline Report and Addendum

(Attachment 7 to the Final EIS) for further discussion of public and

stakeholder input. As stated in the SDEIS (page 1-21): “Although the

mediation participants, the legislative workgroup, and other political

bodies can provide recommendations, it remains FHWA’s responsibility

under NEPA, and WSDOT’s under SEPA, to select the final preferred

alternative and to ensure that the environmental review process has

evaluated a reasonable range of alternatives.” Please see the responses

to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban

design, visual quality and aesthetic issues and I-311-006 regarding the

replacement of functions currently provided by the Montlake Freeway

Transit Station.

Regarding the Harvard/Roanoke Intersection, page 12-8 of the

Transportation Discipline Report discussed a possible design

modification that would improve this intersection. The mediation process

recommended this modification not be included in Option A, and it was

therefore included under Suboption A.
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With the Preferred Alternative, operations at Harvard/Roanoke

Intersection would be about the same as under the No Build Alternative.

The SDEIS options would have resulted in higher traffic volumes through

the intersection which would have increased congestion compared to No

Build. The Preferred Alternative would not result in traffic increases, so

congestion at the intersection would be similar to No Build.

 

I-311-526

Through continuous coordination between the State and the transit

agencies and through more extensive workgroup processes (ESSB 6099

and ESSB 6392) it has been determined that the direct access ramps

would be beneficial for transit service and necessary for reliable bus

rapid transit to the area. Bus rapid transit service was described in the

SR 520 Project – Westside Project Impact Plan dated December 2008

as a means to address the removal of the “Montlake Flyer stop.” The bus

rapid transit concept was first introduced through the SR 520 High

Capacity Transit plan that was developed in response to the ESHB 6099.

 

I-311-527

This section of the Transportation Discipline Report is specifically

discussing the replacement of functions of the Montlake Freeway Transit

Station. A discussion of travel times can be found starting on page 8-26

of the report.

 

I-311-528

Option A would not require travel to the Montlake Triangle to transfer to a

SR 520 bus. As stated on page 8-22 of the Transportation Discipline

Report, riders could “board an SR 520 eastbound bus at the traffic island

located at the entrance to the eastbound SR 520 on-ramp.”
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I-311-529

The transfer time at the Evergreen Point freeway transit station would be

similar to the amount of time required for a person to walk from the

Montlake freeway transit station to the intersection at Montlake

Boulevard and Pacific Street. Because the transfer and walk times are

similar and because the SR 520 program completion would provide a

travel time savings for buses, there would be a net travel time savings for

passengers destined to the University of Washington area. Through the

ESSB 6392 coordination efforts, the State has refined the project’s

preferred alternative to provide SR 520 buses with the ability to exit SR

520 and serve transit patrons at the Montlake lid transit stop.

 

I-311-530

Please see the response to comment I-311-006 regarding the effects

associated with the removal of the Montlake Freeway Station.

 

I-311-531

The text referred to in the comment is not located under the section for

Options K and L. This section refers to all of the 6-lane design options.

 

I-311-532

Please see the response to comment I-311-007 and I-311-035 regarding

compatibility with potential future light rail and high capacity transit on SR

520.

 

I-311-533

See the responses to comments I-311-297 regarding tolling the No Build

Alternative, I-311-003 for an explanation of why a retrofit of the existing

bridge is not a reasonable alternative, and I-311-002 regarding design

consideration in the development of the project.
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I-311-534

WSDOT cannot assume that because system freeway congestion is

identified as a background condition for the project baseline analysis that

the State legislature will adopt a tolling policy. Per the project’s

background project assumption for the year 2030, projects must be

planned and programmed to be assumed as in place for the direct

effects analysis. Projects that are reasonably foreseeable are covered in

the cumulative effects analysis. The cumulative effects analysis chapter

of the Final Transportation Discipline Report includes additional

information regarding potential changes in traffic volumes on SR 520 that

would result if tolls were implemented on various corridors.

 

I-311-535

Please see the responses to comments I-311-009 and I-311-414

regarding congestion on I-405.

 

I-311-536

For the SDEIS, no additional analysis was conducted to evaluate the

effects during off-peak periods. Instead, the analysis focused on typical

conditions during weekday commute periods in order to provide a

relative comparison between various alternatives and options. Please

see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395 regarding

transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-537

Please see the responses to comments I-311-446 regarding the analysis

of Montlake Boulevard operations with Option K as well as I-311-088 and

I-311-395 regarding transportation effects of the existing and new

bascule bridge.

 

I-311-538

Reliability of travel times is different from local arterial traffic operations.
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Reliability is defined by how travel times vary over time. Please see the

response to comment I-311-446 regarding the analysis of Montlake

Boulevard operations with Option K.

 

I-311-539

Please see the response to comment I-311-446 regarding the analysis of

Montlake Boulevard operations with Option K.

 

I-311-540

The language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or against any of

the options. The information presented here is accurate and compares

the options in a standard and measurable format.

Please see the response to comment I-311-446 regarding the analysis of

Montlake Boulevard operations with Option K.

 

I-311-541

The Transportation Discipline Report analyzes transportation effects

only. Operational effects on other resources were discussed in Chapter 5

of the SDEIS. The additional width and location of Option A would have

resulted in the removal of several buildings owned by NOAA at its

Northwest Fisheries Science Center. Since publication of the SDEIS

design modifications have been made to avoid this effect. See Chapter 5

of the Final EIS for more information.

 

I-311-542

The local traffic effects of extending West Montlake Place are discussed

on page 6-39 of the Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-543

This section of the Transportation Discipline Report is specifically

discussing the effects on parking. Effects on the neighborhood and

removal of businesses are discussed in the Social Elements Discipline
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Report and the Land Use, Economics, and Relocations Discipline

Report.

 

I-311-544

This section of the Transportation Discipline Report discusses effects to

the current parking supply and does not include potential added spaces.

As shown in Final EIS Table 5.1-15, the Preferred Alternative would

affect fewer parking stalls in the areas described in the comment than

the SDEIS design options. Coordination among WSDOT, the City of

Seattle, and affected land owners would be required to determine

whether removed parking can be replaced and the actual parking

measures that may be implemented as part of the project. If Option K

were identified as the Preferred Alternative in the future, additional detail

regarding replacement of parking would be provided during final design.

 

I-311-545

Effects on parks are discussed in Chapters 5 and 6 and the Recreation

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). Also see the response to

Comment I-311-041. The comment’s characterization of the analysis is

incorrect. As stated on page 9-11 of the Transportation Discipline

Report, “Option A would have slightly higher parking effect in the

Montlake area than Options K or L, including a loss of 70 percent of

parking at the Hop-In Market.” Replacement parking was discussed as

potential mitigation for effects on the Hop-In Market. As discussed in

Chapter 9 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report, the Preferred

Alternative would not affect parking at the Hop-In-Market.

 

I-311-546

Please see the response to comment I-311-512 regarding the Foster

Island Land Bridge.  
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I-311-547

The Delmar Drive road closure described in the SDEIS is no longer

planned. Delmar Drive will be shifted onto a portion of the new lid while

the existing bridge is removed and re-constructed. See Section 6.1 of the

Final EIS for more information on road detours during construction.

 

I-311-548

The referenced exhibit indicated potential direct routes that people might

have chosen for the indicated closures. However, people could choose

other routes at their discretion, which cannot be predicted with certainty.

Two of the closures described in the SDEIS are no longer planned and

closure of the Lake Washington Boulevard ramps would be permanent.

The description of traffic patterns during construction has been revised.

See Section 6.1 of the Final EIS and Chapter 10 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report for more information.

 

I-311-549

The effects during construction along Boyer Avenue East and East

Fuhrman are associated with temporary access to work bridges that will

be required to build the Portage Bay Bridge. The access will not exist

when construction is complete.

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding the intersection

analysis. Local street effects are reported for areas where traffic volumes

are projected to increase by more than 5 percent due to the project,

which is a standard criteria for evaluation. Boyer Avenue East and East

Fuhrman Street would not be substantially affected after completion of

the project.

 

I-311-550

Exhibits 10-6 and 10-7 of the SDEIS Transportation Discipline Report list

Fuhrman Avenue East and Boyer Avenue East as haul routes for the

Portage Bay Bridge. Potential haul routes have been revised since
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publication of the SDEIS and are discussed in Section 6.1 of the Final

EIS and Chapter 10 of the Final Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-551

Fuhrman Avenue East and Boyer Avenue East would be needed for haul

truck activity to support construction of the Portage Bay Bridge. Work

bridge access on the north and south sides of the existing and new

bridges would be necessary along Boyer Avenue East in order to

support construction, and in order to maintain traffic in the SR 520

corridor during project construction.  A small construction staging area

has been identified along Boyer Avenue East, within WSDOT right of

way, just south of the existing Portage Bay Bridge.  Access to that

staging area would be from Fuhrman Avenue and Boyer Avenue as

necessary. See Chapter 3 of the Final EIS, and Chapter 6.1 of the Final

EIS for additional discussion about haul route assumptions, updated

potential volumes along haul routes, and durations for haul route activity.

 

I-311-552

The comment’s characterization of the analysis in incorrect. “Higher

volumes” are not likely to result in “better” cumulative effects; instead,

higher volumes result in a conservative analysis. The cumulative effects

analysis is intended to show effects at a regional level, and differences

between the SDEIS design options were minimal in this context.

 

I-311-553

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-001 and I-311-007 regarding development of

alternatives, I-311-030 regarding the workgroups that coordinated with

WSDOT and FHWA in the development of mitigation measures and

design refinements that are included with the Preferred Alternative, and
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I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban design, visual

quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-554

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-555

See the response to Comment I-311-145 regarding methodology and I-

311-256 regarding organization of environmental impact analyses.

 

I-311-556

The SR 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Project Draft EIS considered

two No Build scenarios - a Catastrophic Failure Scenario and a

Continued Operation Scenario. The Continued Operation Scenario was

used as the baseline No Build Alternative to which the project team

compared the Build alternatives. Please refer to the Draft EIS for more

information regarding the effects of the Catastrophic Failure Scenario.

FHWA and WSDOT developed conceptual project designs and

conducted environmental analysis for a facility that would satisfy the

intended purpose and need, could be constructed and operated in a

legally compliant manner, and would minimize potential effects to the

environment. FHWA and WSDOT will ensure the project complies with

applicable policies and regulations.

 

I-311-557

The use of the word “design” is and consistent with generally accepted

usage for transportation and roadway projects. See the response to I-

311-002 and I-311-001 for more information on the public involvement

process.
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The Montlake Area was of particular concern to citizens and thus the

design underwent considerable public review. The term “community-

based” was intended to emphasize the input of the community on the

design. The EIS describes public input where appropriate.

 

I-311-558

The EIS describes public input where appropriate. Attachment 8 of the

SDEIS, Range of Alternatives and Options Evaluated, describes the

decisions that went into determining the Draft EIS and SDEIS

alternatives and design options. The Preferred Alternative has been

designed to minimize SR 520’s footprint as much as possible while

allowing room for HOV lanes and the shoulders required to satisfy

current safety standards regulated by FHWA and the Association of

American State Highway and Transportation Officials (AASHTO). Also

see Chapters 1 and 2 of the Final EIS for further discussion of the

planning process and alternatives, respectively. See response to

Comment I-311-557.

 

I-311-559

See the response to Comment I-311-294 regarding shoulder widths.

HOV lanes need to allow for buses, which are wider than most cars.

 

I-311-560

The EIS describes public input where appropriate. Please see the

response to Comment I-311-556 regarding mitigation. Operational noise

effects and potential mitigation for Options A, K, and L are discussed in

Section 5.7 of the SDEIS and the Noise Discipline Report (Attachment 7

to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-561

The SDEIS defined some options to include noise walls and/or quieter

pavement. However, based on WSDOT and FHWA policy, approved
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noise mitigation must be considered where warranted based on specific

criteria, with any alternative or option.

Based on WSDOT policy, the SDEIS evaluated noise walls for all design

options, and made recommendations based on where they would meet

feasibility and reasonableness criteria. The Noise Discipline Report

provides further discussion and describes where noise walls were

evaluated based on the FHWA noise abatement criteria, and where they

would be recommended based on feasibility and reasonableness criteria.

However, based on concerns about the effect of noise walls on visual

quality and aesthetics in the area, WSDOT has identified a number of

noise reduction strategies in the Preferred Alternative. These noise

reduction strategies would reduce noise in the Seattle portion of the

project to the point that noise walls would are not recommended with the

Preferred Alternative in this area, except potentially along I-5 in the North

Capitol Hill area where the reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall

is still be evaluated. Where noise walls are recommended, public input

would determine whether they are constructed. This public input will

occur after the EIS analysis. See Section 5.7 of the Final EIS and the

Noise Discipline Report for more information. Also see the response to

comment C-311-057 regarding noise reduction strategies included with

the Preferred Alternative.

Quieter concrete pavement is included as a design feature for Option A,

Option K, and the Preferred Alternative; however, because it is not an

FHWA-approved mitigation measure and because future pavement

surface conditions cannot be determined with certainty, it is not included

in the noise model for the project.

The EIS analyses were conducted consistent with FWHA and WSDOT

policy and meet NEPA requirements for an EIS. The visual quality

analysis considers effects both with and without noise walls (see the
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Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report). The indirect and

cumulative effects analysis is expressly intended to evaluate effects on a

regional level. The SDEIS Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline

Report explained that noise walls would be considered to reduce or

mitigate effects. The Final Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline

Report explains how the Preferred Alternative reduces noise effects.

 

I-311-562

Noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative would

reduce noise levels along the corridor to the point that noise walls are

not recommended in the Seattle portion of the project area, except

potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area where the

reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be evaluated.

Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-563

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate and changing the language would not change the analysis or

findings.  Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding

noise reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative, and

regarding quieter pavement.

 

I-311-564

The SR 520, Medina to SR 202: Eastside Transit and HOV Project is a

separate project although it is part of the SR 520, Bridge Replacement

and HOV Program. The SR 520, Medina to SR 202 project

Environmental Assessment can be accessed at

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/EastsideEA.htm.

Funding and construction of the Eastside project does not preclude

funding and construction of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project. As
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described in Chapter 1 of the Final EIS, funding for the floating

bridge—the most vulnerable portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina

corridor—has been secured, and WSDOT has solicited proposals for

construction of this portion of the project. Chapter 1 also describes

construction sequencing for the project, which allows several years for

full funding to be obtained through a variety of state and federal sources.

 

I-311-565

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project, I-311-556 regarding how the

project complies with applicable policies and regulations, and C-311-005

regarding design enhancements included with the Preferred Alternative.

Once completed, the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project will improve mobility,

access, neighborhood connectivity, air quality, noise conditions, and

water quality in the project area.

 

I-311-566

The City of Seattle has not identified the “South Portage Bay Park” as a

separate facility from Montlake Playfield, and therefore this area has not

been addressed as a distinct resource.  The Recreation and Ecosystems

discipline report addenda (Attachment 7 of the Final EIS) discuss the

effects of the Preferred Alternative to Montlake Playfield, and the

adjacent aquatic environment.

 

I-311-567

The statement regarding property values was part of a description of

past trends in the project area specifically related to the opening of

bridges across Lake Washington. See the response to I-311-093

regarding economic effects of the project. The effect of the project on

property values cannot be calculated with certainty.
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I-311-568

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report. However, the Affected

Environment section of the Final Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Discipline Report has been updated to include additional discussion of

the original SR 520 corridor on the Arboretum and Westside

communities.

 

I-311-569

The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate and changing the language would not change the analysis or

findings. 

 

I-311-570

Transportation analyses conducted as part of determining the range of

alternatives studied in the NEPA process are based on travel demand

forecasts that account for expected growth in population and

employment. Transportation demand modeling conducted for the project

accounts for where people live and work in the region and where

changes in population and employment are expected to occur.

The transportation analysis shows that the existing AM commute

eastbound and PM commute westbound have similar vehicle volumes as

the opposite commutes.

Growth in regional travel demand is based on growth in population and

employment projected by local jurisdictions and the Puget Sound

Regional Council (PSRC) through the metropolitan planning process.

Other factors considered in demand modeling include economic factors

such as direct costs (parking costs, fuel costs, and tolls), available

alternatives such as transit and its cost to riders, federal fuel efficiency
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standards (accounting for an average fleet fuel efficiency based on the

forecast year), and other regional economic factors forecasted by PSRC,

in predicting future travel demand. PSRC periodically updates its travel

demand models with current assumptions; the project travel demand

models are based on PSRC’s current models. Chapter 3 of the

Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) and the

Final Transportation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS)

provides information on travel demand modeling.

The SR 520 project would complete the HOV lane system in the corridor

and add a bicycle/pedestrian lane to the corridor.  The project would not

add general purpose lanes. The project would result in immediate

benefits for transit speed and reliability in the corridor by providing high-

occupancy vehicle (HOV) lanes across the floating bridge and better

HOV connections at the Montlake and I-5 interchanges (see Section 5.1

of both the SDEIS and Final EIS). Because the project would improve

reliability and efficiency for transit and carpools, it would create

incentives for people to choose an alternative to driving alone. See the

response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses

urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues, and I-311-007 and I-

311-035 regarding compatibility with potential future light rail and high

capacity transit on SR 520.

 

I-311-571

This section was describing past trends in the project area specifically

related to the opening of bridges across Lake Washington.

 

I-311-572

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report.TheHowever, the Affected

Environment section of the Final Indirect and Cumulative Effects
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Discipline Report has been updated to include additional discussion of

the original SR 520 corridor on the Arboretum and Westside

communities.

 

I-311-573

The project aims to increase mobility and includes completing the HOV

lanes across the Evergreen Point Bridge. Section 5.1 of the Final EIS

describes transportation effects of the project, which include an

increased percentage of trips across the bridge occurring in non-SOVs.

Additionally, see Chapter 7 of the Transportation Discipline Report

regarding nonmotorized transportation.

 

I-311-574

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because it does

not affect the findings or analysis of the EIS. Please see the response to

comment C-311-005 for a list of design enhancements included with the

Preferred Alternative.

 

I-311-575

The City of Seattle has not identified the “South Portage Bay Park” as a

separate facility from Montlake Playfield, and therefore this area has not

been addressed as a distinct resource.  Regardless, the Recreation and

Ecosystems Discipline Report Addenda (Attachment 7 of the Final EIS)

discuss the effects of the Preferred Alternative to Montlake Playfield, and

the adjacent aquatic environment.

Additionally, Exhibit 17a of the Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline

Report is entitled, "Reasonably Foreseeable Future Actions - Land

Development." A restoration project in the southern waters of Portage

Bay would likely not include land development and therefore would not

be shown on a land development exhibit.  
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I-311-576

WSDOT mitigates the direct and indirect effects of its actions. However,

the fact that cumulative effects include contributions from many sources

makes it difficult for any one agency to mitigate them effectively. By

mitigating the direct and indirect effects of its actions, WSDOT minimizes

the extent to which it contributes to cumulative effects.

 

I-311-577

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding the intersection

analysis. The Roanoke Street/Harvard Avenue intersection was

evaluated for operational effects; however, the Delmar Drive/East Lynn

Street and Fuhrman/Boyer Avenue E were not included in the analysis

because the project would result in little to no change in traffic volumes

(less than 5 percent) and operations at these locations.

 

I-311-578

See the response to comment I-311-450 regarding increases in traffic on

local streets due to tolling.

 

I-311-579

The comment incorrectly equates the no-build alternative with existing

conditions, by saying that "...currently, with the no-build, traffic is never

backed up even on that off ramp to 405." The no-build represents

conditions that are likely to be present 20 years in the future, if the SR

520, I-5 to Medina Project is not built. It includes planned and

programmed transportation projects and accounts for the population and

employment growth that is currently planned by all of the cities within the

region. The differences between existing conditions and the no-build

alternative were shown in Chapter 5 of the SDEIS Transportation

Discipline Report, where no eastbound congestion currently exists in the

PM peak period, there would be substantial congestion in 2030.
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The differences between eastbound and westbound travel times for

transit would be related to the configuration of HOV lanes in the no-

build.  In the westbound direction, congestion from I-405 would back-up

onto SR 520, but the HOV lanes would be sufficiently long to allow

transit vehicles to bypass the congestion. In the eastbound direction, the

HOV lane would begin near Evergreen Point. I-405 congestion would

back up beyond the start of the HOV lanes, preventing transit and

carpools from accessing them and bypassing the congestion.  Therefore,

unlike the westbound direction, transit and carpools in the eastbound

lanes would become part of the congestion in the two general purpose

lanes in the no-build. Construction of the HOV lane along the Evergreen

Point floating bridge would allow transit and carpools to bypass

congestion in the general purpose lanes.

 

I-311-580

This section of the Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report

discussed transportation effects overall, listing the “improved access

ramps in the Montlake area” as one of the features that would improve

congestion. As stated on page 6-38 of the Transportation Discipline

Report, “because of roadway improvements associated with the project,

Option K would not degrade operations at any intersections during the

morning peak hour and one intersection (Montlake Boulevard/NE Pacific

Street) during the afternoon peak hour.”

 

I-311-581

Please see the response to Comment I-311-544 regarding parking

effects of the Preferred Alternative and how affected parking would be

addressed.

 

I-311-582

The language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or against any of
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the options. The information presented is accurate and compares the

options in a standard and measurable format.  

 

I-311-583

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding the intersection

analysis. The Roanoke Street/Harvard Avenue intersection was

evaluated for operational effects; however, the Delmar Drive/East Lynn

Street and Fuhrman/Boyer Avenue E were not included in the analysis

because the project would result in little to no change in traffic volumes

(less than 5 percent) and operations at these locations.

 

I-311-584

Effects on parks and transportation are considered direct effects of the

project and are discussed throughout the SDEIS. Indirect effects are

effects that “are caused by the action and are later in time or farther

removed in distance, but are still reasonably foreseeable. Indirect effects

may include growth-inducing effects and other effects related to induced

changes in the pattern of land use, population density, or growth rate,

and related effects on air and water and other natural systems, including

ecosystems (40 CFR 1508.8).” The ideas mentioned in the comment

regarding attitudes are subjective and cannot be predicted with certainty.

The NEPA process avoids such speculation when supporting evidence is

lacking. See the response to Comment I-311-093 regarding property

values.

 

I-311-585

This list of items that add to the congestion problem on SR 520 is a

discussion of existing conditions and does not include the “lack” of

potential future design features.

 

I-311-586

The language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or against any of
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the options. The information presented is accurate and compares the

options in a standard and measurable format. Please see the responses

to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395 regarding transportation effects of

the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-587

The statement was included in the cumulative effects analysis to

describe a trend. The cumulative effects analysis is intended to identify

changes to regional transportation patterns and changes to resources on

a regional level that would result from the project in combination with

other planned projects.

The effects described in the comment would be considered direct

effects. See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding why some

intersections are not considered in the analysis of direct transportation

operational effects. The Roanoke Street/Harvard Avenue intersection

was evaluated for operational effects; however, the Delmar Drive/East

Lynn Street and Fuhrman/Boyer Avenue E were not included in the

analysis because the project would result in little to no change in traffic

volumes (less than 5 percent) and operations at these locations.

 

I-311-588

Please see the responses to comments I-311-088 and I-311-395

regarding transportation effects of the existing and new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-589

Please see the responses to comments I-311-003 and I-311-004

regarding how the options meet the project’s purpose and need.

 

I-311-590

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding the intersection

analysis. The Roanoke Street/Harvard Avenue intersection was
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evaluated for operational effects; however, the Delmar Drive/East Lynn

Street and Fuhrman/Boyer Avenue E were not included in the analysis

because the project would result in little to no change in traffic volumes

(less than 5 percent) and operations at these locations. Also, see the

response to comment I-311-297 regarding tolling the No Build Alternative

as well as I-311-003 and I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives

evaluated for the SR 520 project. A 4-lane alternative was analyzed in

the Draft EIS and found not to meet the project purpose and need.

Section 2.4 of the Final EIS provides further information on consideration

of a tolled and transit-optimized 4-lane alternative, which were also found

to not meet the project purpose and need.

 

I-311-591

The referenced statement described future conditions without the

project. As discussed in the response to comment I-311-297, the No-

Build Alternative would not include a toll. As shown in Exhibit 5-3 of the

Transportation Discipline Report, the daily vehicle demand on alternative

routes, including I-90, is expected to increase as well, making it likely

that motorists would continue to select SR 520 as their route. See the

response to Comment I-311-570 regarding factors that travel demand

modeling accounts for; both the Build and No Build travel demand

models account for behavior based on economic factors and land use

patterns.

 

I-311-592

See the response to comment I-311-324 regarding the intersection

analysis. The Roanoke Street/Harvard Avenue intersection was

evaluated for operational effects; however, the Delmar Drive/East Lynn

Street and Fuhrman/Boyer Avenue E were not included in the analysis

because the project would result in little to no change in traffic volumes

(less than 5 percent) and operations at these locations. Please see the

response to comment I-311-446 regarding the analysis of Montlake

Boulevard operations with Option K.
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I-311-593

Potential haul routes for the SDEIS options are discussed in Chapter 10

of the Transportation Discipline Report (see Exhibit 10-6). Potential haul

routes have been revised since publication of the SDEIS and are

discussed in Section 6.1 of the Final EIS and Chapter 10 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report.

 

I-311-594

Cut-through traffic is the Roanoke Park/Portage area was identified as a

potential effect during construction only, not during operation. See the

response to comment I-311-397 regarding how cut-through traffic was

incorporated in the traffic model.

 

I-311-595

During detailed design, WSDOT will prepare a Community Construction

Management Plan in consultation with the affected communities. As this

plan is developed, details regarding temporary street closures and

detours will be determined with community input. The detour routes have

been revised since publication of the SDEIS, and some of the closures

are no longer necessary. Please see Chapter 10 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report as well as Section 6.1 of the Final EIS

for updated information.

 

I-311-596

The text quoted in the comment is unclear. It should read “With the No

Build Alternative, daily transit person trips would increase by

approximately 8,150 people, or 51 percent, between now and the year

2030.The 6-Lane Alternative would increase transit person-trip demand

by approximately 3,450 per day, or 14 percent, over the No Build

Alternative.” This information was discussed on page 8-34 of the

Transportation Discipline Report. 
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I-311-597

The addition of HOV lanes to the corridor, with no increase in the

existing number of general-purpose lanes, is expressly intended to

improve the speed and reliability of transit service, providing an incentive

to use transit. Please see the response to comment I-311-007 and I-311-

035 regarding compatibility with potential future light rail and high

capacity transit on SR 520. 

 

I-311-598

The text refers to a project construction traffic management plan that will

be developed prior to construction of the project, when detailed design

and construction plans are available. This is described as a method of

addressing potential concurrent construction effects when the project is

implemented. The effect of closing the Delmar Drive during construction

would be traffic diversion through the neighborhoods, which was

described in Chapter 10 of the Transportation Discipline Report. The

Delmar Drive bridge closure is no longer planned. Traffic will be shifted

onto a portion of the new 10th and Delmar lid while the existing Delmar

Drive bridge is re-constructed. Please see Chapter 10 of the Final

Transportation Discipline Report as well as Section 6.1 of the Final EIS

for updated information.

 

I-311-599

Because the NEPA process precedes the detailed design of a proposed

action, it is typically not feasible for an environmental impact statement

to provide precise information on topics such as temporary street

closures and detours, which are determined later during detailed

engineering design and construction planning. WSDOT will prepare a

Community Construction Management Plan for the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project that will include appropriate best management practices,

mitigation commitments, and ongoing consultation and coordination

commitments to local communities.
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I-311-600

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS. Please see the response to

comment I-311-007 regarding the range of alternatives evaluated for the

SR 520 project.

The SR 520 Bridge Replacement and HOV Project Draft EIS considered

two No Build scenarios – a Catastrophic Failure Scenario and a

Continued Operation Scenario.  The Continued Operation Scenario was

used as the baseline No Build Alternative to which the project team

compared the Build alternatives.  Please refer to the Draft EIS for more

information regarding the effects of the Catastrophic Failure Scenario.

The width of the 6-Lane Alternative is discussed throughout the SDEIS in

the areas where it would have an effect, including in the Ecosystems

Discipline Report and the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Report.

 

I-311-601

The acquisition of land for construction of the project; shadows; and

changes in park usage and to the historical character of an area are all

direct effects. These effects are discussed in Chapter 5 of the SDEIS

and updated information can be found in Chapter 5 of the Final EIS.

Please see the response to comment I-311-584 for the definition of

indirect effects. Please see the response to comment I-311-093

regarding property values.

 

I-311-602

The planning documents used to support the cumulative effects analysis

identify trends that have affected land use in the region and provide

projections of how land use is likely to change in the reasonably

foreseeable future. This is the standard methodology for analyzing

indirect and cumulative effects. Input from the community has been

collected throughout the design process. A detailed overview of the

public involvement process is located in the Agency Coordination and
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Public Involvement Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). Also,

see the response to comment I-311-005 for information regarding design

refinements that are included with the Preferred Alternative, based

largely on community feedback.

 

I-311-603

The referenced usage is not inconsistent, but reflects different contexts. 

The Affected Environment discussion notes that during their historical

development, Bellevue and Redmond began as separate communities

and subsequently assumed a suburban character after bridges were built

across Lake Washington, connecting them to Seattle. In recent decades,

Bellevue and Redmond have become urban centers in their own right.

 

I-311-604

This section of the Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report is

focused on the overall study area, not only the communities next to SR

520. Demographic information of these communities is included in the

Social Element Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS).

 

I-311-605

Acquisition of parkland is a direct effect and is discussed in Section 5.4

of the SDEIS and updated in Section 5.4 of the Final EIS. The Preferred

Alternative has benefited from extensive input from agencies and the

public during NEPA/SEPA evaluation, and as a result has further

minimized effects on parks compared to designs studied previously.

Please see the response to comment I-311-584 for the definition of

indirect effects.

 

I-311-606

The indirect and cumulative effects analysis is expressly intended to

evaluate effects on a regional level. Acquisition of parkland is a direct

effect and is discussed in Section 5.4 of the SDEIS and updated in
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Section 5.4 of the Final EIS. The Preferred Alternative has benefited

from extensive input from agencies and the public during NEPA

evaluation, and as a result has further minimized effects on parks

compared to designs studied previously. Please see the response to

comment I-311-584 for the definition of indirect effects.

 

I-311-607

“Minimizing the transportation corridor footprint” is not part of the

project’s purpose and need, and WSDOT has provided reasonable

alternatives that meet the project’s purpose and need. Please see the

response to comment I-311-294 regarding the project footprint. The

analysis conducted for the SDEIS is consistent with industry standards,

NEPA requirements, regional planning process, and FHWA traffic

analysis guidelines for evaluating and comparing existing and future

transportation project alternatives.

 

I-311-608

Energy and greenhouse gas emissions and community effects are all

direct effects.  These effects are discussed in Chapter 5 of the SDEIS

and updated information can be found in Chapter 5 of the Final EIS.

Please see the responses to comments I-311-093 regarding property

values, I-311-584 for the definition of indirect effects, and I-311-004 and

I-311-007 regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5

to Lake Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-609

Comment noted. Please see the responses to comments I-311-003 and

I-311-004 regarding how the options meet the project’s purpose and

need.
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I-311-610

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project. As shown in Table 5.4-1 in the

SDEIS, compared to Option A, Option K would result in more permanent

parkland acquisitions than Options A and K.

 

I-311-611

The noise and visual quality effects described in the comment are

considered direct effects. These effects are discussed in Chapter 5 of

the SDEIS and updated information can be found in Chapter 5 of the

Final EIS. Please see the response to comment I-311-584 for the

definition of indirect effects. Also see the Social Elements Discipline

Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) for more information on these

effects.

 

I-311-612

WSDOT considered a wide range of alternatives before narrowing them

down to those evaluated in the Draft EIS. Removing and not replacing

the bridge did not meet the purpose and need of the project and

therefore was not considered. Please see the responses to comments I-

311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a

tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to

Medina project are not reasonable alternatives for the project. NEPA

does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report. However, consistent with

accepted methodology, WSDOT evaluated the cumulative effects of the

project by comparing expected future conditions with the project to

expected future conditions without the project, not to conditions prior to

the construction of the original SR 520 Bridge.
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I-311-613

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report. However, consistent with

accepted methodology, WSDOT evaluated the cumulative effects of the

project by comparing expected future conditions with the project to

expected future conditions without the project, not to conditions prior to

the construction of the original SR 520 Bridge. Additionally, direct effects

to parks are discussed in Chapter 5 of the SDEIS and the Recreation

Discipline Report.

 

I-311-614

Please see the responses to comments I-311-003 and I-311-004

regarding how the options meet the project’s purpose and need, and I-

311-007 and I-311-037 regarding how the project can accommodate bus

rapid transit in the near time and potential future light rail.

Since publication of the SDEIS, WSDOT reevaluated the effects of

tolling, as described in Final EIS Section 5.3 and the Environmental

Justice Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS)..

WSDOT and FHWA determined that the actions taken to provide more

affordable alternatives to paying the toll, coupled with the benefits of the

project, would offset the adverse effects of the toll on low-income

populations. For additional discussion about the potential effects of

tolling on environmental justice populations, please refer to the SR 520

Variable Tolling Project Environmental Assessment document.

 

I-311-615

Because the NEPA process precedes the detailed design of a proposed

action, it is typically not feasible for an environmental impact statement

to provide precise information on topics which are determined later

during detailed engineering design and construction planning. The
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SDEIS provided a comprehensive analysis of effects based on the

project design information available at that time. The discussion of

environmental justice effects on page 5-50 of the SDEIS acknowledged

the reduced access to tribal fishing areas resulting from the larger

bridge. An updated discussion of the effects of project operation on usual

and accustomed fishing areas is provided in section 5.3 of the Final EIS

and in the Environmental Justice Discipline Report Addendum

(Attachment 7). The social elements and cumulative effects analyses

were conducted consistent with FHWA and WSDOT policy and

guidelines. The Social Elements Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the

SDEIS) discusses direct effects to the surrounding communities resulting

from the project. Please also see the responses to the Muckleshoot

Indian Tribes comments on the SDEIS in Item T-001.

 

I-311-616

The project would provide infrastructure that improves transit speed and

reliability along the SR 520 corridor. A more detailed discussion can be

found in the Final Environmental Justice Discipline Report (Attachment 7

to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-617

See the response to I-311-002 regarding design considerations in the

development of the SDEIS options and Preferred Alternative, and as

project design development continues. The project will provide measures

to minimize, reduce, and mitigate for effects as required. Please see the

responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why a cross-

lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington portion of

the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not reasonable alternatives for the

project.

 

I-311-618

Please see the response to comment I-311-007 and I-311-035 regarding
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compatibility with potential future light rail and high capacity transit on SR

520. A more detailed discussion can be found in the Environmental

Justice Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS).

 

I-311-619

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.

 

I-311-620

Acquisition of parkland is discussed in the Recreation Discipline Report

as well as in the Social Elements Discipline Report. Please see the

responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why a cross-

lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington portion of

the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not reasonable alternatives for the

project.

 

I-311-621

Please see the responses to comments I-311-016 and I-311-150

regarding visual effects of the new bascule bridge.

 

I-311-622

The language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or against any of

the options. The information presented is accurate and compares the

options in a standard and measurable format. Please see the responses

to comments I-311-012 and I-311-118 regarding effects on Foster Island.

 

I-311-623

A discussion of effects on recreational boating is included in the

Recreation Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS). The

Recreation Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 of the Final EIS)
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discusses the design refinements included as part of the Preferred

Alternative, which would improve the experience for small boats around

the Arboretum. WSDOT and FHWA have identified a Preferred

Alternative with a smaller overall project footprint in the Washington Park

Arboretum that also maintains full access to Arboretum waterways and

shorelines.

 

I-311-624

Comment noted. A higher bridge would allow more light to penetrate

underneath the bridge and would contribute to a more open feeling with

better views. 

 

I-311-625

The language used in the SDEIS does not offer bias for or against any of

the options. The information presented is accurate and compares to

options in a standard and measurable format. See the response to

comment I-311-002 regarding the design development of the SDEIS

options. Additionally, WSDOT received a number of comments in

support of and in opposition to all three options presented in the

SDEIS (Options A, K, and L). The Supplemental Draft Environmental

Impact Statement Summary of Comments is available at:

http://www.wsdot.wa.gov/Projects/SR520Bridge/SDEIS.htm.

 

I-311-626

Please see the responses to comments I-311-012 and I-311-118

regarding effects on Foster Island. The language used in the SDEIS

does not offer bias for or against any of the options. The information

presented is accurate and compares to options in a standard and

measurable format. WSDOT will consult with neighborhood

organizations and other stakeholders as the landscaping approach for

SR 520 lids is developed during detailed design.
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I-311-627

The positive effects are discussed on page 73 of the Indirect and

Cumulative Effects Discipline Report: “Replacement properties

developed as part of the mitigation of direct effects on parklands would

provide recreational land available to park users. The regional

bicycle/pedestrian trail and lids would encourage pedestrian and bicycle

use over the long-term. In the Arboretum, removal of the Lake

Washington Boulevard ramps and R.H. Thomson ramps (“ramps to

nowhere”) would remove visual clutter and improve views to and from

the park over the long-term. Inclusion of sound walls (as approved by

affected neighborhoods) would also achieve long-term benefits for park

users.” See the response to Comment I-311-096 regarding consideration

of effects on parks and compliance with Section 4(f).

 

I-311-628

FHWA and WSDOT developed conceptual project designs and

conducted environmental analysis for a facility that would satisfy the

intended purpose and need, could be constructed and operated in a

legally compliant manner, and would minimize potential effects to the

environment. See the response to Comment I-311-096 regarding

consideration of effects on parks and compliance with Section 4(f).

 

I-311-629

The requested change was not made because it would not change the

analysis or findings. NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of

prior projects as part of environmental review of direct effects for a

proposal; however, effects of the existing SR 520 corridor are considered

and discussed in the Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report.

However, consistent with accepted methodology, WSDOT evaluated the

cumulative effects of the project by comparing expected future conditions

with the project to expected future conditions without the project, not to

conditions prior to the construction of the original SR 520 Bridge.
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I-311-630

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because the

original statement is accurate and changing the text would not change

the analysis or findings.

 

I-311-631

 The requested change was not made because the original statement is

accurate and changing the text would not change the analysis or

findings. The Preferred Alternative, described in Chapter 2 of the Final

EIS, would reduce effects on the Arboretum by eliminating the

eastbound Lake Washington Boulevard on-ramp and providing an off-

ramp that connects to 24th Avenue instead of to Lake Washington

Boulevard. The addition of the proposed Lake Washington Boulevard lid

would enhance the livability of the neighborhood by providing

landscaped open space and improved connectivity for pedestrians and

bicyclists.

 

I-311-632

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report. However, consistent with

accepted methodology, WSDOT evaluated the cumulative effects of the

project by comparing expected future conditions with the project to

expected future conditions without the project, not to conditions prior to

the construction of the original SR 520 Bridge.

 

I-311-633

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not
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reasonable alternatives for the project, and I-311-096 regarding

compliance with Section 4(f) requirements.

 

I-311-634

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project, and I-311-096 regarding

compliance with Section 4(f) requirements. WSDOT has continued to

work with local agencies, including the City of Seattle, and the project will

comply with all applicable regulations.

 

I-311-635

The Draft Section 4(f)/6(f) Evaluation (Attachment 6 of the SDEIS)

discussed effects of Options A, K, and L on park and recreational lands

regulated under Section 4(f) of the U.S. Department of Transportation

Act and Section 6(f) of the Land and Water Conservations Fund Act, and

how WSDOT would mitigate those effects.

The Final Section 4(f) Evaluation (Chapter 9 of the Final EIS) provides a

detailed description of Section 4(f) lands that would be affected by the

Preferred Alternative and measures WSDOT would take to mitigate

those effects. The Section 6(f) Evaluation (Chapter 10 of the Final EIS)

describes proposed compensatory mitigation through the conversion of

existing non-recreational lands in the project vicinity to new parklands.

The Section 6(f) Evaluation incorporates assessments of the

environmental effects of the proposed conversions, which would

compensate for right-of-way acquisitions of recreational land needed to

build the Preferred Alternative.

Please see the response to comment I-311-096 for more information

regarding compliance with Section 4(f) requirements.
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I-311-636

The paragraph referenced in the comment is about the Montlake

interchange area. The paragraph below it discusses the visual quality

effect of Options K and L, and also the effect of the bascule bridge under

Options A and L. The suggested edit is not accurate.

 

I-311-637

The quoted text is referring to the structure passing over Foster Island,

which would be similar to the existing bridge. Please see the response to

comment I-311-012 regarding effects on Foster Island. The Visual

Quality and Aesthetics Discipline Report discusses direct effects on

visual quality in greater detail.

 

I-311-638

The term land bridge and lid are interchangeable in this context. The

structure over Foster Island is generally called a land bridge because the

roadway beneath it would be depressed; however, once completed, it

would serve a similar function as a lid.

 

I-311-639

The SDEIS assesses and discloses the expected direct effects of the

project on visual quality in Section 5.5 and in the Visual Quality and

Aesthetics Discipline Report. The Indirect and Cumulative Effects

Discipline Report assesses the cumulative effect of the project and other

past, present, and reasonably foreseeable future actions on visual

quality and discusses how urban development, including transportation

improvement projects, has altered the visual environment of the study

area. The cumulative effects assessment discusses how the project

would contribute to the long-term trend in visual quality during project

construction and operation. WSDOT follows State of Washington and

FHWA guidance in conducting visual quality assessments and avoids
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speculation on how visitors might react to the project. Please see the

response to comment I-311-584 for the definition of indirect effects.

 

I-311-640

See the responses to comments I-311-010 and I-311-178 regarding the

visual quality assessment included in the SDEIS. Also see the response

to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses urban

design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-641

The requested change was not made because it does not affect the

findings or analysis of the EIS.

 

I-311-642

The purpose of the visual quality assessment is to disclose how the

existing visual quality conditions will change due to the location, size,

and character of the new facility. See the responses to comments I-311-

010 and I-311-178 regarding the visual quality assessment included in

the SDEIS. Also see the response to comment I-311-002 regarding how

the project addresses urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues.

 

I-311-643

The project is a replacement of an existing highway. It is a transportation

project, with a purpose and need of improving safety and mobility for

people and goods, as stated on page 1-3 of the SDEIS.  See the

response to comment I-311-002 regarding how the project addresses

urban design, visual quality and aesthetic issues. NEPA does not require

analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of environmental review of

direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of the existing SR 520

corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect and Cumulative

Effects Discipline Report. However, consistent with accepted

methodology, WSDOT evaluated the cumulative effects of the project by
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comparing expected future conditions with the project to expected future

conditions without the project, not to conditions prior to the construction

of the original SR 520 Bridge.

 

I-311-644

Comment noted. The requested change was not made because it does

not affect the findings or analysis of the EIS.

 

I-311-645

The cultural resources analysis and visual quality analysis use two

different types of methodology and therefore the conclusions would not

necessarily be the same. A change in visual quality may not affect

cultural resources and vice versa. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-016 and I-311-150 regarding visual effects of the new

bascule bridge.

 

I-311-646

The assessment of indirect noise effects presented in the Indirect and

Cumulative Effects Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 of the

Final EIS) has been updated for the Preferred Alternative. This

assessment addresses changes in noise levels that would result from

project-related changes in surface street traffic volumes within residential

neighborhoods along the SR 520 corridor.

 

I-311-647

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project, and I-311-057 regarding noise.

 

I-311-648

Please see the response to comment I-311-584 for the definition of
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indirect effects. Direct noise effects are discussed in Section 5.7 of the

SDEIS and the Noise Discipline Report. Please see the responses to

comments I-311-004 and I-311-007 regarding why a cross-lake

tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake Washington portion of the SR

520, I-5 to Medina project are not reasonable alternatives for the project,

and I-311-057 regarding noise.

 

I-311-649

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project, and I-311-057 regarding noise.

 

I-311-650

See Section 5.9 for a discussion of how the project relates to regional

goals reduce GHG emissions. See the response to Comment I-311-022

for more information on the reduction of VMT and GHG with the project.

 

I-311-651

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.  See the response to Comment I-

311-022 for more information on the reduction of VMT and GHG with the

project. WSDOT performed air quality modeling of carbon monoxide

(CO) for conformity analysis for both the SDEIS and the Final EIS, as

required under the State Implementation Plan (SIP). The results of the

conformity analysis for the SDEIS were described on page 5-112 under

the heading “Local Air Quality.” A more detailed discussion with

reference to conformity standards is found on pages 17 through 22 and

23 through 25 of the Air Quality Discipline Report. The Air Quality

Discipline Report Addendum and the Final EIS updated these analyses.
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The modeling demonstrated that the project will be in conformity with the

SIP. The air quality analysis was conducted using accepted methodology

consistent with U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Washington

Department of Ecology, FHWA, and WSDOT policy. Air quality

standards and guidance from these agencies has been formulated to

protect human health and the environment.

 

I-311-652

Comment noted. The Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report

has been updated and is included in Attachment 7 to the Final EIS.

 

I-311-653

See the response to Comment I-311-022.

 

I-311-654

Mitigation measures are included in each discipline report for each

specific element of the environment (discipline reports are included in

Attachment 7 of the Final EIS). Mitigation Plans are also included in

Attachment 9 to the Final EIS.

 

I-311-655

Please see the responses to comments I-311-003 and I-311-004

regarding how the options meet the project’s purpose and need. Noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative would reduce

noise levels along the corridor to the point that noise walls are not

recommended in the Seattle portion of the project area, except

potentially along I-5 in the North Capitol Hill area where the

reasonableness and feasibility of a noise wall is still be evaluated.

Please see the response to comment C-311-057 regarding noise

reduction strategies included with the Preferred Alternative.
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I-311-656

Section 5.9 of the SDEIS and the Energy and Greenhouse Gases

Discipline Report (Attachment 7 to the SDEIS) discussed these effects in

greater detail. The Indirect and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report

assesses the cumulative effect of the project and other past, present,

and reasonably foreseeable future actions and discusses how urban

development, including transportation improvement projects, has

affected energy consumption and greenhouse gases in the study area.

The cumulative effects assessment discusses how the project would

contribute to long-term trends during project construction and operation.

Please see the response to comment I-311-584 regarding the definition

of indirect effects.

Section 5.9 of the Final EIS includes a discussion of how the project

relates to regional goals to reduce greenhouse gas emissions. The

Energy Discipline Report Addendum (Attachment 7 to the Final EIS)

includes additional discussion of emission reduction for both operational

and construction energy use and greenhouse gas emissions.

 

I-311-657

Comment noted. The visual quality effects of the new stormwater

facilities  are discussed in the Visual Quality and Aesthetics Discipline

Report.

 

I-311-658

The text quoted in the comment is a summary of direct effects. Tables

5.11-1 and 5.11-2 of the SDEIS showed the fill and shading effects on

wetlands and wetland buffers. The information in the quoted text

regarding wetland fill is correct, but there was a typo regarding the shade

effects. The text should have read: “Option K would have the greatest

shade effects from project construction. Option K would have the most fill

effects from project operation on buffers, followed by Option L, then

Option A. Option L, however, would have the most effects from shading,
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followed by Option K, then Option A.” However, the Final Indirect and

Cumulative Effects report presents the analysis differently and does not

include this statement.

 

I-311-659

NEPA does not require analysis of the effects of prior projects as part of

environmental review of direct effects for a proposal; however, effects of

the existing SR 520 corridor are considered and discussed in the Indirect

and Cumulative Effects Discipline Report. However, consistent with

accepted methodology, WSDOT evaluated the cumulative effects of the

project by comparing expected future conditions with the project to

expected future conditions without the project, not to conditions prior to

the construction of the original SR 520 Bridge.

 

I-311-660

Please see the responses to comments I-311-004 and I-311-007

regarding why a cross-lake tube/tunnel and a tunnel for the I-5 to Lake

Washington portion of the SR 520, I-5 to Medina project are not

reasonable alternatives for the project.
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